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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 23, 1901.

p*m rwi.

91.00.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

flhbtrtuumtnta.

0. 0. BURRILL &

NEW

SON,

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Bldo.,

Burrill Bank

HKPRRHKIVT TH»

W*

Moat Reliable Home and Foreign Companies.
Longest Rates Compatible with Safety.
»»*t

t0

ln

MOVTilY TO T.O A N

on

ADVKRTIHKMENT8 THIS WEEK.

Dennis K Soper—Notice of foreclosure.
Mabel N Joy—Dressmaking.
M A Clark—Greenhouse.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
K J Walsh—Shoe store.
.1 A Cunningham—Confectioner.
C F Davis—Market.
8 E Chapman—Confectionery.
Boston :
Dana Estes Co—Geoffrey 8trong.
New York:
The International News Co—Sherlock Holmee.
Miscellaneous :
The Century Co—The Helmet of Navarre.

AT ELLSWORTH POST

In

OFFICE.

effect Oct 14, 1901.

CLOSES

AT POST-OFFICE.

Going East—640 a. m.( 5 30 p. m.
Going West—11.90 a. mM 5 and 9.30 p.

m.

SUNDAY.

Train from the west arrives at 7.18 a. m.. deMall closes for
west at 6.01 p. in.
the west at 5.30 p. m.

parts for the

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

Mrs. Lorenzo D.
friends to Machlas.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

Poster

visiting

Is

H. E. Davis and wife returned Monday
a trip to Boston.

from

Mrs. P. B. Day has returned from
weeks’ visit In Bluehlll.

SECURE YOURSELF

Miss Grace 8mIth left this
plait of two weeks in Boston.

against loss by FIRE. Take out a
policy in out agency and he free from
worry.
on

losses are

LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.

two

a

for

noon

a

F. W. Stone has moved from the Davis
on court street to Bayside.

house

Donaqua lodge, K. of P. will have a
suDDer at Odd Fellows hall this evening.

Write

for furthur

particulars.

I! WOOL-FLEECED UNDERWEAR.
*!
Only $1.00 a suit. This is the
on the market for the price.
J|

i:
!!
;;
««

!!

j$
X

CLOTHING, f

NEW FALL and WINTER

;;

best thing

from $3.50 up.
MEN’S SUITS,
$3.00 up,
YOUTHS’ SUITS,
HOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from $3.00 up.
OVERCOATS, from $3.50 up.

I

ULSTERS,

|

$4.00

from

j«
J

up.

New line of Fall and Winter Headgear received this morning.

«

|

BYRN.

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Latest improvements in both systems.
Prices as

First-class workmanship.
low as is consistent with

good work.

_____k_

Crockery and tin ware.
Pearl, agate and granite ware.
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

Main

Ellsworth,

J. P. ELDRIDGE.

Street,

Ammunition

Me.

Our stock is the largest and prices the lowest.
and ride

cartridges

loaded with black and smokeless

hunting knives,

Air rides, revolvers,

All kinds of shot

powder.

ii

&

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

MAIN

i

IS
*
*

■

Fruit.

Fall

|
|
|
*

:>

WESCOTT,

Frank Echnegucia has gonejto Auburn,
where be has employment In the Foss &
Packard shoe factory.
Curtis R.

Foster will attend a meeting
undertakers’ association in

of the Maine

Waterville tomorrow.
A number

of Ellsworth people weut

the excursion to Calais today
Washington County railroad.

Lojok lodge, 1.

O. F.,

O.

on

the

over

will

give

a

evening.

sociable at their hall to-morrow

<

Salem*,
Delaware*.
a

!

peck. ;

SPECIAL CANDY SALE
....Next Saturday....

;
I

;;

S. E. CHAPMAN,

Male Street,
Xi ♦ i ♦I e 1 e
OET THE

Ellaworth.

;

i

BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner

Organs.

O

G

specialty.
Fourteen years’ factory experience.

Eepairing

a

Out of town orders solicited.
Drop
T.

leave orders at J.

a postal
Crippen’s music
or

store,

Ells-

with

sister, Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, in

bis

city.

Rev. G. H. Hefflon, of Ellsworth Falls
Is attending the
bi-centeunial celebration of Yale college

Congregational church.
this week.

George E. Parsons and two children, of Castine, are visiting Mr. Parsons’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Parsons, in this city.
Rev. P. M. Gayer, of Waterville, will
Mrs.

Friday evening,

at 7 30.

Burnham

O. R

last

week

was

by

quite severly infrom an apple

fall

a

manages to
ever, supported by two
He

tree.

an

on

Baptist church

in the

interesting subject

jured

lecture

illustrated

an

get around, howcanes.

Iuvitatious are out for the marriage of
Miss Ploreuce E. Curtis and U. G. Hodgkins, both of Ellsworth, to take place at

bride

on

Oct. 30.

William Barbour, of Bucksport,
returned to Ellsworth to spend the
winter with her daughters, Mrs. Gecrge H.
Grant and Mrs. W. A. Alexander.

gun

Miss Marie Grant
„*

i._

entertained

fpiunilu

nn.,..n

at

a

liar

number

homo

on

a

business

trip

Miss

to Boston.

Joy

recently removed her tailoring and dressmaking roornB to room 12, Manning block.
Charles Meade and wife, who have been
spending the past two weeks with Mrs.
Meade’s father, J. B. Mitchell, have returned to their home in North Beverly,
The American Comedy Co., which haB
appeared at Hancock ball the past two
nights, will play here again to-night
having been cut out of their date at Machias.
The annual harvest supper of the Unitarian society will be given at the vestry
There
to-morrow evening, at 6 o’clock.
will also be a sale of preserves, jellies and

They

had

been

drifting

about

in the

friends of Bertba

L.

Giles

Interested to learn that she has
been offered and has accepted a position
the First BaptiBt
as soprano solist in
church at Jamaica Plain, Mass.
y
The engagement is announced of Miss
to
Edwin
Ellsworth
of
Falls,
Inez L. Gray,
G. Daws, son of the proprietor of the
The
mill.
woolen
marriage is
Ellsworth
to take place on Thanksgiving Day.
Dr. Mary L. Burnham writes home that
Bbe is on her way back to her station at
Chlnafu, in the Interior of China, from
which she was driven by the Boxer uprising. It is believed now that danger
has

passed.

Michael

nnd all were near
open boat seven day*,
sailoi
unto death, when the half-famished
“A anil!
in the bow leaped up and cried
shrieked
A sail!” ‘‘What, a bargain sale?”
a* »b<
the hall-dead woman pa**enger,
fumbling lor her purse.

began

The many
will be

Ellsworth

worth, Me.

farm

test every

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

is

Dr. Parcher and Sparling

some years.
Mr. Black was around

usual

as

the

He

He called

on

his sister at

Castine

Sunday.

boy,

Morgans bay in
home in

with J. T.

is

Crippen,

now

Until her

M. H. Andrews.

was

the

is in the

was

spent considerable time at
“the case.” Their permanent removal
event she has

from Ellsworth is to be

about

He had worked

of

Mr. and

Coughlin sympathize

Mrs.

with them

the Iobb of their six-year-old daughter,
Madeline, who died at Seal Harbor last
Friday. The body was brought to Ellsworth for interment.
iu

Miss Lizzie Silsby, of New York, Is with
her aunt, Mrs. Whittemore, at the Richards’ homestead on Bridge hill. She expects to return in about a week. Mrs.

went

On the island is

to
the Ellsworth team the ball most
of the time. Instead of that, they were
on the defensive all the time, with

the harbor

placed

trying to

she

roll

could

up.

see

how

It

was

big a score
something

an

old

was

Thursday, Oct. 24, at Free Baptist veaand entertainment; refresh-*

try—Sociable
ments.

and vine-

moss

on

the ice.

Thursday, Oct. 24, at Odd Fellows hall—*
Sociable by Lejok lodge, I. 0.0 F.
Thursday, Oct. 24, at Unitarian vestry—*
Harvest supper and food sale. Supper^
25 cents.

ni»D

Friday, Oct. 25, 7.30 p. m.,
vestry—Illustrated lecture by

at

Baptist

Rev.

P. ML

Cayer, of Waterville.

also

bruised

on

Zinc and Grinding Hake
Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
lead and oil mixed by band.—Arlvt.

Ion*

as

as

_-—.

THE NEW/.

...FALL STYLES...

--

...

twiv«u

terribly

This is the extension asked for by residents of the section, who agreed to furnish the poles for the Hue.

the

right
head to foot. No internal injuries have developed. He was brought
He

—Harvest sapper.

Sheep

or

South Bluehill.

Moore, who was employed by
his brother, Frank K. Moore, on the new
Macomber cottage at Hall Quarry, received serious injuries Monday by a fall
from the staging. Mr. Moore fell twenty
feet, and struck on a pile of stone. Hie
right arm was broken near the elbow, and
Charles

UJIIC

island

Telephone to South Bluehlll.
The New Eng'nnd telephone Rnd telegraph company is extending its lines to

like 40-0.

IUC

COMING EVENTS
Wednesday, Oct. 23, at Methodist vestry

covered

giving

Bar Harbor

Normals.

one-story bouse that at one time
stood near where the Somesville church
now stands, and which was hauled across

expectation that Bar Harpractice a defensive game,

was

Wade

line-up.

When the dust settled at the end of the
t«r*nr« rand 38-0 in favor of the

island, at the head of Somes sound. Mi6s
Lawson, Bister of Mr. Lawson, has a
handsome cottage at Somesville.

down with the
bor

Somesville,

of

Ellsworth

from

The little fellows

side from

OF THE

to bis home here.
The

clubhouse at Nicolin is open for the
now that the exodus to tin

season, and
seashore is

over, this

popular

resort

WILK'IIEt

ii

likely to assume its old-time attractive
ness.
Thursday is, as usual, ladies’ day
Already several parties have been out, am
others are being talked up. The cam]

paint
receutly received a new
big fireplace is as cheerful as ever
and
there’s plenty of wood,
“Ike”, tb
genial steward, has lost none of his skil
coat of

has

$3.50
$4.00

the

as a

satisfier of

narrow

Nicolin

a

AMD

appetite.

Strout, of Ellsworth Falls, had

Edwin

escape

He

few cays ago.

a

wa

....
Are now open for your inspection.
Have you seen these snappy shoes V
Too many good points to describe here.
Come in and try them on.

hunting in the vicinity of Green Lake
He had laid down his gun for a few min
utes, and when be picked it up again h
Of cours
took it by the dangerous end.
the gun took that particular moment t
go off. The charge went up Strout’s sleev
Strout was un
and out at the elbow.
injured. His dog wasn’t so fortunate
part of the charge. In future b

I

getting

should be

more

in

careful

his choice

n
1

!

boats, was burned last Thursda;
night; nothing was saved. The fire com
raunicated with a pile of cord wood owne 1
by Mrs.A. C. Hagerthy, and with a quan
tity of coal belonging to the governmen
fish hatchery at Green Lake. Mrs. Hager
thy also owned the boats. About ten ton a
coal and several cords of wood wer a
burned. The total loss is estimated a

|500

to

on

|700.

There

the “Boss

The harvest

was a

small in

Hale”.

w

IIM

pppC
DCCr ■

mo

»

»

t._*. Mj

..,

Owing to the recent Are in Bangor,
we have been able to make a big
deal in western beef, and for the rest

>

1 I

of this week we shall sell

BEST CUTS STEAK AT 20c.
15c.
SIRLOIN ROASTS AT

••

AND ON SATURDAY
..

_

of

RAPCAINS
■■
IHI

small

from

«

...........

at the foot of Gree:
Lake in which the steam launch “Bos
Hale” was stored, together with tw

building

The small

ELLSWORTH, ME.

WALSH’S,

o

hunting companions.

surance
friends

regretted.

the

was

half

Somesville, Oct 17 (special)—Thomas
W. Lawson has purchased of T. S. Somes,

The high school football team went to
Bar Harbor last Saturday to give the
heavy Bar Harbor team a practice game.

who

The

sixty-six years of
principally in the
employed quarries, until failing health prevented.
sons and an adopmarriage He leaves a wife, five

age.:

Perkins,

Ellsworth high two years agOf

Normals met the Rockland higks
school team last Saturday. The first hall
was fifteen minutes; the second, twenty
minutes. The score at the end of the
first half was 5-0 in favor of the Normals*
That was close enongh to be interesting*
No one looked for the walkover of the
When they
Normals in the second half.
got the ball they started it witu a whirl
that made the visitors dizzy.

the house of

dead when found.

Mr. Black

and Herman

star of the

a neighbor on an errand, and was
c|n his
president; Mrs. A. M. Hopkins, first vice- way back across the fields when he died.
president; Mrs. S. J. Morrison, second It is supposed from the position of the
vice-president; Mrs. Thomas H. Campbell, body when fouud that he felt the attack
secretary; Miss Abbie E. Joy, treasurer. coming on and seated himself on a low
The various committees were chosen at wall, or the foundation of an old house.
same meeting.
Mrs. W. G. Jordan has gone to Bangor
to live. Mr. Jordan, who for many years

and
made

The

fered

the afternoon, returning
early evening. He went to

by

food

Normals Play Football.
Castine normal school football
team is developing quite a speedy game
this season. The team is captained by
Chester Maddocks, an Ellsworth higle

Sudden Death at East Bluehlll.
Bluehill, Oct. 21 (special)—
Hiram Black died suddenly lqst evening,
of heart disease, from which he had eufEast

At the annual meeting of the woman’s
alliance of the Unitarian church last
officers
were
Wednesday afternoon,
elected as follows: Mrs. A. F.
Greely,

was

ingre-

CO., 100 WILLIAM 8T., NEW YORK.

by Monaghans’ orchestra.
ted daughter. A brother aDd sister sura
Mrs. Jordan was for several
years
Henry Ayer, of Toledo, Ohio, accom- competent and faithful compositor in vive him.
panied by bis wife, spent a day last week The American office, and since that
Lawson Buys Island at SoinesvIIIe.
Music

pickles.

<»

The Stafford

stantly employed to
dient and supervise

con-

the most digestible food are
with Royal Baking Powder.

quarters for his large

for winter

Mass.

Concords,

Preserving Pears-BOc.

it

use

experts is

in every respect.
The most wholesome

present at this meeting.
Austin M. Poster is building a large
barn for George Stafford on his Trenton
farm. The building is 40x104 feet, 26 foot
posts. There are sixty stalls in the barn.

farms.

from

STRATTON

few

a

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
evening at Manning hall for
reorganization and election of officers.
The indications are that the membership
this season will be largely augmented.
A. general invitation is extended to all
who are interested in the chorus to be

Albert F. Stock bridge is employed in
the Western Union telegraph office at
Burnham Junction.

Franklin street last Friday evening, the
occasion being her fourteenth birthday.
Miss Mabel N. Joy has just returned

etc.

horse

a

to-morrow

of the

Mrs.

_

fall from

a

corps of chemical

a

every process of
manufacture to insure a product absolutely pure, wholesome and perfect

Yesterday it was reported that
be could not live through the day, but
last night Mr. Whittaker telephoned that
he was better.

composed

has

$

by

fractured

Monaghan.

the home of the

AMMUNITION.

was

otKer?

Because in its mammoth works

days ago.

horses.

give

“CLARION' RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.

ter than any

N.

Arthur Whittaker was called to Bangor
yesterday by the critical condition of his
ten-year-old son, Roscoe, whose skull

stable of

this

OWEN

Baking Powder bet-

very serious.

case

is ROYAL

Why

W. Curtis Is critically ill from strangulated hernia. This morning he underwent a delicate surgical operation. The
operation itself was successful, but the
result cannot be foretold. His physicians
A.

Gen. George Moore Smith, of New York
city, is visitiug his brother, M. S. Smith, The
building is being thoroughly built
in this city.
with heavy timbers. Mr. Stafford will

There will be a social dance at Odd
Feilowa’ ball Saturday evening, given by
us

Ellsworth high school football team
play Brewer high school at Brewer
Saturday, and at Ellsworth the following
week. Tiie team is also in
correspondence with t he Y.
M. C. A. team of Bar
Harbor.

H. Higgins is seriously ill. Mr. Higgins has not been well
sinces a severe Illness of typhoid fever
last spring. He was too ambitious to get
around, and it is believed overexerted
himself. His condition now is serious,
but his physicians hope an operation will
be successful.

Going East—7.18 a. m., 8.03 p. m.
GOING West—11-56 a. m., 5.26 p. m.
MAIL

abbcrtiBEmmtB.

will

City Treasurer

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

I

achusetts,

consider the

*n<,
improve<‘ retl “t,te

collateral.—

PAYrtENTS

Whittemore will accompany her to Masswhere she
will spend the
winter.

No. 43.

)"TJS^S5T?SiSM^I

_____

—

11

GOOD CORNED BEEF AT Oc.
Remember—This is western steer beef,
not native cow beef.

TURKEYS, {

CHICKENS I

■i: DAVIS’

of the Methodis
held at the churc

MARKET.

“?t£?WLAl

;;

concert

Sunday school was
Sunday evening. The following pre
gramme was carried out in a pleasin
manner: Singing, school; prayer, pastor
singing, school; responsive reading; ad
dress, Mrs. Powell; anthem, choir; recita
tions, Josephine Johnson, Nellie Trew
orgy, Helene Bellatty; address, Cor

(Continued

on

page 5,)

■

o.

w.

TAPEEY,

!
We write

—

—

General Insurance and Real Estate
all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Real

Estate, and collect rents. Also sell Arst-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDINO,

Agent:

,

ELLSWORTH.

< H UISTIAN

Or Wpfk F»r*nnf"~ Ort.
97—Comment by Kev. S. K. Doyle.
Tone. Bible reading. “I will make It the rule
ft my life to read the Bible every day.”—11 Tim.
tt, 1-17.

The Christian

Endeavor movement
1-vbas C_ng more wu. thy of lasting praise than its work in reference
to the Rlh'"
Tt has revoltittontred Bible recd'ng with many who were Chrlstlons tefere they became Christian Endeavorers. It has caused the Bible to
become must precious to many who
scarcely ever looked at it before they
pledged themselves to read It every
day. This clause of the pledge has resulted in no end of good, and even after 20 years ioo much emphasis cannot
be plac’d upon it. It has resulted In a

Impetus being given to
daily Bible rending, and this yvas and
tremendous

Is much to be desired.
The importance and necessity of daily
Bible reading should scarcely need to
be impressed upon Christian people,
and yet, sad to say, it does need to be.
The Bible Is not read daily as It ought
to be.
Daily Bible reading Is even
In
more neglected than daily prayer.
infancy and childhood we are taught
to pray unto God dally, and that habit
Is seldom ever given up, even though
we may wander far away from God.
But how few children are taught to
read the Eibie dally! Alas, how few

El'lTEI* Bi

Its Motto:

_—

**AP*1 MAIKJK**.

“Helpful

and

Hopeful.11

THE

PRAYER MEETING.

Have a testimony meeting in which
-each one testifies as to the helpfulness
of daily Bible reading.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Deut. vl, 6-9; Ps. 1. 1, 2: xix, 7, 8;
cxlx, 97-112; Isa. xxxiv, 16; Luke Iv, 1621; xxiv, 13-27; John v, 39; Acts, xvil,
10, 11; Eph. vl, 17; Heb. iv, 12.
Do Not Despond.

Do not despond. However rough and
uneven the crossings of your earth life
may seem, you must look forward to a
pleasant harbor at the termination of
your Journey. You will then be repaid
We are walking
for all obstructions.
Ui

uaiaui'BB

uun,

uui

iucu

wc ouaii

ore

It
ot*

not

a

—

|

Grocers’ Association.
The management haa this year ae-ured
attract Iona
a larger number of efeclal
than ever before.
fall

her bike.

on

Only

The

July 11 was just the right kind of a day
for a successful clam-btke—cloudy and
cool, a good tonls day. My nephew and
I had gone on before, in his skiff, taking
with us tbe clams. Arriving at the point,
we built an oven of flat stones, or rather
bake
«e repaired an old one left from a

smile of cheer

3SatrUstntnuss.

COUNTY

three years ago, and made a fire under
We put the clams on the hot stones,

it.

Paper.

covering them with rockweed; and there

forget that wherever you go
Kindly deeds may be found to do,
not

we

let them steam for
meantime, 1

No one so poor but can bestow
The help that will courage and faith renew,
No one so weak who cannot give
The hand that may help a soul to live.
And rise again from the trodden clay.
Splendid achievements may never be yours,
But thefdeed that for love’s sake is done, endures.
And will blossom from day to day.
—L. M. Montgomery.

hour.

an

took

In tbe

the skiff

up

alobg tbe shore for my sister and two
of my nieces, who 1 bad arranged to meet
as they were to come to Crabtree’s shore,
with their dishes, cakes, pickles and vin1

egar.

was

to take them off at

"

certain

a

ledge where there was sufficient water
for it was low tide, and 1 could not get
Into the

cove

to

landing.

our own

returning to Peck’s point, about
noon, 1 found that many of oar party had
On

Their teams

come.

bitched

were

enclosed
famous strawberry farm.

cedar fence that
had

friends

to

a

of

a

portion

a

Some of

our

“Corner.”
genial, fan-mak-

from

come

tbe

j

Among them was our
ing, always-on-hand-at-a-good-flsh-dinHe
A. B. C.
ner, fellow-townsman,
is noted for being a good helper in getting up a good, social time; and be can
always bold bis own at me table.
On this occasion, Miss A. thought it
wise that he should be driven away from
several pans of steaming clams, in order
to save him to bis family; and also it was

and

waB

pursuit

still In

I wonder If 1

this clam-bake
1 should say,
minates with

third

a

a

of

the

a

river.

tides of centuries have been

the swift

makes

way
ter-

wash away. The
form two coves, one on the

able to

tbe south.
We are located

north,

opportunity
life-giving and

to

the north

on

was

beach of

had lain aside while at work
wood, for the fire.
Here and there

one

to

our

it is

clam-bake;

very pretty.

Royal

marine

Glanninl, tenor soloist and manager of
this band. Is one of the most famous tenor
singers in the world. Glannini’s band
came to America for the express purpose
of

appearing

at

a

series of

banquets given

Chicago World's Fair to the ambassadors of foreign countries.
Signor
Glanninl and his band are famuous on
both sides of the Atlantic. Among the
other bands engaged la Colllna* First regiment band and orchestra, with Bowen
R. Church, the wonderful cornetlst, formerly of Reeves’ band, also the Salem
cadet band, which has just completed a
remarkably successful engagement at the
Pan-American.
UV/UJCWIIV

Ut

KKBCV

purl

ulrIII

For It.

Banking.

will

big feature of the coming fair. M l*s
Nellie Dot Kancbe, who has charge of
be

a

this

department,

is

one

brated authorities

and scored

on

of the

moat

She has conducted similar
In

many great expositions,
notable success at the Parle
She is perfectly at home in

a

exposition.
every department of culinary art,
delightfully Informal manner
instructions

are

methods

very

are

free

and ber

and

easily

H«r
her

points, little beaches and patches
of woods, the east shore of Marlboro with
its ledges forming almost an unbroken
coves,

gathering piece

of

masonry,

as

it

were, and

seem-

ing to say to the restless Atlantic, “Halt!
Thou cans’t come no farther with thine

NEW fNI'.ltlKH
Share., fl each; monthly
payment t, $J per ihare.

now

open,

WHY PAT RENT?
when yon can borrow on your
.here., give . fleet mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
and Intere.t together
payment,
will amount to but little more
thaa you are now paying tor
rent, and In about 10 year, you

derstood.

men, because of badly
and carelessly written letters. The handwriting
and style of a letter are reliable indications of the character of the writer. A
negligent letter, with careieaa sentences
and inaccurate expressions, indicates an
indifferent mind. The structure of the
sentences shows the texture of the mind
which uses them.
As a rule, a neatly written letter, with
well-constructed
sentences
containing
concise and
expressions, indicates
a careful and systematic mind.
A loo-ejointed letter shows care! etui netm in t
choice or words to express a thought, and
signifies a loos^'y constructed mind » hJch
would be careless In everything. Thee
may appear to be small thing*. but trifle

spelled

If

A

i«

un-

These Things Influence nn Employer.
Managers of large institutions and business houses tell us that they reject a great
many applications from boys and young

earn

fllnortl! LoaiaiiiMliii|[Aa,l,

makes

she goes.
to all,
aud

simple

U what yoor money|wtii
Invested In shares o£Um

cele-

practical cooking

Frenchman’s bay, the
its

Subscribe

at the

friends for her wherever

with

se-

Including Glanninl’*
band of Italy.
Signor

and that is the scenery
point. I think

view from Peck’s

been

fine music haa

_

along the beach, ledges
make good tables and

OWN YOUR OWNJHOME,
for

particular. Inquire of weirg
intruding arm. either in the gentle How
Hum W. CceiutAM. Seicty.
thy quiet tides or noise of they tem*“*
A.W. Kino, Hre.lde^
party, more stylish than others, spread pests.”
table-cloths and try to imitate home life
victory
Lamoine with its Meadow Point, and
feat and profit by them.
with dishes and so forth; while others
out-lying shallows and hay-cock-shape
prefer the primeval. That is my case. rocks, Eden, with
its
and
ovens,
One of my neighbors was speaking to I
get a position where there is a ledge to here and there some lowlands coming
me about using silkateen in various ways,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
to sit on, with a ledge in front for a table, down with
pointed
gentle slope to the waters
and said she found it better than darning and a deep crevice between for my feet
then Green mountain rising in the
Commenced Iluslnma May 1, iBTS.
edge;
otton for mending black stockings, as it and lower limbs.
I don’t see how any midst of foothills like a
proud monarch
held the color better and was no more other position and style could
better of the
Deposits In this bank arc by law exeunt from
coast, as it is; and theu there is our
taxation.
Do you, my friend?
expensive.
crown the occasion.
v ew of the Porcupine islands.
The pictSome use forks, but what nonsense. ure Is
MILLIONAIRES OF CHEERFULNESS.
beautiful, graud, inspiring.
ill 'He perfection.
It. B. COOL1DUR, Pm ideal.
An employer is influenced moat
Many people in ordinary circumstances are The thumb and fingers are the best for
But it is not the same picture it was
by tbe
JOBS r. WHITCOMB, Vice-President.
millionaires of cheerfulness. They make their opeuing steamed clams. And then you
litt»e
in an application for a
things
and
Occuforty years ago.
thirty-five
position. Tbe little remarks dropped, t he
neighborhood brighter, happier and a better draw the clam out of bis shell by his
CHABUCS C. BVBB1LL, Treasures.
of the settlers have changed, and
pations
the
appearance,
the
to
thedress,
collars,
live
their
in, by
cuff-,
presence; they raise the bead and keep hold of it until you have
place
this has effected the scenery.
On the the nails and the hair—all of these, which i
Deposits draw lntrrrst from the first day of
value of every lot for blocks around them.
soused him in vinegar and thrown him canvass of my memory is the old
trifles, have proved stumbling blocks March, June, September and December.
picture, seem
The world is beginning to sec that people who
to the advancement of
a
between your teeth and bitten him off.
A
HOARD or DIRECTOKAi
perfect in all its outlines, its interior careless expression in many youth. the
cau rnuioic buhbuiuc auu carry guinness auu
conversation,
The head you let drop at your feet while
Jon* r. Whitcomb,
decorations, its colorings; and on this use of slang, a failure to look the superin- |
good cheer wherever they go, although they
S. B. Cooli ooa,
down your gullet,
r. Cakboll Bubbill.
the
sliding
body
goes
tendent
or
are
he
of
in
value
to
I
the eye when talkmanager
may
poor,
infinitely greater
glad clam-bake day, saw the new pictC’HAKLU C. BCBBILL.
ing with him, forgetfulness in removing
nr mnra Ivnlr
tic nIH
in
its
society than the millionaire of money, who with the exclamation, “O, how good”!
one’s hat, bolding a cigarette, even an i
Bank houra dally, from la. m. to 12 mi
No one would, for a moment, Imagine
pauperizes everything he touches and every
dress; and I can truly say, the old pict- indication of the use of tobacco or the
body who comes in contact with him by his that silence reigned at our clam-bake, ure is the best for that
and gener- sign of some other bad habit, gruffness,
day
methods.
outcrop.

chairs.

They
We utilized them.

of

receiving.

west shore of Crabtree’s neck

chewing at my coat which I

drift

live-

along

this Hue

I have already noted, there
thing yet which lent a charm

one can

the south cove, near where the point runs
into a pasture. Several cows are feeding
close by. They were too near at onetime,
for obe

is

Exceptionally

cured, the latter

living. And a clam- in the world.
picnics, furnishes departments

Besides what

one on
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good

for exercise

un-

point helps

life worth

bake, like all

The point
good rock or ledge which

Skilling’*

across

little sketch of

pretty,
long point running,

a

nearly

a

Here is

scene.

beach, with

pebble

of chowders.

draw

can

Lynn, Mass*

narticnlan.

characters, and they come in touch with
ours.
It is this coming in touch, human heart to human heart, this exchange
of greetings, this mingling of sympathetic feelings, this getting away from
ourself for a little while and getting interested in the welfare of others, that

yacht

a

Address

Hvinr full

needed at tbe at the business end of one
therefor awhile, yet. The last 1 beard of

this good fellow, he had bought

HOWARD, CHICAGO,
knew oAe day how 1 would feel the
J was nervous and had no
next.
appetite, Seither oould I sleep soundly
nights. Lydia E. Piukliam’s Vegetable Compound, used in conjunction With your Sanative Waah, did
more for me
than all the medicines
and the sfill of the doctors. For eight
months 1 Ixve enjoyed perfect health.
I verily bei'eve that most of the dootors are guAssing and experimenting
when they try to cure a woman with
an assortment of complications, such as
mine; but yos do not guess. How I
wish all suffering women could only
know of your rfmedy; there would b«
less suffering 1 know,”—Laura Howard, 113 Newbet*y Ave., Chicago, HL
—$5000 forftit If uSm* testln'orlnl It not ponolntk
Mrs. Pinklianj invites all women who are 111 to write her for

advice.

thought, as business was improving at
Bullivan stone quarries, he might be
;

IT,

r

MISA l.AURA

Borne of

our

of

_

ure

Hancock Connty. Savinp Bank,

nets?

1

’clearly.

We can take a glance In the
mirror of the past and notice that we
have often taken the wrong path. The
present Is hastily glanced at. but the
mirror of the future no eye can gaze in,
no hand can grasp, but the hand of
time. He alone holds the key that will
unlock the door. Meanwhile you must
cultivate faith, trusting that your darkness will be made light in tbe day of
His appearing.—Religious Telescope.

close, contemptible
Largeness of heart and generosity of soul

there

Christian contentment creates cheerfulness of mind and brightens every
condition in life. It secures the divine
favor, love and blessing. It fosters
conserves
morals
conscientiousness,
and delivers from numerous temptations and ills. Thus viewed it is a
prize worthy of every honest effort, a
golden crown which should circle every
brow, a glory which should adorn
every character and a treasure which
should enrich every life.—Presbyterian.

each?

Dally Ufa.
He who never connects God with bis
dally life knows nothing of the spiritual meaning and uses of life—nothing
of the calm, strong patience with which
Ills may be endured; of the gentle, tentier comfort which the Father’s love
can minister; of the blessed rest to be
realized In His forgiving love. His tender fatherhood; of tbe deep, peaceful
dense of the Infinite One ever near, a
refuge and a strength.—Dean Farrar.
God and

It

UI. aad Death.
life is s late. The many strings thereof
Are tuned by sorrow end by heppinees,
Ob which the fingers of the Spirit press
And stake their muted mueic. it is lose
And memory that broodnth like a dove.
That sing their fond accompaniments the while—
One with s tew, the other with a smile;
One born on earth, the other bom above.
.And when our hearts to love’s melodious breath
Beat time do more shall all to death belong
And faith and hope be theme for scorn and laugh*
terf
day, nay. Life only lieth mute, and death
is but a bar of rest betwixt the eong
We have sung here and wa shall sing hesaafter.

—Philadelphia Ledger.
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and

nonsense

But
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as
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and

her

happy

as

of

our
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possible.

great treat for me.
Did I enjoy the clams, you aek.T Surely,
no one enjoyed them more. But a clamwag a

bake is not

a success

if

we

get nothing
can put into

it that what we
our stomachs.
It ia not necessary or
wise to go to such! trouble, simply for
the eating. If |that were all, better remain at homeland get your fill with less
The oyster-dredger
Bnergy expended.
takes his breakfast from his first pull-up.
He’s

hour.

out of

a

fat

man.

To jne, and I feel sure I express the
timents of all of our party, there

TOMATO PICKLES.

something

Slice six quarts of tomatoes, cover with water,
add one cup of salt, and let it stand over night.
In the morning, drain. Take vinegar enough to
cover, add one pint of sugar to a quart of vinegar and let come to a boil. Then put in tomatoes
and cook until tender- Take out tomatoes, add
whole mixed spices and boll a few minutes and
turn this over tomatoes. If too much vinegar,
let it boll down. You want only just enough to
cover, as then they will not be too wet.
—Household.

senwas

better in this clam-bake than

clams; and it wasn’t the cake, nor the
It meantimuch to me, this meeting
ind greeting of the associates of my
routh, and of their children and friends.
[ saw absent fathers and mothers in the
taces and actions of their children.
I
the

pie.

ilso found

grand-parents

in

the

makeup

grandchildren. This was a very
When I grasnteresting study for me.
red the warm hand of each, I could hear
be rush of the waters of the Atlantic and
)f their

Madge.

Mrs. Potter Palmer, whose wit is equal
to her diplomacy, was recently asked by a
sporty old Prince, who meant to be gallent, whether she would not guide him to
the fountain of perpetual youth, where
undoubtedly she must have drank deeply.
‘Your highness”, responded the American woman promptly, “they who have
»lready attained their second childhood
□eed not to be guided to the fountain of

There is

sense

such occasions.

give

make everyone else

more

Aunt

on

nonsense, sometimes.
party seemed to do bis

Try this recipe for pudding some day. Crumb
pieces of stale cake into a pudding dish, then
place a layer of tart, raw apples sliced very thin
then another layer of cake and so on, fill the
dish with a custard made of two eggs, retaining
the white of one egg for frosting to be put on
when the pudding is removed from the oven. It
an

the talk of

found

who is able to

PUDDING.

will hake In three-fourths of

was

usually

make millionaires of character who are worth
more to the world than mere moneyed millionaires. The tlmeiwiil come in the progress of the
world when we shall not have to depend on rich
furnishings, costly tapestries and gold plate.
Character will become so enriched in the upward
growth of the world that the surroundings,
however costly, will be considered hut a cheap
setting of a precious iife-stoDe. Cheerfulness
is a potent factor of success.
—Success.

Chriatlan Contentment.

J

Dp:as ?**iw i ia&xam :
Icnn thank
for perfect health to-day. Life
\ to me a year or two
looked so •
I had constant pains, my limbs
ago.
swelled, 1 had dizzy spells, and never
ron

drummer, bad made the apnephew,
pointment, 1 suspect, in part for my
benefit; and my niece, youngeat of the
three of one family, although all had a
hand in It, carried the message to neigh-

May comfort a heart that I* sail and drear,
And brighten a day that 1* hard and long.
The burning words that forever live,
It may not be your* to speak or give;
But there’s heart and hope in a bit of a song.
Do

.1

**

next

appointed a clam-bake to
Peck's point. My very active

the

forget, as you go on your way
Through this busy world, with its toll and strife.
Often a kindly word to say
To those you meet in the path* of life.
forget that

{Dr*

the

to

was

held at

bors

Do

back

my

July 10, 1901, and for tbe

was

there

day

Thk American,
Ellsworth, Me.

not

Dent

ana

Vegetable

's

Al ter the Best DocfiiUttii f|\t)
Help Her.

Compou.id

oam-dot*.

to

parents read the Bible dally
themselves! Yet what better Inheritance could we give our children than
the habit of daily communion with God
American Messenger.
through His word? Timothy had been
trained In the word of God from childDear M. B. Friends:
hood, and when he became a man he
“A beautiful life is one that fulfils it*
continued In the things which he had
mission”. I have just read that sentence
heard, which made him wise unto sal- in a
paper, and 1 give the quotation to you
So should all God's children
vation.
to “think out”. Is the unrest, the unhapbe taught, and so should they continue
piness, the dissatisfaction so abundant in
[when they have come to manhood and the world caused by the fact that so many
womanhood.
Can perare not fulfilling their mission?
Dally Bible reading Is commended in sons be in
places they were not intended
the Scriptures and the blessings of It
to fill?
In Num. vl, 6-9, the
emphasized.
A once familiar expression was this: “Ue
God
are
of
people
practically enjoined has missed his
calling”. There are many
to constantly be in touch with His
unsolved problems in life, but 1 add a
It
make
it
word, to teach
diligently, to
or two by Dr. Miller from whose
the subject of conversation and of thought
words the first sentence was taken.
at
and
home
in
abroad,
thought
lying
“There are some special words which may be
down and in rising up.
Everywhere
said to bold the secret of beauty in a life. One
Include
each
«nd always necessarily
Is 'victoriousness'. Many people let themselves
day. The psalmist says of the blessed be defeated almost habitually, it begins In
man that "his delight Is In the law of childhood. The lessons are hard and the child
the Lord, and in His law doth be medl
does not master them. It coats exertion to suctate day and night.”
Paul declares ceed in the games, and the boy indolently conthat the Bcreans were more noble than cludes tha'. he cannot win and does not do his
the Tbessalonians “in that they receiv- best. The girl finds that she cannot play her
ed the word with all readiness of mind exercises on the piano without a great deal of
and searched the Scriptures daily tiresome practice, and lets herself be defeated.
It is hard to restrain temper in youth and tbe
whether these things were so.”
young woman gives up the struggle. Thus at
How can we neglect daily Bible read- the
very beginning the battle is lost. Always
ing? The Bible is the inspired, infalli- duty Is too large and lessons arc too hard and
It presents to us discipline is too severe. It is a fatal thing to
ble word of God.
Jesus Christ, the bread and water of form In youth the habit of permitting oneS self
our spiritual lives. It is “the sword of to be defeated- On tbe other hand when the
the Spirit,” by which alone we can lesson of being victorious is learned in child
hood, all is different. Studies are mastered,
overcome the temptations that daily
a hundred times if
and hourly come to us. We need it ev- exercises are played over
necessary. Later in life, the habit of over
ery day. It will help us every day. It
coming still avalls.nnd the life is ever victorious.
makes us “wise unto salvation through
Each defeat leaves us weaker for the next
faith, which is in Christ Jesus.” It “is battle, but each conquest makes us stronger.
for
for
for
doctrine,
profitable
reproof,
Nothing makes a prison to a human life but a
correction, for instruction in righteous- I defeated, broken spirit".
that
the
man
of
God
be
ness,
may
per1 wish all tbe young people of tbe famifect, thoroughly furnished unto all lies who have The American would read
works.”
good
and dethese lines in quotation on
Christian

c»am-ben,

old
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kriMiin

President Sonih End Ladies’
<•(►>!’ ( •! i, hie ago. Cored by

twenty -five years had elapsed
•-‘•♦ert in a Ham b«V»;
and aa long a time had passed since I
laboriously tramped over soft flats to our
More than
i hHii

communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

!>o

imwv

Pasedkna, Cal. Oct. 10, 1901.
To the Editor of The American:

W tolling Cut <■!**••
Standing In water or allowing water to
1 »
remain la cut gleea, no mailer bow clear,
r..HV T V!I -illon liw» * '■
Th’
robe the catting ot laeter and pute It
all Ollier Food Fair*.
at almoet on e level with preened glaae. Still
Toe Boston Food Fair, which opened
Mon- one rouet make haete alowly.
the Mechanics’ building, Boston,
No matter it there la but a single bowl,
day, Oct. 7, Is the most extensive exposi- 1
New wash It apart from everything elee end In
tion of food erndnnt* ever b-'d In
water. If It la caked and
Hundreds of kind* of foods, i perfectly clear
Fngland.
one* are
atlcky Inalde from atanding after uae. All
Including many new and dainty
to
It with werin aoda water end ahake Tlgorexulblied, there nelng almost no limit
lood fair oualy for e minute, then repeat until the
the variety. This I* the flflh
Be- gleaa beglua loehow clear.
held under th* auspice* of the Boston

FOOD FAIR.

BOSTON

r"TT"T»?fn ipiftm « nn

.uui*ii«tke.

v

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual benetlt, ami aims to be heipiui ami bopelui.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
mot*
u*4**—s public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits

all communications

aWjrrtwnncnta.

(Tomgponbrnct.

mutual Bcnrtit Column.

KN l>KAVOR

Pacific

as one

I

ocean.

saw

pebbles

on

>oth shores at once, both in fact and in
Tb*re was another group of
nemory.

I

fiends

standing

close

by, although

we

ay, thousands of miles stretch between.
Jut thought brings the remotest to the

ough.
To

me

this clam-bake

was

the realiza-

lon of what I had been thinking about
--i uy friends for more than a quarter of a
I had seen and
Cheap tea is dear at any prlee. If the pur- < entury, while absent.
Phaser had to pay a tax of thirty-six cents a \ alked with them a thousand
times, peron
the
infusion of tea—as the English j
gallon
tape, in my thoughts and imaginations;
south’’.

lid in 1661—there would be some excuse for
Irin king cheap tea.
But when one can get
-base A Sanborn’s “Original Package” tea tolay at leee than a quarter of a cent a cup,
here Is nothing but indifference or ignorance
hat prevents every family from drinking the
Inest tea on the market.—Advt.

*

was the tangibleness of it all,
fully realize, on account of the
aany changes, but veritable neverthe-

1

m.

| >ut here
iard to

When
je come

face to face,
in touch with their lives, their

we

meet

our

friends

lack of politeness, and the hundred other
seeming trifles, have barred the progress
of -many a youth.
Learning to spell correctly, to writes
not remain stationary; we must move plain, straightforward letter,
without
superfluous
words, correctly punctuated.
that
makes
with the machinery
progress, and in
good, terse English, wilt forma
|
in
aud
both
thinking
acting.
very Important stepping-stone in tbe
P. Q. Wooster
career of a youth.—Orison Swett
.Harden,
in Success.

$raff*atonal Carta.

new is the best for this
new-time of the developments made iu
and around Frenchman’s bay.
We can-

ation and the

For Happiness In Marriage.
from accepting the theory that
marriage is justly to be regarded as a
business transaction, I should claim U to
be one of the best means of securing happiness In married life that young people
Bhould not only love each other warmly,
but should begin poor, If possible, and
thus have the discipline of mutal sacrifices, and the pleasure of making their

stobcrtiscnuntg.
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benefit of sufferers from nasal catarrh who
used to an atomizer in spraying the diseased
nembranes.
Ail the healing and soothing
properties of Cream Balm are retained in the
lew preparation.
It does not dry up the secreions. Price, including.spraying tabes, 75 cents,
u your druggies, or Ely Brothers, 66 Warren
itreet, New York, will mall it.—Advt.
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CoJlegw,

Giles'

Block, Ellbwobth.
Wedne*Jay afternoon* until fnrtber

CARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notabt Public

akl>

Justice

Office oyer Burrlll
State Stbbet,

F.

BOOK ON PATENTS

Ely's Liquid Cream Balm is an old friend
n a new form.
It Is prepared for the partlcu

A. WARD WELL, M. D

Tam seacino w all

one of the merits of human nature,
TOBACCO SPIT
at least of American nature, that a
and SMOKE
young girl may be brought up to every
Vour Life away I
after
and
the
still,
You
can
be
cured of anr form of tobacco uniiir
may
marrying
luxury,
man she loves, take a postive delight in
easily be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
and vigor by taking
sacrificing, for his sake, all her previous that Me
MO-TO-BAO,
makes weak men strong.
Many gain
ways of living; and she will dothe honors ten
in ten day*. Over 800,000
pounds
of the log cabin as If it were an ancestral cured. All
Cure
druggists.
guaranteed Bookhall.
I knew a young girl connected with a
fashionable New York family, a person
of whom her own aunt said to me that,
of all the girls she had ever known, this
one was least fitted to be a poor man’s
wife. She became the wife of a young
naval officer who was not even a lieutenant, but only an ensign; and she went
Bud lived with him at a naval station,
and managed so well as to save money on
bis first year’s scanty pay. Such a beginIng of married life seems to me very dePROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.!!
sirable.
i; for free examination and advice.
!
I am conscious of no stoical aversion to
wealth, out I think it is a bad thing for
ponng people to begin with; that they
are better off without it, and that it always gives them a sense of security to I
AS,
look back in later life on their day »>f
•mail means.—Thomas WentworthUiggin
ion in Success.
or

Db. H. W. fiaiBEa begs to
notify hiapatrons
and others that until further notice Ida
rooma will be closed on
Wednesday afternoons
Ellsworth. Oct. 25. 1*30.
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pensions against the United States
Buslnees solicited.
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AT LAW.
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South »nrn.
DEATH OP CAPT. ELLIS YOUNG.
Capt. Ellis Young, whose death of pneumonia at his home on Oct.
13, was briefly

reported last week,

Surry eighty

one

Korn

was

years ago.

South

at

At the age of
seafaring life.

thirteen years, he began a
At twenty he took command of a
vessel,
and from that time on for
many years he
sailed

various vessels

on

as

master.

The

achooper “Agnes” was under his command twenty years in succession.
Capt. Young was well and favorably

known in Ellsworth and other seacoast
towns

as a

eighteen
sight, be

successful

captain. About
owing to failing eyesea

years ago,
retired from

the

sea

and

spent

the remainder of his lite on his farm.
In 1&45 he married Miss
Mary Kimball,
of Ellsworth, with whom he
passed flftysix years of happy married life. Six children were born to them, of whom two

kindly
grief and re»|>cet by floral gifts and

Kiil^WOHIH MAKKKIS.

as.

Alexander
slstance In the hour of need. Mrs.
If. I>*
leaves a husband, one daughter, Mrs.
a
granddaughter,
llutehlns, of Dorchester,
three
Lucia Persia llutehlns. a mother eighty
one brother.
years of ago, three sisters and
Funeral service was held at the home Friday
of tho
Afternoon, Rev Charles R. Tenney,
Grove Hall Universal!*! church, otBelaltng.
cemetery, Melrose,
Itortal was at

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, ami a bushel of Turks Island salt snail I
weigh 70 t>ounds.

Mass.*— WlnchMter

K>od

Wyoming
(&■ H-J

Hrookllns
Fred Pierce baa
Herrick

place.

Wist Tremont.

Henry Flye

Mrs.
ton for

for Bos-

to-day

leaves

short visit.

a

Mrs. Belle Blake has
a few weeks.

season,

ABO MEAHCHKa.

Che standard weight of a hushei of potatoes,
in good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;

apples,

of

pounds

44

The standard weight of a bushel of naans In
order and tit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
f wheat, beets, ruttt-baga turnips and peas, ho
pounds; of corn. Ml pounds, of onions, 62
turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
or even measure as

pounds,

by

agreement.

The prices quoted below are the retail prices
Kllsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
these what thoy are likely to receive iu trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
st

Creamery per ft..
Dairy.22 $24

gone to Machlas-

riv cue.

who has been

Smith,

Chester

WBIUHTS

28.1901.

Rutter.

port for
this

MAINE LAW KROABPIffO

3*2

McDonnell Is visiting friends

Mrs. J. J.
at

the Charles

pnrehsaed

Wbdnmdat, October

yachting

Best factory (new) per ft.16318
ltest dairy (new).
16
Dutch (Imported).pc
Neufchatel.
05

is at home.

Friend, of Meiroae, Maas., la in
town for the gunning season.
v'Miss Carroll, of Southwest Harbor, Is
the guest of Mrs. Lena Lurvey.
Vlotor

Kggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz.

25

Poultry.
only—Capt. Harry Young, of Surry, and
Chickens..16 $13
Mrs. Edna Hooper, of Mellvine, N. H.—are
Fowl.7 14
in
is
employed
Miss Effle Freethy, who
living. He was a kind husband and father,
Hay.
an agreeable
Best loose, per ton.....13$14
neighbor and a worthy citi- Boston, is at home for a few weeka.
zen.
Baled..
His home was one of hospitality, and
Sarah Hill has gone to Winter Harbor,
Straw.
guests and visitors found enjoyment in where she will be employed this winter.
Loose.
8U10
his genial company.
Baled.
14
Harvest Home society will hold its anThough not a member of any church, yet. nual fair and
Vegetables.
supper Wednesday evening,
he contributed generously to the
Potatoes are higher because of temporary
support Oct. 23.
of the preaching of the
sacarclty In local markets. From some sections
gospel. A widow,
E E Lurvey haa gone to Bar Harbor, come reports that potatoes are
two children, flve grandchildren and one
rotting badly.
where he will be employed during the Potatoes, bu
02
9Q$#1 Squash, ft
brother, James Young, of Bangor, survive
uJ
Pie pumpkins,each lu
Outous,
him.

On Oct. 15 he

was

laid

Morgan's boy cemetery, Rev.
and Rev. J. IV Vlt'Orau-

to rest in

P. S.

Collins

r>mMatin<r at

hia

funeral
Mrs. Young wishes through The American to express her
grat'tude for the
kindness of neighbors in her bereavement.
DEATH OF

MRS. MART A. At.KXANDKK.

Died of heart disease. At Dorchester,
Ort. 8, 1901, Mary A., wife of George K.

Mass.,
Alex-

ander, aged fifty-11 re years.
In early life, Mrs. Alexander was known In
Winchester, and will be remembered by oldtime citizens as Mlse Mary A. Treworgy, a
wide awake, energetic young woman who easily
took honors in whatever position she strove to
All. A few years after their marriage, Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander moved to Malden, Mass., where
In later years In her home life Mrs. Alexander
was ever faithful and true to the constant demands every home calls from a wife and
mother. Toe pact summer was spent at the
childhood's home In Surry, Me., where a brave
struggle was made to regain health, that she
might sitll minister to those who sadly need her
counsel and aid, but nature could not withstand the Inroads of disease, and she returned
to Dorchester only to pass onward and upward
to higher duties.
Although the home was In Dorchester but a
few years, many friends manifested sincere

iUiucrtisrmmtis.

wiDter.

/

R. W. Nutter, who hsa heen employed in
the factory at Prospect Harbor, is at home.
He h*s taken H. M. Batchelder’s place in

“A tape worm eighteen feet long at
least came on the scene after my taking two
CASCAKETS. This 1 am sure has caused my
bad health for the past three years. 1 am still
taking Cascarets. the only cathartic worthy of
notice by sensible people
G*o. W. Bowlm, Baird. Mias.
CANDY

M 1. *W

CATHARTIC

Wdtttteto
TRADE MARK

R«Ol»TfRCO

Orland and two sons living here. Mrs.
Blake was a former resident of this town.
The family have the sympathy of all.
Use Femme.
Oct. 21.
Prospect llnrbor.
Mrs. John Perry

Gouldsboro,

returned

has

where she has

been

from

visiting

friends.

j

Geneva Sawyer has returned from
West
a visit to Mrs. Charles Foliet In
Gouldsboro.
Miss

Oliver Jones aud wife, of West Gouldsboro, were guests at Fred C. Bickford’s

day

oue

last week.

left

F. Sarvis, of Port Harrelson, S. C.,
Tuesday for their home. The Sarvis’

Hte

always the last of the

Lewis

The

Willing

colony

summer

Workers sold ice-cream at

V. I. society’s rooms, for the beuetit of
the pastor, on Wednesday evening, and
the

were

patronized.

well

The school improvement league had a
social at the hall Saturday night, and sold
ice-cream. They made a good beginning
towards tbeir fund.

There

Bold and guaranteed by all druggikl« to Cl; HE Tobacco Habit.

Cabbage,

Fruit.

Apples, pk

Halcyon assembly
worked the first

ft
.06 0.08
Klee, per lb
.16 0.25 Pickles, per gal .40 $.60
.40 Olives, bottle
.25 $.75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
•lava,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.45 0.65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.30 0 65 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.06 Graham,
Granulated,
.06
Coffee—A A B,
.04
Rye meal,
Yellow, C
.05)4 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Lln«eed,
.55§.6'>
.50
Porto Rico,
13
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
15
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
125
11013 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 $13 Clapboards—per M—
12$16 Kxtra spruce, 24 $26
Spruce,
16$20 Spruce, No. 1, 17 018
Spruce floor,
12 015
Clear pine,
35 $60
Pine,
15 020
Matched pine,
Kxtra pine,
35$60

Rio,

Cedar,
"

2 75
2.00
Spruce,
2 35 Nalls, per B>
.04 §.06
1 85 Cement, per cask 1 50
1 65 Lime, per cask
extra o»ie,
95
•*
No. I,
125 Brick, per M
7 §11
'*
.75 Whtte lead, pr lb .050.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Pork, tb.
Beef,ft:
Steak,
.15§.30
ll§lf
Chop,
.12 0.25
.08
Pigs’feet,
Roasts,
.08 0.10
15 §.18
Corned,
Ham, per ft
18
.10
Shoulder,
Tongues,
.08
.16 §18
Bacon,
Tripe,
Salt
.12 a 13
Veal:y
.14 15
.18
Steak,
Lard,
.10 §.12
Round hog,ft 07 §<>7S
Roasts,
Lamb:
Venlsou, lb
15y20
10 §20
Lamb,
C5
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.
"

flowers In

of

degree

Pythian sisterhood
candidate at

on a

Cod,
Halibut,

05
20

Mackerel, ft

12

C.

The

Berry

1s

visiting

Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Ipm^iup relief, no dansrer. no pain,
fliwd
year* by leading specialists. Hundreds of*
w»la'i. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
ill caw at ruppreasiau. Send ten centt for (ample and
book. All l»r ugguta or by tuai. |1^0 box.
KING MEDICINE CO., Pos 193a BOSTON, MASS.

free

a

lit*-*

oircttiijr

letm li

re-

| llr*
*

Pill
*

■*

^FoMud^^entu^r

\F
ww

mar_

WOmi
W *

*
M
Kf^\ KM
■I fl * syr -m 1*1

l* 11 x i

the household reuifdy for worms In
children. A true
tonic and cure for
all digestive illsorders. Price 35c. at
druggists. Write for
free book on CXihirnu
Or. J. r. rkr«*i«,

04V»
.04 34
.»>»

Salisbury
George Young house near

has

purchased

the town

the

house,

having
necessary
preparatory to occupancy.
State Lecturer W. J. Thompson,
now

work

some

Tallow—per
Rough,
Tried,

.360.50
ft—

.01 >4
04

Dried Fruit.
.12 9.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 9.15 Apples, string
.109.14 Apples, sliced

Figs,

Dates,
Kalalns,

Prunes.

.10

.089-12

.06
.10

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional County News,

see

other pages.

He

putjacsBlUll!

William K.

1.20 31.30

Calf skins, green

Harbor.

pleasant time is promised.
The George Thompson house has
cently been purchased by Mr. Grant.

done

Sullivan
Miss Helen

Record, left

Smith, of the Bar Harbor
Friday for Buffalo, after

on

which she returns to Boston for a months
stay. She is not expected here again for
the

winter.

Her house is closed.

of

Capt. Bennis and family are about leavChina, will address Lamoinegrange'
here for a home in Dorchester, Mass.,
ing
reghlar meeting Oct. 29. The fourth
with Kev. and Mrs. Saunderson,

South
at the

where,
they will make a home for themselves
and their daughter Ida, who is at school
Gilbert Smith and wife, of East Boston, there. Miss Susie Simpson also accomand Mrp. Charles Smith, of Salisbury Cove,
panies them. Much regret is expressed
viBited friends in town last week. Mr. at their
departure bj all who know them,
and Mrs. Gilbert Smith were former but the
arrangement is only for a winter
esteemed citizens of this town.
home.
Oct. 21.
H.
J. W. Crapo has been in town a few
He has closed
days, calling on friends.
.South Oner lm«.
in Bar Harbor for the season,
Howard Peirce aud wife left Wednes- his store
business
in
winter
and gone to his
day for Boston.
Albany, N. Y.
Elmer Warren arrived home Tuesday
Percy Dunbar is in town for a short
for a short vacation.
stay, before his return to Albany for the
Mrs. May Robbins went to Stonington
winter.
Tuesday for a few weeks.
Phillips Eaton is in town, the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Thurston have
He is in
hiB aunt, Mrs. C. A. Stimson.
gone to Camden for a few days’ visit.
of the Arm of Brown, Durell
degree will be conferred upon

one

candi-

date.

Mrs. Stella Hix and daughter arrived
here

Friday

on

a

short

visit

to

her

parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Greenlaw moved
Into Mr. Mitchel’e house Tuesday, for the
winter.

employ

Co., and makes frequent trips in the
interests of the same.
John U. Hill and Mrs. Georgia Lyuam,
&

yj

made
and

a

Cherrytield the past week,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

visit to

were

Campbell.

Carleton, of Rockland, spent
Sunday aud Monday at Jeremiah Greenlaw’s, returning Tuesday.
remained till Wednesday.
Oct. 18.

Mrs. Carleton
Ego.

_

Center.

David Sawyer is in town this week.
Mrs. Bertha Robbins, who has been
viaitiug relatives in Calais the last month
has returned home.

Ea*t Franklin.

Grace

R.

Oct. 21.

David

Mrs.
■
M

20

Lamb skins,

lb—

Bull,

relatives and

the

LAUIlO

40

Middlings, bag

S.

juniors will hold

and is

_

20

1 40
150
40 §50
25 94 75 Oats, bu
50 §5 00 ^Shorts—bag— 1 10 <j 1 15
Mixed feed,bag
1.15 81.20

Ox,
Cow,

social in C.
E. hall Friday evening of this week. A

*ho Have Used Them
Recommsnd as the BEST
I>R. KING’S

4
4

Patents,

Hides—per

week.

I unite

05

Hides and Tallow.

Blair will attend the Sunday
school State convention in Lewiston this

“something fust as good.'*

Haddock,
Clams, qt
Oysters, qt
Lobsters, ft

Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bbl—
4 25 5 4 75
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag

appropriate color.

21.

Rev. J

Genuine stamped C. C. C. Never sold In bulk,
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

extra

clear,
clear,

3d

"

regular meeting Wednesday night.
candy and fruit were served.
Each station officer received a bouquet of

friends in Bar

*rk. Longest and mnstobstlnatc Irregulari*ie>‘ from aiiv causerelieved atonce. Suci-efe
!iultrantced at any stage. No wain, danger,
Have relieved
or Interference with work.
hundreds of rase* where others have failed.
The most difficult cases successfully treated
I,v mail, and beneficial results guaranteed In
every Instance. No risk whatsoever. We treat
hundreds of ladles whom wo never see. Write
for valuable particulars and free confidential
advice. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
w«ry
possible condition and positively
leaves no after 111 effect upon the health.
?
.."1, securely sealed, $-.00. Ml money
!:ould bo registered. *ddre*«, l*R.
r. u MONS CO., lTOTreinout St., Boston.

25$3J

Codee—per

Home-made

Miss Vera

w

.35 $.46

Groceries.

tbeir

Oct.

Dr. Emmons’

25$80 Oranges, doz
Id Lemons, doz

qt

Cranberries,

Miuiiiiir.

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
1 iiidreds of anxious women. There Is po»d.
lively no other remedy known to medical scl-

12
10

Fuel.
progressive whist party at
Coal—per ton—
the hall Tuesday evening, for the benefit Wood—per cord
6 50
00
3
§5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
of the library. A good attendance and a
6 50
2 00 §3 00
8tove,
Dry soft,
6 50
load
time
is
Roundings
Egg,
per
good
reported.
6 50
Nut,
10001 26
6 0*
Indies’ of the V. I. society met at their
Blacksmith’s
Flonr, Grain and Feed.
room Thursday afternoon to make arrangeIn
Is
with
rise
wholesale
Feed
firmer
slight
ments for meeting during the winter.
markt :s, but no change In retail prices. Wheat
They will meet Wednesday afternoon at Is
and millers predict higher prices on
firmer,
their dining-room, and have a picnic supflour, but buyers seem skeptical.

cut

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
Relief is imover the membrane and ia absorbed.
mediasc and a euro follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

20

was a

...

Ain Tft BAP
nU* I U’DAu

08

05

Pea.

F. A. Bridges and Mrs. J. J.
Bridges returned from Boston Wednesday.
On their way borne they stopped at Portlaud to attend the grand assembly of the
Kebckah lodge.
News was received here Saturday morning announcing the death of Mrs. A. Q.
Blake, of Orland. She leaves a husband at
Mrs.

per.
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do
Good. Never Sicken. Weaken, or Grice. 10c. 26c. 50c.
...
CURE CONSTIPATION.
St.rllr* Krm*4j luapan*. (klw(», Knlrtd, »•■ Y»rk. SIS

Citron, tf>
Celery, bunch
Parsnips, ft
Beaus— per qt—
.U‘2
Imp Yellow
02
03
02
02

lb

tho factnrv hprn.

to leave.

TAPE
WORMS

Carrots, lb
Sweet potatoes,
Turnip*, lb
Beets, ft

Carter

Is

visiting

her

mother-in-law, in Surry.
Mrs. Fred E. Blaisdell entered a hopital
at Lewiston last week for treatment.
MIbs Mattie Tregilgas, of St. Anstial,
England, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Emma Patten.
M. P.
Oct. 21.

a

Mrs. Frank Hodgdon and
few weeks at Sorrento.

son are

spend-

store.

Oct 21.

madelette
There was

Madelette,

a

pretty young girl named

and

as It was
very warm
she thought she would go and bathe In
the lake near the waterfall.
As she
approached the bank she looked musa
ingly
long time at the water—deep,
clear, tumultuous—for Madelette was
the daughter of a water elf, and the
fury of the cataract was to her sweet
music. She disrobed, placed her
dainty
clothes under a willow tree, and splashing gayly Into the lake swam from end
to end as €*nsily and
gracefully as a
swan.
For a whole hour she played
In the running water, unconscious of
everything save that she was very

H,

THE

After she had enjoyed herself for
•while she returned to the bank, for it
was now late and that
evening she was
going to the ball o( Titanla. But, alas,
the crafty wind, like a thief, had carried the clothes away On his wing, and
Madelette searched for them in vain.
She was angry when she heard the deceitful breeze rustling the branches
overhead, happy to see her so beautiful and white and laughing mockingly
as if to applaud the success of its trick.
But her anger did not bring back the
clothes, and It was cruel for the gentle
bather to have to go through the fields
ns little dressed ns a
lily. Truly, she
was very much ashamed, and she felt
a great chagrin also as she
thought of
the dauce. for it Is not customary for
young girls to go to a dance without
any robe. But happily along the path
she came to an old tree with large
smooth leaves on it.
“Take one of my branches, poor little
girl,*’ said the tree, “and make yourself
a dress of my foliage.”
Madelette chose the branch thickest
with leaves, hut try as she would she
could not make them stay on her skin.
They fell to the earth, although they
would gladly have remained attached
to so pretty snowy white a body. Madelette in despair continued her walk,
carrying the branch with her. At a
turn of the lane she saw a thornbush,
which seemed to realize at once the
trouble she was In.
smcl tne Kina snrnn,
My sister,
"take some of ray thorns, and they will
serve you as pins to fasten your gown.”
The fingers of Madelette seized upon
the sharp points and tried to force one
of them in her soft skin so as to hold
the fickle leaves. But at the first trial
a drop of blood rose on the thorn, and
she gave a cry of pain.
And then the Virgin Mary, not wishing thnt the young girl should go about
like that, let fall from her celestial
distaff some threads of cotton right at
the feet of the distressed little one.
Madelette picked them up eagerly, seated herself on the bank of a stream and
in less time than it would take the
wind to strip tile leaves off a trembling
rose she had made herself a robe brilliant as the corselet of a beetle. The
thorns were good needles, the thread
of the Virgin held delightfully the
leaves together, and what better thimble could one wish than the egg of a
little bird? Madelette now went on
entirely happy and very proud of her
new toilet.
"Fie, fie,” hissed a sharp voice which
came from down there under a wild
rose bush,
“upon the blunderer who
would go to the ball of Titania without a necklace!”
“Pretty serpent of green and gold,”
said Mudelette, “will you be my necklace ?”
“Very willingly,” replied the serpent.
Madelette picked him up from unfler
the flowers and placed him on her
shoulder, and then the cool, glittering
thing wrapped itself geutly around the
warm neck of the young girl.
“Oh, Madelette!” cried some shining
glowworms. “You would go to the
dance with no jewels in your ears.”
“Come here, then, cried Madelette,
and she hung from each of her ears a
beautiful living ruby.
Thus gayly attired Madelette went tc
the ball of Titanla. The little fairies
danced under the shade of the great
trees, and Madelette was so pretty In
her splendid costume that the king oi
the gnomes, who had been invited tc
the fete, fell in love with her.
lie invited her to dance.
“Refuse,’’ said the serpent, moved by
Jealousy and putting its head of greer
and gold close to the ear of the child
But the blushing young girl paid nc
heed to this remark.
“Sweet one," sighed the king during
the waltz, “it is late, and If you only
say it I will go aud await you dowc
there, aud we shall be married.”
“I should like it well, my lord," suic
Madelette.
“Do not go,” came the piercing wills
per of the serpent when the waltz was
finished. But Madelette pretended noi
to have heard, aud seeing that the king
now started out she went below auc
found him awaiting her.
“Take care,” cried the serpent, ani
opening his little mouth his fangs dart
ed threateningly In the air.
Madelette felt her living collar tight
en, but so Joyous was she at tin
thought of being married to the king o
the gnomes that she did not realizi
what it meant.
“My lord,” said she to the king
“speak to me of love, and I will givi
you my little finger to kiss.”
At that instant they heard a keei
hiss. Madelette turned pale, and sud
deuly with a moan dull and brief sh
fell down there at the feet of the king
The serpent stol
strangled—dead.
away through the grass and the kin;
of the gnomes returned to the ball t
search for another bride.—From th
French.

gxocer sells hundreds of

He can't be

a

judge of each.

If

much.

arllJSes*
It is

expert devotes

asking

too

his

learning tea, how can
learn it by merely selling

life

happy.

grocer

one

an

to

He can't!
house

he

But
—

learns

soon

Chase &

Sanborn

a

it*

that

—

are

largest distributors of high-grade
teas in the world, recognized as such in
He can safely
every city in Europe.
the

their

trust

If you enjoy delicious

tea.

tea, try it

once.
M

ORIGIN A

I.

PACKAGE

TEAS.
Ohi.ofp (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. breakfast).
Okangb Pbkob (India & Ceylon).

■
1

K1TTKRY TO

the boats of the four lines will be berthed
at one large dock in Boston, which the

CARIBOU.

will build when it has acquired
Winnowing* of News, company
property along the harbor front.
Novelty and Nonsense.
second annual meeting
of the
The
Patents have been granted to Maine inMaine association of colleges and preH. A. Blanchard,
ventors as follows:
paratory cchools will be held in the State
Portland, seam for sewed articles; C. H.
House, Augusta, Friday evening and
J.
B.
Hammond,
Emery, Eastport, drier;
Saturday morning, October 25 and 26.
cover.
J.
F.
Camden, hygienic receptacle
The association is not a gathering simply
Rogers, Belfast, vamp-marking machine. of the heads of schools and colleges in the
Census bulletin No. 39 deals with the State, but of all teachers engaged in
subject of the manufacture of paper and college preparatory and college work.
pulp in the United States, and has many
“He Believes In Me”.
figures of interest to Maine, where this
There is nothing which quite takes the
industry is assuming such importance.
Maine stands third in this industry of place, in a boy’s life, of the consciousall states in the union.
ness that somebody—his teacher, brother
sister, father, mother or friend—believes
The body of Miss Nellie M. Prescott,
in him.
One of the most discouraging things to
the Bangor public library attendant, who
a youth who is apparenly dull yet is condisappeared Thursday evening, Oct. 10, scious
of real power and ability to sucwas found in Kenduekeag stream, MonriuaH iu
lu\ rlonraniotoH ho thnua oonnnH
day afternoon. From a note left by Miss him, to feel that his parents and teachers
Prescott it is evident she committed sui- do not understand him, that they look
upon him as a probable failure.
cide through fear of going insane.
When into the life of such a boy there
The most frightful accident in Bangor comes the loving assurance that somehas discovered him, has Heen in him
for many years occurred last Wednes- body
possibilities undreamed of by others, that
day afternoon, when the first two floors moment there is born within him a new
brick
a
of
building at 16 Harlow hope, a light that will never cease to be
Greeuleaf an inspiration and encouragement.
street, occupied by Elgin
If you believe in a boy, if you see any
saloon and Nathaniel Ladd as a
as a
real abf.'ity in him
(and every human
an
were
wrecked
by
explorestaurant,
being is born with ability to do some one
sion of gasolene or some equally pow- thing wnlH, tell him so; tell him you be-

Week’s

One

erf ul
two

explosive,

that caused

women were

burned

a

fire in which

to death and

a

man so burned that he died that night.
The victims were Miss Nellie Haney, Mrs.
Mary R. Carrigan and John Barry.

Steamship

business

between

Boston

Brunswick portB is
A leafless tree stands little chance o ! to be revolutionized by the Eastern
living. Trees denuded of their leave I Steamship Co., Bays the Boston Herald.
by caterpillars and other mischlevou l New steamers are to be added to the
things are deprived of their stomach I f four lines which the company has gatband lungs at once.
within its fold, quickerl trips will be
made by all the steamers, and eventually
L«afl«u Trees.

W. J. Harper and family, accompanied
Bartlett, have gone to
by Warren
Annapolis, N. S., for the winter. George
Freeman has charge of Mr. Harper’s

4bt)tTtieemini».

and Maine and New

Iered

lieve bo has the making of a man in
him. Such assurance has often proved of
greater advantage to a youth than cash
capital. There is inspiration in “He
believes in me.”—Success.

Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. Most
everybody afflicted In one way or another. Only
one safe, never-falling cure. Doan's Ointment.
At any drug store, 50 cents.—Advt.
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pire
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless.
Positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—Advt.
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WEDNR8DAY, OCTOBER 23, 1901
President Roosevelt is getting very
weary of the continued importunities
of concresamen and nolitlciana whe
desire government appointments foi
their friends or constituents. He is
a warm advocate of civil service, and
does nut propose to make any changes
in the government service for exclusively partisan reasons. Neither will
lie submit the members of his cabinet to the inconvenience of makins
changes in their departments for the
purposes of creating positions for hie
own or

for

congressional proteges.

The republicans in Washington are
with no little amusement,
upon the self-evident though so far
unexpressed change of heart of the
democrats, as witnessed by the complete subsidence of William Jennings
Bryan. Although campaigns are in
progress in eight states, four of them
at least more or less doubtful, in no
one of them are heard the megaphone
motes of the orator of Nebraska. Not
one of the state democratic committees has invited Mr. Bryan to take
the stump, but Mr. Bryan has offered
his services to the Ohio committee,
which committee has so far failed to
make any reply to the offer.

remarking,

Rumors concerning the isthmian
canal treaty still serve to fill space in
the air.
They are asserted beyond
doubt one day and denied the next.
As a matter of fact, nothing is nor
A member
can be positively known.
of the cabinet who will not allow
his name to be used says that diplomatic negotiations are practically
completed, and that a treaty will be
presented to the Senate which will be
acceptable to England and which will
meet with the hearty approval of the
Senate. He further says that Mr.
Roosevelt has given this matter his
personal attention and believes he
has affected an agreement with Great
Britain that will reflect credit upon
the party and incidentally upon his
administration.

dence which might be of importance.
The case has been thoroughly sifted.
Naturally there is some disappointment that the case was not finally
disposed of at this term, but if the
county attorney, who is cognizant of

The American received last week
of the Sea Gull, a little paper
printed on board the battleship
“Iowa’’. This'issue was from Panama.
It contains extracts from Chaplain
Tribou’s sermon at the memorial services for President McKinley held on
board. Among other things Chaplain
Tribou said:
“President McKinley
was an American product.
Born in a
•tats which maintains the traits distinguishing the Fathers of the Re-

public;

educated in her schools; converted at the altars of the church;
winning his way, step by step, along
the old patli8; believing in the mission of the United States of Amer-

ica,

and doing his best work to conand advance her interests. We
are too near him to appreciate the
vigorous greatness of the man and
the sublimity of his character, but
future historians will give him one of
the highest places accorded to any
man in the history of the country.”
serve

improves the cutting
apparatus, tbe cutting action is materially facilitated and the usual jar or
“shake” to the movable parts is avoided
The cutters are arranged in two sec
tions, and there may he any number of
cutters comprising each section, as found
most desirable, this being left to the
The invention

of tbe manufacturer and

judgment

pending entirely upon tbe size of the
n owing machine.
Tbe invention is not
limited to any special construction of
anger

or

oar

cutters,

as

any

or

guara-angers

me

oi

changes in form and

con-

struction may be resorted to without ii.
a iy manner affecting the essential fen
ture of the invention.
The two sets of cutters
above the

on

arranged
the

same

and
plane,
arranged on the sam*
horizontal plane, but on different vertica
p'anes, tbe same set of finger-bars answering for both sets of cutters.
The two sections of tbe cutters are so
horizontal

and

not

are

but

other,

the cntter-barB

vertical

are

connected with

relation

to

each

other

section will cm
while the other section is running light,
causing tbe machine to do its work with
that when in motion

one

one-half the power that is neeeasarj' ir
the ordinary catting apparatus, and ob-

viating

to

a

great extent the

shake incident to the

rapid

usua’

motion of th*

cotters, each section of cutters working

independent
any great

The

of the other and

without

degree of vibration.

more a man

knows the less be

A woman’s silence seldom

brags.

spoils

any-

thing.
If you grant a man a
fully. You might as

favor, do it cheerwell

refuse

as

to

grumble.
Other people’s good opinion of us is the
cause of two-thirds of all the morality in
the world.

The Ware Murder Mystery.
he was dead.”
After what is probably the longest
Teacher—What led Columbus to consession ever held by a Hancock county clude that the world was round?
Bright
grand jury, the greater part of which Boy—Well, bis experience with it proved
was occupied by the investigation of that it was anything but square.

considers suAicient
decided to
ask the grand jury to leave the matter
open until the next session of the
sons

which

he

County Attorney Tracy

next.
The county attorney has been untiring in his efforts to present before
the grand jury every shred of evi•me

jury

in

April

Report of George B. Hollister, of Government Geologic*I Survey.
George B. Hollister, of Rutherford, N.
J., resident hydrographer U. 8. Geological survey, In a report just issued, says
the State of Maine has two internal

_

“Had you heard that Oily Mike was incarcerated?” “No; I didn’t even know

the Ware murder case, the ju-y rose
last Saturday forenoon. The case was
not Anally disposed of at this session.
Though the investigation of the case,
may be said to be completed, for rea-

Steal.

I had an idol from Ceylon.
They
all the facte presented to the grand said It was Buddha. One day a fellow
are
jury, is satisfied that there is good | eotne along who looked sick—in fact, questions of great importance which
receiving renewed attention. For years
and sufficient reason for postponing I he hadn't a bit of flesh on his bones,
It has stood pre-eminent iu the value of
final action, certainly the public, not i
"I'm far from well,” says he nerv- its forest
resources; with proper attenso well informed, should abide in paor sly.
“But you needn’t be frightened tion and
development Us water resources
tience and refrain from criticism.
like
or
that.
Fact
of infection
anything
will prove no less valuable and important.
We believe County Attorney Tracy Is, I’ve been poisoned—poisoned near a
The State is fortunate in possessing a
the
truth
is doing his utmost to find
place I've got in west Ceylon, nenr Ta- combination of physical features which
in this much tangled mystery, and we latupane. It began five, years ago last have produced an unusually large numhave more confidence now than ever mouth,” he went on In a dreary sort of ber of good water power streams, namely,
I suppose I was in some de- an elevated and thickly wooded ridge or
before that the guilty ones will be way, “and
gree to blame at first.
highland in the Central and Northern
brought to justice. We will abide in
"You see. there wns so little for a portion, several thousand feet above sea
patience until the April session of the man to do about my district, and not a level, from which the decent is rapid, and
grand jury.
soul to speak to except natives, and also, a very important feature, the preone naturally got wild for a bit of exsence of a large number of lakes situated
COUNTY GOSSIP.
citement.
Still, I think I must have on the higher lands which may easily be
had some drink in me at the time or I made to act as storage reservoirs to regthe “Holy shouldn't have gone messing round a
ulate and keep constant the flow of the
Mrs. Mclntlre, leader of
Ghost and Us” society at Orlsnd, is dead. temple. 1 suppose the priests looked streams.
further ahead and thought they could
Many thousands of horse power are
The first snow flakes of the winter Were get more out of me dead than alive. So already utilized on the Kennebec, Penobscot and Androscoggin rivers, but the
flying in Ellsworth last Friday. Monday they poisoned me.”
“But. pardon me, wasn’t It rather a opportunities tor further development
morning brought another flurry, with
“snow enough to track a cat.”
mad thing of you to eat anything in sre still great.
such a place?”
Of late years Interest in the use of water
William W. Haley, of Sebago, sends The
“I neither ate nor drank. I was not as cheap power has very much increased,
last
blossom
a
Amercan
picked
Mayflower
so insaue as that.
and considerable attention has been giveu
week near his home. Away back in Nov“One of them gave me a push with a to its greater utilization. To this end enreceived
American
The
ember, in 1893,
cane he hud in bis hand, and I felt a gineers have urged the systematic invesfrom this
a similar reminder of spring
tiny prick and the thing was done.
tigation of the streams to establish true
Maine.
friend in western
"It was not till a week after that I records of their flow and discharge, and
began to get seedy. But the worst of to determine the possibilities and cost of
Mrs. Hannah Young, the oldest resiit was no one could make out exactly storage in the upland lakes aud the raising
ninety-five what was the matter with me—neither ot tbeir waters
dent of Sorry, being past
by the construction ot
do r*
out
of
a
walk
who
takes
years,
native quack nor white doctor—and for dams.
the
from
fell
doorstep
day,
every pleasant
three whole years 1 hadn't a ghost of
Particular activity has been shown by
one day last week and bruised her face
1 Just wasted those now using power on the Kennea notion myself either.
but
mind
does
not
She
It,
quite badly.
beck river, who last spring placed |500 in
laugba and says she “hopes it will not
“It was just three years after that af- the hands of the U. 8. Geological survey
hinder her chsncee of marriage”.
fair iu the temple that I got the first to conduct measurements of flow of that
inkling of what was the matter with stream and to consider the storage possiThere was a baptism one Sunday not
me, and then only Indirectly from
bilities in
Moosebead lake. To this
long ago at one of tbe churches In B-, whisperings among the coolies. But n amount the
survey added a like sum, and
Hancock county. A few days later two
man in as bad a fix as I was will clutch
furnished men to complete the work.
As
matter.
the
cbiidren were discussing
at any hope, and so I got a palanquin a matter of general state interest and adThe little girl said: “My papa don’t have
rigged and had myself carried away vantage, it is desirable that the other
To
to be baptized; he i§ a Christian.”
through the woods to the gloomy little watersheds within Us area should rewhich the boy neighbor instantly retemple.
ceive similar study.
sponded. “No, be ain’t! He’s a demo“The priests were fulsomely civil.
crat.”
They remembered my honored visit,
Leader of “Holy Ghost and Us.*’
Mrs. A. M. Mclntire, leader of the
“Nick” Curran, one of Bar Harbor’s time back; were prostrated with the
honor I did them In apologizing, but
famous characters, is dead. For years be
“Holy Ghost and Us” society of Orland,
flatly denied that they had any hand in of which much has been written, died
has lived a nomadic life, preferring a
doing evil to my celestial person.
Sunday, after an illness of several months.
camp to a house. His camp at Eagle lake
“So 1 went wearily back again and in
to the stranger, and
was always open
Although some ot the doctrine and
a week had a mysterious communicapracticee taught by Mrs. Mclntire met
many have spent pleasant days there with
tion handed me—bow, I know not— with censure and
him. Underneath bis rough exterior was
opposition, she was
couched in very grammatical English.
looked upon with respect lor her ability,
the heart of a hero. When the diphtheria
“It stated simply that for my insult earnestness and
consistency In her belief
epidemic threatened Bar Harbor a few
one
and
family was to them the gods, through their servant and teachings.
ago,
years
had chosen to punish me. AlMrs. Mclntire became a convert to the
nearly wiped out, it was “Nick” Curran priests,
ready I bad tasted of their power In Holy Ghost and Us movement when it
who volunteered his services as nurse,
that 1 had wasted from a heavy, strong was started in
and went fearlessly into the infected
1896, and went to Orland
man to a puny skeleton.
I could save
and commenced holding meetings
houses. There was no one to shed a tear
and
myself by delivering my own ransom preaching that faith. She soon obtained
for him when he died; few who would for
on the threshold of the temple.
a following, and determined to remain in
a moment overlook his faults and say a
“Years back, so 1 read, a wandering
kind word for him.
that town permanently. The little society
hud
Irishman
visited the shrine and
grew, and dually It was deemed necessary
had purloined a bronze statue of Budto have a more suitable place in which to
GOULDSBORO MAN’S INVENTION
dha possessed of infinite sauetity. He
bold the meetings. A lot was selected in
had departed, leaving small trace, and
the village on the Alamooaook road, and
An Improved Cutter Bar for Slowing
had taken w+th him the Buddha to the
work began on May 4, *98
The cornerMachines.
place whence he had come.
stone was laid on May 28.
Inscribed upon
George R. Hardison, of Gouldsboro, has
“The letter went on to give a minute
it is the date and the sentence, “Have
received a patent on an improved cutting
description of the lost treasure and its faith in God”. The
building was comapparatus for mowing machines in which probable whereabouts and wound up
pleted in October of that year. Since that
the cutter-bars and cutters thereon have
me
that
and
it
by assuring
it,
alone,
it has been much improved, and now
imparted to them a reciprocating motion contained the sole antidote which time
an outlay of some |3 000.
through the medium of connecting
would cure me. How the healiiig drug represents
The church which was also titled with
rods aud cranks or other similar means
was to Ih? administered the writer forwas conducted similar
for operating the rods.
bore to tell, but that would be shown living apartments,

one

a eooy

MAINE WATER POWERS.

If

“I

by the papers,” remarked
Cat, “that society is taking to

see

Thomas

violin. Heavens! Isn’t that
awful?” “What’s so awful about it?” inquired Maria. “Why it’s sure to become
a fad, and think what the increased demand for strings means to us!”
Mrs. Housekeep—Bridget, what do you

playing

mean

by

the

all

that distubrbance down

in

kitchen? Bridget—Share, it ain’t me,
ma’am. It’s Miss Ethel. Mrs. Housekeep—Oh, has she got back from cooking
the

school?

Bridget—Yea, ma’am, and she’s
gettin ready to thry an’ bile an egg,
ma’am.

when the Image
shrine.

“Convincing

was

to

replaced In Its

the

this letter was. I believe I should have disregarded the advice but for oue thing.
Accompanying
It were notes for ten thousand ni[>ees.
A Cingalese native may lie, hut he will
never outlay his money without seeing
clearly a very good return for It.
“And so 1 set out, with old death always spurring me to hurry In the
search, and after three weary months I
have found the Buddha In your house.
It remains to see if you will surrender
it to me."
That was the fellow's yarn.
Of
course 1 took him to be mad at first,
but as he went on, in spite of myself 1
could not help believing in it. 1 took
him Into the hall and he spotted the
beastly green thing on Its perch In a
minute.
“That's my fate,” says he; “and. look
you, inside it there ought to be a small
packet of purple powder done up in a
scrap of snakeskin. May I look?"
“do ahead.” says I; and. reaching up
his bony hands with a bit of a shudder,
he presses a knob, and I’m blessed If
the little idol’s stomach didn't swing
out on a hinge, showing a tiny cupboard which held the speckled snakeskin and the stuff. Just as be said.
“And what are you asking for this
piece of bronze? You know what it's
worth to me. but I’ve not much money
left. I ask you. as a man, not to be too
hard with the pricer’
“Oh, confound you!” says I, a bit confusedly. “I may be fond of driving a
stiff bargain over horsehair sometimes,
but I'm not altogether a brute. Take
the'ugly tiling with you and welcome.”
Well, the fellow went away, and for
a long time 1 heard uo more of him,
tud Mai>el said I d been swindled by a
tlover rogue, and i began to think as
much myself, although 1 didn't say so.
And then, by Jove, a long letter full of
thanks came to say that he'd delivered
up his prize, uud the priests stood to
their promise and he was getting well
as

Home

near

Lewiston.

When a horse picks up a null in bis foot, what
loes ibe drlv* do? Does he wnlo the limping,
lagging animal and force him a>ong? Not unless he want* Pi ruin the horse
At the llr*t
dgn of lameness he jumps down, examines th»
foot and carefully removes the cause of the
* bat Is railed “weak stoma- h” t
ameness
Ike the lameness of the horse, only to be cured
If you
i»y removing the cause of the trouble
dtmuiate the stomach with ‘‘whisky medicines”
vou -eep It going, but every day the condition
s growing wor-e.
A few doses sometimes of
l>r. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery will put
.he disordered stomach aud Its allied organs of
lige-tlon and nutrition In perfect condition
k’lnefy eight limes l.i every hundred, “Golden
Medical Discovery " 111 cur- the worse ailments
>rlg1natlng in iHv u-im ut the stomach it al
It almost alwxv- cures. To ure
krays helps
•onstlpatlon, use Dr Tierce’* Pleasant Tel lets.
<

Pboy’re

suie.

ADoliaraYear

Request)

about

In fancy I see him standing there.
With wondrous eyes, and dusky hair,
An easy, half nonchalant air—
As If the world held not a care,
And naught could more him, tho* it be

Falsely dark,

fair

or

to see.

You need not say, "He’s naught to you,"
For a |K)ct’s heart, so free and true,
Will prize whatever seems more fair,
Whatever pleases, here or there.
Re they eyes of black, or skies of blue.
A manly form or a baby's shoe.
room is cold and still to-night,
Rut oft, alone, before my sight.
There spreads a room with a glow alight
With fresh voting faces, and garments white;
And he Is standing near my side
With polished air and courtly pride.

My

small trousers had
at

evidently

made

been

The front and back of them
been cut exactly alike, and for a

borne.

had

broaden boy. They were puffed out
a» far an they puffed at th* back,

much

In front

and the small

111 at

seemed

wearer

M in

Riiatnll

fnr

a

him, and at parting
banded blm a nickel, Maying, “By the
way, sonny, who made your trousers?”
“Me mudder—goll durn ber!” answered
tbe boy, in tbe most ungrateful tone of
voice.
_

“You talk about poster*

and

your

ads.

upon the

fence,
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeals
to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
Story, Now KtmnHtf Hi the

STRAND MAGAZINE
XeTrwbrr X«n»brr. Xew Kradr. lOOiU
For real* V

JFor Salt.
band saw machine 1 buzz planer, I
surface planer, 1 large and I small wood
turning lathe, 1 ripping saw machine. 1 saw
bench (all iron), 1 swing saw. 7** H. P. gasoline engine. All in good working order. Also
hangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodu-

ONE

kimb,

Ann*

anrt

Kaum.ni

A Wholesome end

Fascinating Love Story.

than 500,000 of Mr*.
Richards's previous boohs
have been sold.
More

“Lauri Richards's best storv."
—rUrrhnd World.

IGmo. Illustrated. Seventy-five Cents.

DANA FSTES 6 CO., BOSTON.

StWjcrtt&cmmts.

New Rates.
Free

Telephones.
-v...

ENGLAND

NEW

anil lower rates.

A few free residence

at once a reliable man t*>
repin eastern Maine. To the

us

right party we will pay *100 a month and exAddress immediately with reference*
penses.
Mr. Bu.t ii, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.

TELEPHONE

and TELEGRAPH CO.
announces new

JHantrt.

be installed

during

telephones

will

the month of Oc-

to!>er, 1001, for trial until January 31,
1902.

A OK-N’T in Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
aV our tea*, c »ffee, etc. For term* apply to
Grand Union Tka Co., 1M Main 6t., Bangor,
Maine.

For information

apply

to manager.

Spu/al Xotircs.
NOTICE.
U. 8. Circuit Court,!
Maine District.
»
Portland, Oct. 14,1901.
T>URSUANT to *he rules of the Circuit
Court of the United State- for the Di»JL
trict of Maine, notice is
hereby given that
John A. Peter-, jr of Ellsworth, in -aid di-trict. has applied for admission as an attorney
and counsellor of said Circuit Court
A. H. Davis, Clerk.

Kell -ln*'*'!'l of the Kockiano Oommerctal
Couege receive- iXulvIlil' W. I NSTHtH: rlON
«m1 more
il><*n woa1'! l>e p«>«*lhle at
th«* hl.h ,.ri<*.i (x h i-'H in
r.o «.
Wc
"«r
tt*f
•McitJBl
Hu»lne«« from the
s*nri” m thtwf of |)u«1ik’"« inl’ilng, the Bonn
Pitman *v-i* n of

__

NOTICE.

Eppe* &
ALLby per*ons Owing
account, please

Leach, either

note or
call and settle at once.
Any persons having bills against
same, please present the same for

Eppes A Leach.

Touch

TvpewrtPn*, att.l ctve ► pecUl attention
Arl'huitMtr, c.’ iiinirrHaf |^w. < orre-pond-

to

rnce, SprlUtt*. eu*
ship are unexcelled.

1901.

NOTICE.
Earl Leroy Hopkins .has left
without cause, we hereby
any one harboring or trusting him on
our account from
Sept. 30, 1901. as we shall not
pav any debt* of hi* contracting after that
Frank L. Sawyer.
Oct. 02, 1QflI
1901.
Cape Rosier. Me.

dt;

«»ur tear her* of trcnuutn

Our vratiuau*

heeaute they

are thorottjcMv
q*«itil*j. Luring
the pawt year the tj m«i.d ft>r c
*p d»U atutieuU
Itai4 excelled the
»upplv. Term* about
halftno uhuh! rate.
3t bool tear iwvgln# first
I ueMtny to >e pit-in Ik-r
Souvenir 1,'aUlotcue

smi

Penmanship Art Poster free ou application.
H. A. HOW API). Mnu^rr,
ROCKLAND, MAINE..

__

»Mi>KK

xlbbrrti&nnxnts.

STYLES!

figures

Can You Afford to Pav a Dollar a Year
to Have this Machine in Your Office?

I

BATES

A DOZEN YEARS
and that makes it cost you
A DOLLAR A YEAR.

Ein

Catalogue Is yours for the asking.

PORTLAND, ML.

ILt-. ir.itra.

I

convinced.

12

Manning Block,

The

Ellsworth
[The only

-._„n'!T«ck
WH.BBFA8,
1“

or

roKKii.osVitK.^'

M‘'r,h“ n. McOlOBis. of Ortfce county of Hancock, anil
mortgage deed dated
day of September, a. d.
1 •?“ reciirded in Hancock registry of
tt conveyed to John R,
0,.**ld Orland, a certain parcel of
ln Orland. in the
county
and described as follows, to wit1 he same premises
conveyed to said
®- McGinnis, by Mehltabla
Pickering.
e“l»'e Of Joseph
••WOrland. and being said Martha E.
McOinnts homestead lot on which she lived
,be S'viog of said mortgage
said John R. Soper
oesisned to me, the under,aid mortgage and the debt thereby secured and ail his right by virtue of said
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MABEL N. JOY,

Can you stand it?

SOUTHWGRTH BROS.,

and
up-to-date
Prices reasonable. Cali

...BOSTON. MASS.

__

TAILORING

newest

and be

just

a

Citfttr.

QEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,

I

DRESSMAKING
styles.

Co.

STYLES!

AND

$I2.o°
It will easily last

Boston Terrier

Have just returned from Boston, end am fully prepared to
do all kinds of

LADIES

is the best Numbering Machine in the
world and the office boy can’t get poor
work out of it. The actual price is

MtOOLC ST.

York*

THE

O in Masonic block on Slate street, until
recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Rrdmah.
agent, in same building.
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By LAURA E. RICHARDS, Author
of "Captain January," Etc.

Co Eft.
flr«l

a.,

Geoffrey Strong.

Ellsworth, Me.

L1T()kF—Hfxvms

<

naXD EDITION NOW HEADY.

can tie found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know."

• lOO Reward, 6100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure In all It**
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known to th.*
medical fraternity. Catarrh, being n constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treat
ment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inernally,
acting directly upon the blood and m nous stir
faces of the system, thereby destroying tbe
foundation of (he disease, and giving me pa
(lent strength by building up tbe constitution
and assisting nature In doing It* work
Tinproprietors have so much faith lo its curative
powers, that they offer one Hundred Holla.*
for any case that It falls to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
K. J CIIENEY A CO., Toledo, OAddress.

i’J

Tlir IulrruMilouaI

much;
And especially In winter, when the snow la on
tbe ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers

_Mary

of

100

conan’doyle's

in

ease

itnnnpii

moment to chat with

Styles

|
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DO

We
Itave
Three
Other

Our

I

Lillian Russell, during one of her walks
day, met a little chap whose

our

A GmId ot Time.

I

the other

home
WHEREAS
toroid

—

I

Where hearts commune that are true as gold,
Wills sometimes meet that are free and bold;
One may be young, the other old,
Rut the bond may not be bought or sold.
I^augh If you will at the song I sing,
Rut 1 judge of the worth by the metal's ring.
—The Captain*• Wift.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Onniculocus
Park, f
demand protection to life and
property
rroin the county of Hancock, the
State of
and
the United States of America.
Maine,
C. Frets Austin.

3135

And after that we didn't hear anything more till about a couple of
mouths ago, when some lawyer out
there wrote to say that the poor fellow
had gone dead from snake bite and left
me all his property.

she

waeo't.

jlrfft publication*.

payment.

THt

Gtrl—No, ma’am;

Servant

glance to hi* splendid face revealed
A trifle of irony, halt concealed,
A bit of scorn In a face well steeled
With worldly pride, and the rare dark eyes.
And the olive face, I might surmise
Were born 'nealh Italy’s fair skies.

..

(STYLE E)

it?

eald ebe knew you

A

Ellsworth, Oct. 15,

rapidly.

“I once Invented a flying machine,”
said the thoughtful man.
“Did you have any better luck than
other Inventors in that field?"
"Yes; It didn’t take me as long to
find out that it wouldn’t fly.”—WashIngton Star.

Beulah

Here students were received and trained
in the evangelistic work, and here the
poor and sick of the sect were given aid
»nd shelter. The death of Mrs. Mclntire
will be a serious blow to tbe society.

IRtprUled from AXRRICAX July 1«, 1*9*. by

M tat raw—Did you tell the lady I waa
Mieout? Servant Girl—Vee, ma'am.
treaa— Did ehe eeem to have any doubt

Ellsworth.
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ADJOURNMENT

OF

TERM

uary.

PECTED TO-MORROW.
CRIMINAL
(1RAND

CASKS
JURY

NOW

DICTMENT

ON

REPORTED
IN

WARE

There

TRIAL
NO

cu*ed

IN

were

ex-

The folio nine :» t he special assigned
cases not
list, with record of disposal of

—

previously repurled:
842.

cases are now

Final adjournment is
The grand jury

768.

Sherman.
Parker vs.
Neither party.

Haturday forenoon.

There

dictment in the Ware

case.

was

being

no

Deasy.

Clark;

Maine Central R484. Nicholson
ningham. Fellow*; Woodward General
and special verdicts for plaintiffChase;
902. Leach Pros, vs Me. Lake Ice Co.
no new suit.
Spofford Neither party,
843. Kecrer vs. Salisbury. Gllos, King.
King.
Mitchell.
Deasy;
vs.
£87. Tbom
Neither party, uo new suit.

^•Cun-

vs

expected
reported

to-morrow.

A
Wheelwright. r»e»f«r;
King V erdict for plaintiff.

Walsh vs.
llamltn,

drawing to a close. The cases on the
civil docket for trial were disposed of last
and criminal

vs. Huntley. Giles; Clark.
down
ant dt faulted, ordered to pay M
Him $2 h week; committed In default.

Scott

713.

Is

WALSH

civil

the

on

until Monday.

CASK.

The October term of the supreme court

tried.

more case*

no

tried, the juriee
A8HIGNED LIST.

awdrbw P- Wiswkll.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—R. E. Tract.
Sheriff—II. F. WHITCOMB.
Cilcr—Allard Staples, Cantlne.
Deputies— I). L. Fields, Ellsworth; James
A. HILL, Gouldsboro; II. T. Silsbt, Aurora.
Stenographer—C. O- Barrows, Portland.
Messenger—F. E. Tildkn.

Friday,

being

docket to be

—

TIIK COURT.

Presiding Justice

at

Jan-

in

plaintiffs

when rented from I be

EX-

valued

were

borne at the price they

respondent. The
of not guilty.
State va. Joseph Swszey, assault and
battery. Continued.
State va. Frank Bracy, cruelty to animals. Judgment of lower court affirmed.
Principal and sureties defaulted.
State vs Herbert L. Graham, participatJudgment ot lower
ing in prize flgm.
court affirmed, with additional costa.

King appeared
jury returned a

the

buying

company

defendant

the

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.

DIVORCES DECREED.

in-

Divorcee have been decreed in addition
to those reported last week ae follows:

VS WHEELWRIGHT.

|5;

K«»»

|

c

»

a,

for the
verdict

$-9

19

John Lambert, participating in
pnzo flgut. Juoguieufc oi lower
firmed, with additional costs. Fine, |5;
costa, f29 49.
State vs. John J. Moran, participating
In prize fight. Judgment of lower court
Fine,
affirmed, with additional costs.
f5; costs, f29.49.
and
assault
State vs. John McDonald,
Judgment ot lower court aibaiury.
flrmed.
State va C. A. Weaver, assault and batJudgment of lower
(2 cases).
tery.
court affirmed. Fine, flO; costs, |27.74, it)
each case.
The cases against Graham, Lambert,
Moran and Weaver, grew out of the prize
State

fight

vs

at Bar Harbor last

spring,

to which

officers put a stop and stirred up a
Estella ii. Flfleld, of Isle au Haul, li- the
In the Northoast Harbor land case,
row.
bellant, from Roswell L. Fifleld, for nun- lively
A case on the criminal docket against
Walsh vs Wheelwright, which was on aupport. Spofford for libellant.
Fred Colson for violation of the fish laws,
trial when The American went to press
Viola Trundy, libellant, from Otis
which was continued from the April
last week, the jury returned a verdict for Trundy, for cruel and abusive treatment.
term, was nol proased.
for
libellant.
Cunningham
plaintiff.
STATE VS. DORR.
NICHOLSON VS MAINE CENTRAL R. B. ^
Lena G. Dodge, libellant, from Fred
The esse of the State vs. George M.
cusand
Another land case of importance folDodge, for utter desertion. Care
Dorr, of Orlaud, went on trial this mornlowed It. This was an action brought by tody of child decreed to libellant. SpofDorr Is charged with larceny of
ing.
Capt.Thomas M. Nicholson,of Bucksport, ford for libellant.
pocket book containing fti4.50 from the
against the Maine Central railroad, for
Charles R. Perkins,of Caatine, libellant, pocket of K O Snydcn'g coat, which he
title to land at the terminus of the railfrom Susie Perkins, for deeertlou. Warhad laid on a counter In his store. Mr.
road In Bucksport.
ren for libellant.
Dorr la defended by Gillen & Towle, of
Plaintiff claimed title to strip of land
libellant, from Bangor. The case will go lo the jury this
Laura B. Crossman,
occupied by the defendant rnmn*nv.
Thomas Crossman, for crnel and abusive afternoon.
•long the water front and near the busiThin probably will be the last case tried
treatment. Clark for libellant: Burnham
ness center of Bucksport.
The company
at this term, though the case against
and Giles for Itbetlee.
claimed an easement, or right of way,
The case
William McKenzie may be.
Grace M. Estes, libellant, from John E.
over the property by adverae possession
against Howard G. Spofford for assault
of
desertion.
utter
Custody
for
for a period of more than twenty years. Estes,
with the intent to kill, will be settled
The plaintiff claimed that such possession child decreed to libellant. Burnham for
without trial.
uneiiaui.
waa not uninterrupted,
but that when
the guage of the railroad waa changed
Grace A. Spratt, libellant, from WilCATHOLIC BAZAAR.
from wide to narrow guage back in 1877, liam C. Spratt, for utter desertion. Clark
and for the few years it continued a narfor libellant.
Closed Thursday Night with a Sucrow guage, the tracks did not extend on
TUB CRIMINAL DOCKET
cessful Minstrel Show.
the atrip of land in question, and that dur11
o’clock
at
The grand jury reported
The three days’ bazaar of St Joseph’s
ing that time the land was occupied by the Saturday forenoon, after a sessiou of
Catholic society closed Thursday evenowners.
When the guage of the road
eleven days—one of the longest if not the ing with a minstrel show.
The bazaar
waa again changed to standard
guage,
the
county.
longest in the history of
was a financial success, something over
the company extended the tracks over the
Inthe
was
taken
Most of the time
by
$600 being realized from it.
•trip of land in question.
vestigation of the Ware murder case, In
The minstrel show was the big success
The case was not argued before the which over
examwore
forty witnesses
The sunflower chorus,
of the bazar.
jury, but submitted on issues of fact for ined. The jury returned no indictment which was a new feature in
Ellsworth,
reporting to the law cburt. The ques- at this term, but the case was left open was
unique. The choruses were good.
tions submitted to the jury were answered
until next April.
The solo parts were well rendered. The
in favor of plaintiff.
Thirty-three indictments were pre- song “Hannah’s a Hummer,’’ by F. E.
LEACH BROS. VS MAINE LAKE ICE CO.
these
were
sented. Thirty of
liquor cases, O’Leary, of Bangor, was the popular sucA horse case went on trial Thursday
two were for larceny and one for assault cess of the eveniug.
afternoon. It was an actlou brought by
kill.
with intent to
The names of those who took part were
Leach Bros., liverymen, of Blueblll,
Following is a list of cases on the crim- printed in The AMERICAN last week.
against the Maine Lake ice Uo., of Sar- inal docket, with record of their disposal
The programme was us follows:
geittville, for alleged injury to two pair up to noon to-day:
Opening chorus.Entire company
of horses hired out to the company.
A’eir Indictments.
Love Will Find a Way.Charles Champliu
In

January last the plaintiffs
pair of horses to the ice

hired out

State

vs.

for three

State

vs.

ice.

State

vs.

two

company,

mouths, for work in harvesting
In was stipulated in the contract

that the horses

were

good condition

as

to be returned in

erly

one was

practically

useless

Appealed Cases.
State vs. George A. Bridges, assault and
battery. Appealed from Western Hancock

be-

of

a

off in flesh and had been
ways.
listtier

an

case was

the

dence.

injured

the horses in

evi-

Fiue

of lower

Judgment
$5 and costs.

cock

vs.

warrant filed.
1

State

vs

battery.

were brought up io
house, and the jury,
officer, went out and

cock

McKenzie, assault and
Appealed from Western HanWilliam

municipal

State

vs.

court.

Farris

N. Sawyer, assault and

battery. Sawyer, who is an Assyrian pedAfter the plaintiffs bad their case in, it dler, was charged with assault on Mrs.
William Kane, of Brooksville. He was
wrs withdrawn from the jury and settled,
tried in the Western Hancock municipal
He appealed.
Haw Are Y*iur AnluryaV
| court and adjudged guilty.
Dr. Hobbs' 8t*araaua PI I Is core all kidney Ilia. PamA. W.
| he case was tried yesterday.
A<ui rurlm* Ki’meuyCu C hieaeoor N V

looked them

over.

I
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w. R. PARKER-CLOTHING CO.
THATS
AN EYE
OPENER wUh!t
overcoats

our new

►
►
►

2
2

1
J
g

tliey are selling to men who pride
themselves on their good judgment in

»

clothing.

c

g

in swell effects,

choice

|

2

weaves of Oxford mixtures and black

2

kerseys.
This week we shall place
several new lines in

4

LATEST NEW YORK STYLES

v

made up

in

on

sale

2

2
2

OVERCOATS

i

gl

and the

5

|2

NEW MILITARY SHOULDER

YOKE

LONG

You will find

*
X

greaPvalues

l

in these

lines at

I

w. R.

PARKER CLOTHING CO.

Ellsworth, Maine.
Manning Block,

|

4

OVERCOATS.

and $15.
| $8, $10, $12

|

j

|2
2
2

L

1

said to be, and they must be for

are

to

Excelsior.William McNulty
Grand tlnale.Entire chorus
Selection. Queen City Quartette
Skirt dance.Margaret Grant

Hoop dance .Nine girls

H Jelllson
Song and dance: "When Reuben Comes to
Town"—Misses La An and Drummey,
Messrs Hurley and Latliu.

Specialties.T

Leroy F. Chase, refusing to
Appealed from Western Hanmunicipal court. Motlou to quash

State

The animals

front of the court
under escort of an

court.

pay fare.

in other

interesting feature of this

offering of

municipal

court affirmed.

cut which had not been proptreated, and the three others were

cause

Spofford,

of Ston-

lugton, for assault with intent to kill.

as

received, barring ordinary wear. Plaintiffs alleged that the
horses were ill-used, overworked and not
properly cared for, and when they were

returned,

larceny.
Harry
George Al. Dorr for larceny.
Howard G.

Face......Miss Alice Laflln
Topical song. J 11 Llnnehan
Darkey Love long..Mrs E J Walsh
Buck and wing dancing.John McGuire
Hannah's a Hummer .F E O’Leary
Face

Cousins for

3
5

j
|
j

Features of the bazaar were the drawing and voting contest. The voting contest for the gold watch was won by David
The fortunate

Llnnehan.

oues

in

the

drawing for prizes were as follows:
Hand painted stein, Mrs. Charles Gaybox of
Arthur Salisbury;
nor; pipe,
cigars, Charles Leland; picture, St.Cecelia,
picture,
Mra. John Collin-,
Bangor;
ia.J__

cuff linlTM

D.

Mrs.

P

James

barrel
flour,
Bresnalian;
pair of shoes. Ernest
Clara Lee; mirror,
Mrs.
Brown; clock,
James Ford; bed pun, Gertrude ScaraNortheast
mons; couch, W. C. Brown,
Harbor; cord of wood, Daniel Kane, Manchester, N. H.; ham, E M. Moore; oak
roefcer, Miss Mary E. Mooohon, CherryPittsHeld; parlor table, Nell Eugsbaum,
burg, Pa.; box of cigars, Harry .Sweeney;
willow rocker, A. D Stuart; five-dollar
gold piece, Mrs. McEachearu, Quincy,
Isabella
watcu,
lady’s gold
Mass.;
John
Hawkes;
f25 in gold, Mrs. K.
il.
McCarthy, Bar Harbor; gold watch,
Harbor.
Bar
Kittredge,
o!

La8in;

Hancock County Hoy an Editor.
The latest arrival in the Maine newsHerald, pubpaper world is the Webster
Gleason L. Archer,
lished at Sabattus.
Pond, who is in his senior year
the local
Sabattus high Bchool, is

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

2Hrijcrtt0emfnts.

Stevens; solo, Mrs. Whitmore; recitations,
Amy Bellatty, Lucy Stevens, George
Brooks, Charles Frazier, Genie Sowle,
Margaret Drake; solo, Frances Fullerton;
offertory; ac.~, jXLutwc Whitmore; anthem, choir; benediction.
Do.vn along Water afreet
Still
they
talking about that sticky cargo in which
capt. Auan Kemick, ot tne “David Faust”,

getting

c«me near

stuck.

He took

load

a

of

asphaltum in barrels. He was consigned below the bridges in Boston, but
on arriving there the
consignees wanted
him to go up through the bridges to Cambridge. He said he would do it if they
would pay towage and discharge him.

They h.....med and n*.v«nl and offered film
f75, which he refused. Finally they came
to C<*pt. Keiuick’a terms and sigued a conto that effect. When the cargo was
opened it was found that the barrels iu
the bold bad leaked, some bad burst, and
the whole mass had cemented together.
Ir cost the consignees $400 to discharge
tract

that cargo.

they

If

had

decided

to dis-

the cargo below bridges, Capt.
Kemick would have been almost as badly

charge
stuck

as

the cargo.

Ellsworth friends of Frank A. McDonald, of Pittsburg, Pa., are glad to learn
that he

has mounted auotber round in
the ladder of success.
From assistant

His retirement

corporation.

Pittsburg

from the

the occasion for

Co.

Coal

made

was

testimonial

a

from

his

fellow

A
employees of the company.
Pittsburg paper reports it as follows:
“The employees of the engineering department of the Pitisburg Coal Co.
assembled in the office of the chief

en-

gineer, E. J. Taylor, yesterday afternoon,
Mr. Taylor, in behalf of the employees, presented to F. A. McDonald, the
retiring assistant chief engineer, an elegant bronze statue as an appreciation of
and

regard

the

and esteem which

taiued for him.

Mr.

he

was

so

could

Greely
just
Drake, an Ohio

received

of

and

09%,

quarter of the second mile in 33%.
Mr Drake says if she had kept well she
the last

of

brothers

ai

won

a

it does

won

Greely,

top of the

on

Leavitt’s half-

of

two

last

Mass.,

Saugus,

Oue of them

getting

as

week.

eight-beat

an

race,

2.13*4, and the other
six-beat race, going somewhere
mark of

a

Sarsaparilla did for Mrs. L. B.
Garland, Shady, Tenu.. it has done for others.
Sht took it when she was all run down —without appetite, losing flesh, and unable to do
her work. It restored her appetite, increased
her weight, and made her well and strong.
This is her own unsolicited statement.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Promises to

cure and
keeps the
promise. The earlier treatment 1b
begun the better—begin it todays

“Break of Day” Aehnre. f
The schooner “Break of Day,” fooond
from B!uehi!l for New York with granite,
while passing through Vineyard Sound
Friday night, wind moderate from northwe«t, ml**fayed and went Rshore off Fnlmouth. She pounded heavily daring the
gale Saturday. She He* in nine feet of
water. The Boston Towboat Co. has contracted to float her.
The acbooner was floated last evening,
after half her cargo had been lightered.
She wan towed to Vineyard Haven. The
schooner i« reported comparatively tight,

probably

editor.
conMr. Archer has been an occasional
tributor to The American. His Hancock
in the
county friends wish him success
editorial field.

CHUBCH notes.

will

about 2.20.

are

known

well

here—

DeMeyer, of Eastbrook, and
Wall, who has read law in L.
F. Giles’ office in this city during his
vacations. Of Mr. DeMeyer, the writer
says: “John E. DeMeyer is one of the
E.

John

Erastus L.

in the freshman class. While
in Hebron academy he was a member of
the famous debating team which defeated

ablest

men

Coburn classical
is

keen

and

institute.

ment

been elected

DeMeyt

will

r

Mr.
of

president

his class.

Of

Wall, the writer says: “The senior
class has the uestor of Hebron academy
representation in Erastus L. Wall, Mr.
Wall was manager of the Hebron baseball,
football andtrack team four years. Under
Mr.

guidance these teams were successful
financially, and in each instance won the
championship of the interacholastic
his

meeets of

Maine.

Mr.

Wall

very
elected

was

He has been
manager of the Bates baseball team for
a
He will p'ace
the coming season.
strong team on the diamond next year,

popular at Hebron.

arranged a first-class schedule.
Mr. Wall is popular at Bates, and one of
the best kuowu college men iu Maine
to-day.”

and has

by the pastor.
North Ellsworth—Service Sunday, Oct.
27, at 2.30. p. m.

Wednesday, Oct 16
Sch Caressa,

10.30.

Subject:

“Types

of

Worship”.

Sunday school at 11.45.
BAPTIST.

Rev. David. Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, illustrated lecture by Rev. P. M. Cayer, of Waterville.
Sunday, Oct. 27—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
10.30.
school at 12 m. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
Evening social service at 7. Subject:
“Dally Bible Reading”. All welcome.
CONGREGATIONAL.

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Oct. 27—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.
Rev.

AUSTIN—At South Brooksville, Oct 16, Pearl
E Austin, aged 30 years.
BOW PEN—At Brooksville, Oct 6, Mrs Ida
Judge Bowden, wife of John E Bowden, aged
47 years.
BLAKE—At Orland, Oct 19. Mrs Jennie E
Blake, aged 58 years, 4 months, 2 days.
BLACK—At Surry. Oct 20, Hiram Black, aged
66 years, 8 days.
COUGHLIN—At Tremont, Oct 18, Madelines
Coughlin, aged 5 years, 8 months, 15 days.
M’INTYRE—At ‘'rland, Oct 20, Mrs Addle M
M’Intyre, aged 47 years, 2 months, 26 days.
SOPER—At Orland, Oct 17, Mrs Mehitable M
Soper, aged 77 years, 6 months, 5 days.
TORREY—At North Peer Isle, Oct 20, Miss Ella
May Torrey, aged 25 years, 1 day.
WEDGE—At Cranberry Isles, Oct 10, Leslie C
weuge, Jigfu

\i

} ears,

1

S

5 57

05|

a.

30,
j

M.

4 00
7 26

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P- M !
A. M.
Boston.....*.
/ uyi.
9 00

Portlam.

11
A.

BANGOR.

Bangor,

Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.......
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falla.
ELLSWORTH.
Waah’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
..

f6

7
7
7

f7
t7

Mt.Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.

OOi.*1*2 40
M

6
6
6
f6
f6
6
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notlceto Conductor.
tStop on signal
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
or

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

on

Ellsworth.

Passengerb are requested to procure tlokats
tmfore entering the train, aDd especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F. Z. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*!.

Rockland, Blnebill & Ellsworth steaiM Got

with Boston and Bangor
Steamship Co.
Leave Ell worth (stage to Surry), every Monlay and Wednesday at 6 a m, Surry at 7, for
Bluehlll, South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick*
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksville (Monlays), Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston. Returning to Ellsworth via above every Tuesday and Saturday.
In Connection

Every Thursday will leave Rockland at 5 ft m,
for Dark Harbor, 8argentvllle, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln and Bluehlll. Returning, leave
Bluehlll same dav at 11 a m, for above landings,
arriving at Rockland to connect with steamer
for Boston.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at 27 Hancock street, Ellsworth (telephone
connection).

Steamship Company.
Change in Shedule.
FALL SERVICE.

Commencing Monday, Sept 30, 1£01, steamer
“Mt Desert’’, Capt F L WlnKfrbotham, leaves
Bar Haroor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a in, touching at Seal Harbor (when
flagged), Mur*beast Harbor. Southwest Harbor,
mid connie.:lug at Rockland
ami siL.iii.wt..
with steamei tor Boston.

t,

iiiuuiiib.

From Boston, Mondays and Thursdays at
5 pmFrom Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays at
from ft to B a rn. touching at Stonington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. S. J.

A new and

complete

Drapery

line of

2ft)&{rt:scmcnt0.
FURNITURE COVERINGS.
I have a fine line of coverings that
will convert old furniture Into new
small cost.

at

Many styles at moderate prices.
I make old hair mattresses

ARRIVED

Sch Julia Frances, Alley, New York, coal, F
S Lord
Sch Lydia Webster, Dolliver, Bar Harbor
Saturday, Oct 20
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Bos
ton
Hancock County Port*.
West Sullivan—Ar Oct 19, sch W L Max
well, Bowden, Saco; Oeorgletta, Peterson, Prov
ldence
Sid Oct 11, sch Mary Augusta, Joy, curb froar
Crabtree A Havey for Boston
Sid Oct 15, schs H T Hedges, paving froir
Robertson A Havey for New York; Harvesi
Home, Somes, curb from Hooper, Havey A Cc
for Boston
Sid Oct 16, sch Victory, Dyer, curb for Bos
Sid Oct 18, sch Mary B Wellington, Crosby
paving from Crabtree A Havey for New Yorl
Ar Oct 21, sch Mildred A Pope, Irons, Bostoi

as new.

L.

JORDAN,

W.

Ellsworth.

BEDSTEADS.
A

new

lot just received—various patchoice lot. From $3.50 up.

terns—a

been received.

Special Designs,

CHAIRS.
Some very pretty patterns of willow
and reed chairs. Prices to suit.

Unequalled
A

good ltocking

Workmanship,
Making dainty, effective and durable

Draperies

and

E. J. DAVIS,

C. R. FOSTER, |
32 Main Street,

BOUNTY

EDWIN M. MOORE,
dealer in all kinds of

Fresh,

1

WAD LEIGH,
518 Fifth Street,
Washington, D. C.

0

Q

f

Smoked and Dry

J
£

^
g
D

t Cod,
g

salt.

FISH.

O

of $100 1b due the heirs of soldiers who died
In the army during the Civil War.

E3.

Ellsworth.

Upholsterings.

S

Telephone Connection.

Chair for $ 1 .HI).

No. t Franklin Street,

5

C.

good

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Harvey, Northeast Harbor

Saturday, Oct 19
Sch Rlenzl, Closson, Stonlngton, wood. Pierce
Sch Wm Eadle, Closson, Rockland, wood,

as

UNDERTAKING.

and

Goods

Rlenzl, Closson, Stonlngton
Thursday, Oct 17
Eadle, Closson, Bar Harbor

Mgr., Boston.

Room Mouldings.

Upholstering
just

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

2bticrti0cmmt0.

SAILED

tou

—

...

5 ST.I

RETURNING.

Sch Wm

Pierce

10

| 9 17

MAKR1KD.

ARRIVED
Sch

00

BOSTON AND BANGOR

GRACE—FLOOP—At Ellsworth, Oct 1ft, by
Rrv George W Avery, Ml** Nellie A Grace to
Herbert E Flood, both of Ellsworth Falls.
LANE—GROSS—At Stonington, Oct 18, bv Rev
Henry W Conley, Miss Lucy E Lane to Frank
C Gross, both of Stonington.
STAPLES— KITTREDGE— At Penobscot, Oct
21, by Rev C Garland, Miss Offle B St.ip'es, of
Penobscot, to Carlton K Kittredge, of 8outh
Framingham, Mass.
WINN—KENT—At Swan’s T*land, Oct 20, by H
W Small. ♦
Ml** Marv V 'A inn to James E
Kent, both oi Swan’s Inland

has
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

UNITARIAN.
Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
teachers’
Friday evening, at 7.30,
Submeeting at home of Mrs. Wlggin.
ject: “Jewish Sects”.
at
Sunday, Oct. 27—Morning service

Portland.
Boston.

BORN.

■MARINE LIST.

Sermon

0

60;
57

9 20
07 9 80
18
9 50
11
49
fH
Wash’gton.Jc.
! 11 56 5 26j 9 58
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falla. fl2 0) 5 31 j 10 OS
5 48 10 17
Nlcolln
tl2 14
Green Lake. f 12 23 5 54 flO 27
Lake House. .if 12 31 t6 02
Holden
f 12 38 6 10; f 10 42
12 58 6 80 11 02
Brewer June
1 05 6 87! 11 10
Bangor, Ex.8t
BANGOR, Ai.C. 1 10 6 40; 11 15

Oct What You Ask For!
When you ask for Cascarets Candy
Cathartic be sure you get them.
Genuine tablets stamped C. C. C.
Never sold in bulk. A substitutor is
always a cheat and a fraud. Beware!
All druggists, ioc.

CONG'L, ELI-SWORTH FALIA.
Rev. O. H. Uefflon, pastor.
at 11.45.
Sunday, Oct. 27—Sunday school
Evening service at 7.30. Morning service

25,.

at

ANNIS—At Peer Isle, Oct 14, to Mr and Mrs
John S Annis, a daughter.
LOWE—At Peer Isle, Oct 15, to Mr and Mrs W
P Lowe, a daughter.
STANLEY—At Minium, Oct 17, to Mr and Mrs
Hiram Stanley, a (laughter.
STANLEY—At Stonington, Oct 12, to Mr and
Mrs Walter EStanley, a daughter.
VEA7.IE—At Bluehill, Oct 16, to Mr and Mrs
Ferdinand M Teazle, jr, a eon.

UNION

at 10 30.

cargo

rievole

literary departDeMeyer has

the

college.”

of the

Mr.

He

logical.

much of his time in

her

Dear Sir: There are two sorts of furniture.
You know both; for you sell ’em both. One
sort looks better than it is. and the other is better than It looks. There isn’t any other.
The same, two sorts of paints, no more; and
we make ’em both—we make tons of stuff that
isn't worth its freight. Belongs to the business
—you have to.
But this is aside. We put into cans/lyith our
name on, the very best paint there is in the
world; Pcvoe lead and zinc. It is twice as
good as lead and oil; lasts twice as long. And
we take the risk of It—there isn’t any risk.
Y'ours truly,
F. W. PEVOE & CO.
A 12

A Bates college letter to the Lewiston
Journal recently contains mention of two
students who

reload

25
00..

'•

r.

What Hood’s

Natur-

would have beaten 2 20 this year.
news for Mr.

performance

stomach, perfects digestion, invigorates and tones is needed.

Letter to C. R. Foster.
Ellsworth.

went the

She

mile in 1

half of the last

ally this is good
especially coming

whole system is run down.
A medicine that strengthens the

horseman, tell-

a

24% respectively.

2

!

....

The vital functions are impaired,
food does not nourish, and the

letter

a

two-year-old filly
something
ing
which he saw at the Lexington meeting
recently. The filly is a full sister of Mr.
Greely’s “Leavitt”. She is a handsome
bay, 15% hands. Mr. Drake writes that
the filly was worked in the spring and
shipped to the Detroit meeting, where
she was taken sick, shipped home and
turned out. She was taken up again
weeks ago
late in August, and two
three miles in 2 30, 2 25
was worked
last

body.

M. F. M.

m ,**.
BAR HARBOR. 10 SO 3
4
Sorrento......;.
*
Sullivan ..1
Alt Desert Ferry. ti vo *
4
11
S.
26|
Waukeag,
Fy
Hancock
11 37 6
Franklin Road

cess.

has

from T. E.

and

|

Men waste their brain and nerve capital
in a thousand ways. There is a terrible
loss in most ways through fretting and
useless worry. The friction which this
worse than useless habit cause* in the delicate life machinery is appalling.—Suc-

well-chosen words.”

him

Oct. 14, 1901*
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Commencing

once.

hardly
by surprise
express his thanks, which he did iu a few
E. H.

There is failure of the strength
to do and the power to endure; a
feeling of weakness all over the

and

enter-

they

McDonald

that

taken

Task

a

Schooner

chief engineer of the Pittsburg Coal Co
be lias become chief engineer of the bitumnloue coal districts of the United
States Steel

Every Exertion

of Great
at

Bailroafc* anb Steamboat®.

Continued from page J.

8J

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, g
O
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

Campbell A True Bldg., East EDd Bridge, 0
ELLSWORTH, ME.

icah has subscribers at 1 Ob

Th
•

*t-ojJlces

of thmil ti.

*

Hancock county;

in

papers in the county comreach so many. The AMEB-

tines'

only paper printed in
unty. and has never claimed to
he only paper that can propd a County paper; aU the
ay local papers. The circulathe

IAN

Bam
to, bv

mly
testa-

American, barring the Bar
summer list, is larger
aU the other papers printed
ounty.

tion o
BartAc.

North CAStlne.
Miss Golda Dunbar hns gone to
ton to spend the winter.

cord's

(n ii

j

_

<

JSEWST

NTY

<

«D
Wum

iml County
——-a—r.T-

News

see

other

nd daughter our heartfelt sympathy fi irtelr
ereavement.
Renolved, That our charter be draped In
nouruing, that these resolutions be placed on
•ecord and a copy be sent to Thk Ellsworth
Mary a. Wkscott,
\ meric an.
N. W. CLAY,
CHKIS8IK C Osgood,
Committee on Resolutions.

v

i

a

OBITC ARY.
into

O

rt-a

eleven

u

m»

d-veit

ways

M.

among

Mrs.

her

knew

we

us,
her

from

of

desi i»

her

pareuts,

remained

Dunbar, Charles Wardwell and
Isaac Dunbar, who have been spending a
few days with their families, returned to
their work at shore flshiug to-day.

o d
Home where for so
many years
generous hospitality had beeu extended
and
friends.
to a lar^e circle of relatives
Last June Miss Hinckley went to the
i• •

roniHnu

iromuoui..

lur

Mixer, who has been visiting
mother, Mrs. Lucy Mixer, returned
to Camden to-day. She was accompanied
by her brother Manfred, who will visit
Miss Cora

her

be-

degree enjoy the portion
to h*
bhe

remaining

r.

whic

were

and

advancement

for the

gational

She

church.

was

always

a

services were

held at

the homestead

10, conducted
by Revs. E. Bean and C. G. Harwood.
Flowera were in profusion, tokens of reTh«
membrance from many friends.
library members gave a bouquet of pinks.
it had been Miss Hinckley’s desire to
•end to The American.an expression oi
the persona! gratitude she felt toward ail

Thursday afteruoon,

Oct.

who had been kind to her in the

A

elegant birthday
There

those who

near

chapter. No. 20, was visTuesday evening, Oct. 15, by Grand
Matron Mrs. Katherine C. Morrill, of
Augusta. There were a good number
present, including some brothers and
The degrees
sisters from out of town.

extended

to all

family

event.

Miss

had

been

the

in

The first

and

Mrs. Augustus N. Osgood, Mr. and
Mrs. Sewall Snowman, Mr. aud Mrs. E.

Joseph

W.

Mayo,

Partridge,

W. I.

Mr. aud Mrs.

Sf»l Cove

Eugene

Each

guest

•‘Greeting”,
gilt-edged cardboard
ing
the

gold type.
following:

a

bookletof

heavy,

with all the

print-

was a

On the iirBt

in

with

presented

was

which

page

was

Holt-Peters,
1901,

IBM

Oct. 14.

On the *hird page
MK

was

the

Tune: Avid Lang Syne.
The autumn ti .ta gleamed on the hills
Aud touched the vales below.
Your skies were bright, your hearts were
Some fifty years ago.
Wot on a new and untrod path
With hope’s clear ray aglow,

light

Together you essayed to walk,
Just fifty years ago.

by the music of the piano, the
company joined in singing “the greeting”, other vocal aud instrumental music
iollowed.
At 6 o'clock, ice-cream and
cake were served. A most happy day was
•pent, which will linger long as a pleasant memory.
Oct. 21.

M.

RESOLUTIONS.
H'hereaa, Death has removed from James A.
Woman’s
relief
Garfield
corps our beloved sister, Louise M- Baton, a charter member.
AY.*©.’t ed, That we will lovingly- cherish her
memory and emulate her many virtues.
Absolved, That we extend to the husband
MEMORIAL

bright.

;vedge; the thick

ILeslie's

Green

01,00

B.

Best, of Boston, and Victor Friend,
Melrose, Mass., were in town Saturday,
tbe guests of George Alien.
came

brothers,

one

see

an

invalid

‘m

pyretbrum.
North

the

Sedgwick

played
a

y

Holden arrived home Saturday.

Amos Scott

arrived borne from

home

yacht-

from

x

be

, loaton

Saturday.
Elmer Greenlaw

arrived

rom a

M. S.

Hartwell

arrived

home

edge of the

end is food.

gest it?

_

Scott’s Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil is thefood that makes

forget your stomach.
It, send
nave not tried

for

free sample, its agreeable taste will
surprise you.
SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists,
*09 Pearl Street.
New York.
BOc, and $1.001 all druggists.

but

Surrv.

M. Synclair is attending
Sunday schools at
tuburn this week as a delegate from the
fcst Surry Sunday school.
4
Mrs. Fannie

be State association of

The yacht “Klondyke”, owned by Capt.
Contention
love, went adrift Saturday afternoon and
tlden Mann and anchored in

hauled off

was

the side

by

the

Sunday after-

weeks

longer.
C.

Oct. 21.
_

a

accepted
subscription to Current Literature, and a new

n-w

“Success**?

jg?*rant<c>“
lwluw!td.
m
orders

frtnuU

« "*•

your

Chrutma. frruni than

auoacriptiun*.

renewal

or

subscrip

r-~—i
[7
~V?|
Current

I

Lhee*t«*WWAIUre
VA

'-W.

Y'Si

? ■•Vw‘
-ex7

^

a

the-*.- pen-

whenever

early, with

tuition

to

po**:;>le to supply
names

co: .cs

of the magazines,

one or mar.

of the mo*.

AMERICAN. Ellsworth, Maine.

Rev. G. H. Salley will attend the Sunay School convention
^ reek.

in

Lewiston

this

Prof. Littlefield, ot Bangor, was in
Saturday to organize a singing
H chool.
It la quite probable it will comown

lence

ill

about the first of November.

C. L. 8. C. is about to

The

who

aent

are

are

interested

in

invited to meet

resume

There will be

a

lecture

and

Belf-improvwith the club

rheuever

mong the counselors, one is sure that the
ear’s study will do much to broaden the

j nind.

Oct. 21.

Friday evening. lleabout, |14 The young people remained later tor a acetal time.
O t. 21.
G.

entertain-

Rural hall. East Surry, Thursday
evening, Oct. 24, under the auspices ol
the Surry Baptist church.
Rev. P, N
Gayer, pastor of the French Baptist
church, Watervilte, will represent the
ment at

%t Jamie.

L. E Joyce
business.

Smith has purchased
horses in Rockland.

an £

wife

are

Edwin Smith and wife, of Portland, left
a short visit to relatives.
William Shepherd has purchased the

Monday after

serious

A.

Mrs.

Edgar Nevells,

has been

the

is^eriously
ol

iudis

Sargentville,

vuv

»ubuucy»

Dairu

v.u.,

turn.
I

wht

guest of Henry B. Marks
last Saturday.

returned home

Mrs, Violet Grindle and Addis F. Grin
die attended the musical festival
at Ban
gor, and report a very enjoyable time.
Luther W. Bridges, who has been em

fine span of

Quite a number of quarrymen have gone
Stonington for employment.
Dr H. W. Small will take a
patient to
the hospital in Portland Monday.

--

Mrs. L. B. Grindle
posed.

a

to

ItliiehUl.

Nelson Howard

village.

A. C

taken.

A.

in Ellsworth this week

Mrs. Harriett Barbour is visiting relatives in this

selections from one of their eoucert programmes. There will be no admtssioi
tee. An offering for
expenses will b<
ICawt

was

on

Home Mission society,
speaking of mission work among the French.
Io connection with the lecture, Rev. and Mrs. P
S. Collins will give a tew

ployed as a granite cutter, came horn
from Norrtdgewock last
Wednesday.
Mrs. Mary Brown is ill.
Kev. John Ridley, of Burr
Oak, lows
Mrs. Mary M. R. Gott returned from brother of W. R.
Ridley of this vlllagt
Jollardtown last Wednesday.
preached in the Baptist church Snnda f
Eddie Jarvis, of Brooklin, N. Y., is vis- evening, Oct. 13.
1 ting his mother, Mrs. W. K. Mlliiken, at
The Methodist society gave a
supper s t

1 larrv.

‘he grange hall last

ly ill.

study,

it is convenient for them to do
* o.
This is the Italian-German year,
f nd with such men as John H. Vincent,
^ ^yman Abbott, Edward Everett Hale
\

North Bend. Mr. Jarvis is employed in
the lighter business in Brooklyn.

appropriate

I ancock.

£

vacation Saturday.

Roy Foster re
Castine Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. A. Spofford left
own Wednesday, for Chicago.
Capt. George F. Haskell Is at home
rhile bis vessel is discharging at Boston.
B.
Oct. 21.

She

on

Treworgy, Charles Card ana
Stone, who have been sailors on
be yacht “Ideliia”, returned home Sat*
rday. Capt. S. J. Treworgy will be away
wo

home

urned to

slightly

stove

Winfield

r

returned

was

the rocks near the bridge,
done to her keel, and

was

* Iverett

t

P. Haskell
Boston Saturday.

Kcv.

from

Friday.

Miss Edith
rom

home

mai‘ ‘a y0Hr

1 oon.

1

arrived home from

on

damage

i. ocks.

New

port Monday.

rent ashore
ome

Saturday.
Oscar B. Weed arrived home Tuesday.
Miss Alice Haskell returned to BuckEaton

01.00 per >wi*r

aul^nprion

THE

fork

Capt. George

_--

Ey.

Address all orders to

»

arrived

oniy

old-

pleasant

|«|«.

Gray
Friday.

^

LE*LIE*» MEEKLY U the leading Illustrated
,.f An.erl.-a.
It bring* into the home circle each week, photograph:paper <iu- t.on*
the stirring, history-making event* all over the world, often soured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists
1 ho- who r
hitherto
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this gTeat illustrated
weekly, because of its high price, will find our offer*, including Leslie’s
\V eeely, “genuine bonanzas.
Weekly, $e.oo per annum.

odicais cannot be obtained in anv other way at so small a cost
Subserintion* will
otherwise with the is*ue of the month following that in which the subscriptions are received
ecel
’he address or addresses to which they are to be sent, and the club
price.

Rae.

Thomas

^

f^

TO OUR READERS

gardens here are bright with
have daihias, petunias, elmarigolds, cosmos, geranium,
of

$4

ansr frerUnS MaiaSigt?mjH*"eiusi,'i
‘Mr*.
assure our reader*
that

We

ladies

y«riy

his

to

Tbe flower

weet peas and

»•“

*“

was

many years.

J lew York

o«

peri.siical.-are

Mr.

Oct. 21.

it refood is a

»t

...

af

He

«**■<..-•. ft*.
"

What is

Mrs. G. A. Grindle.

i Qg

4.00

Success is the brightest, most up-to-date, and ttnst
profusely illustrated monthly
the lather, the mother, the older *.n. and
published. It is read with eagerness
daughters, and even the children. con: lining. as it does, a wealth of material interIt already reaches nearly noooo homes—over
esttng to all ages and classes
1,500,000 readers. It is bright, cheerful and optimistic.
Inspiration and life are in
In a thousand different ways, direct and
every page.
indirect, it tells how to lav
the foundation of true success in hie-h .w t„ climb the ladder of
achievement
Its contributors include the he>t known names in
politics, religion, science art
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standingmen who will write for no other
willing to give to readers of
Success the benefit of t.ieir wide and valuable
experience. A series of articles upon
Careers will form a special feature of Success for im. The
illustration* in
Success are by the best artists m the
country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
"!ad*r!‘ lhr°"gh their
of
MUe,-ive

spaut a few days in
week, visiting her .mother,

last week.

ul

sub»cm.tlonto Review of Review-

SUBSTITUTIONS ♦'

He is at the home of his

Mrs. Annie L. Allen

Howard

3.78

Subscriptions mav be either

Page and wife have gone to Concord, N H., for a few weeks’ vacation.

!♦**•

3*0

new or re n ewa L.except to the Review of Rev lew*.Current
Uterature.and the North American Review.
which must be nru: but pn ent subscriber* to ;m-. of these three magazines mav renew their subscription* by mddiue */
r-r ea *
the
named. 1 ransfers from one member of the family to another are not
to
combination
prices
subscription,
a.> new

renewal

Ira

f

3*0

rw^m.eRded .* mlmWtar*. leathers, lawyer*. ma4 -Over
f*wte**am*t
U rvafU.* Ib*»
they »U1 he kept U (eastern Uvueb „IUt tb*
al, Ur w-iM nmnlioma ef tkt

>

Eliza Day, of Ellsworth, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hattie Allen,

lorado

_

a.UU

">"»•'>?

pr^-nU

home friends.

Marks, of Brookline, Mass.,

°rrrK U

mtH4 mf tbougkt

Serirwic*.

lolors.

2.50

2.78

Regular Price

(new) 5.00

Weekly may be substituted.

\TAT
•_IH*»
1 \ II I H
f,

pep year

Mrs.

or

(new)

inn ^, t?„, f
THE NORTH AMERICAN RF^IFW
most brilliant galaxy of articles u|»on world-probk ni* to be found in any
periodical, at home or abroad. Each is written bv the one parson in the
world most competent to write upon that part .cular subject i *r entityh .s guided public opinion in thThk North Am »in- \n
seven years
country, and the present editorial management is the mo-t successful in
the history of this famous Review. Monthly, f .00 per annum.

is at

vening.

But what is the use of food,
.vhen you hate it, and can’t di-

If you

Mrs.

sister, Mrs. C. O. Havey.
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have moved

Blaisdell cot-

William Saunders and

It is the thin

you

trip.

Tbe young people
ssbioued games. All spent

it. When
aurden, it lifts the burden.
When youlose flesh.it brings
the plumpness of health.
When work is hard and
duty is heavy, it makes life

Lead

family

into the

vening.

appetite fails,

stores

But memory, glancing back, declares
If each year should unfold
Its days of mlugled sun and shade,
The number would be told.
So with best wishes, love and cheer,
We greet you both to-day.
Rejoiced to celebrate with you
This Golden Wedding Day.

Quarry

Brookiin last

$1.00
.* 2.50
\ 3.00
3.00

Any/wvof the dollar magazines described may be substituted.
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GOOD HOUAEKEEPINQ is a magazine title wUp h exactly describes its contents. It treats of the ways and means <4 making Hu* l.om;
a place of
delight, describing and illustrating hundreds of tin *,• little
kinks which neighbors exchange with each other. It Is *ell printed
and richly illustratixL Monthly, ft.ooPer dunum.

England Magazine rosy be substituted.
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to learn of

range bad a quilting party at the grange
tall Saturday. Supper was served in the

scon’s
Emulsion
;hildren.
When

The New

Bragdon, employed in Washingcounty, returned by train last week,

The

)f Cod Liver Oil is the means
life, and enjoyment of life to
housands: men women and

Old Father Time’s so gently dealt
With you upon life’s way,
The only evldeuce of age,
He’s touched your locks with gray.
And If the dates were not so true.
With one voice we would say
You surely cannot yet have reached
Your Golden Wedding Day.

Ellsworth, regret

southern

M. A.

S1.50

DEMIONFR Is on* o! the leadinn fashion m '.v.zmes of the
country. It contains beautifully cobred engraving* of tne latest Parisian
and New )ork fashion* and description* ot fabrics, costume design*, and
millinery for women and children. It also contains many hou aT,-.Id departments of general interest and value. Monthly %tjjop£T annum,
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W. II. Powlesland and wife and
Leslie Swan go to Harrington Tuesday to attend the meeting of the minis-
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THE NEW ENGLAND M AGAZINE paints with l iving touch
the historic landmarks of New England recalls her customs and tra
ditions, and tells of the achievement* of New Englanders in all parts
old home week for every New
It forms a monthly
of the world.
Englander, no matter how far away. Monthly, f.tjoo per annum.
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SUifentisniunts.
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THE HOIIOt’NOlD has hern known an-t lov»d bv more than a
at the height of it* power
generation of American women, and is to-day
and prestige. Its finely illustrated, and ably edited department* cover
household
Imen and table-equipand
knitting,
embroidery, crocheting
A fontAh, f/.oo/rr
ment. home-decoration, nursery-lore, and etiquette.
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Prey, of Indian Point, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C H. Sawyer.
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munity
Kelley was about seventy-seven years,of
Funeral services were held at tbe
age.
bail Oct. 8, Rev. A. P. Thompson cffieiating
Oct. 21.
N.

• 1.00

tage on Pond avenue.
Station Agent C. E. Green left Friday

Mrs. E. F. Hiuekley, Miss Nora Peters,
Wallace
Miss Alice Mayo,
Hiuekley,
Miss Emily Sawyer hss returned from
Norman Mayo, Margaret Hinckley aud Sedgwick, where sh** has been visiting
Abby Partridge.
friends.
After dinner, all repaired to the home,
Mrs. Mary B. Kelley, widow of tbe late
of
where a series
pleasant surprises j
Joseph Kelley, died at tbe home of her
awaited them. The gifts were numerous
son, Edward Kelley, Oct. 7.
She leaves
and handsome, some of them from absent |
two sons and
friends.

of

from Hall

for rf

w
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E Dunn is at home from
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daughters. Misses Cecile and Ruth, went
to New London, Conn., Irb* week, to visit
Capt Powers on the steam yacht * NirOet. 21.
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knowledge of the
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week to enter the
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Rev. Mr. Whitcomb preached at the Baptist church Sunday.

ison for

Powers

books
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Henry Q. Wooster has returned from
Hall Quarry.

snow

Collins

}V—5BHB?

franklin.

squall of tbe season at
this place occurred Saturday morning.

Mrs.

and asparagus vines.

The following were seated at the table
Mr. and Mrs. Holt, Miss Alice Holt, Miss
Augusta Peters, Mrs. Mary Peters, Mrs.

ne*v

world

——-

an

home taken a short time ago by a representative of The American. Her friends
thought this the best picture she ever had.
R. 8. W.
Oct. 18.

celebrating
diappy
Alice Holt, of Boston, the only daughter 1
Mrs. Eliza Staples has returned from
to
aasist in the royal
came
home
living,
Penobscot, where she has been the guest
Din- |1
entertainment given to the guests.
of her daughter, Mrs. Frank Gray,
ner was served at the Pendleton bouse,
Capt. Charles Scott, commander of
and the efforts of Landlord Leach to have
steam yacht “Ivanhoe”, reached home
perfect both the preparation and serving
this week.
Tbe boat is hauled up at
of the repast, were successful. The table
South Boston.
decorations were yellow chrysantheV
mums

was

pnoiograpus

ceiviug

_____

relatives to unite with the

v

cheerful,
and during the day related many incidents
of long ago. Two of her nieces, Mrs.
Mary Warren, who is herself nearly
eighty-three years old, and her sister, Mrs.
Margaret Thurston, of South Deer Isle,
took dinner with her in hor own room.
Mrs. Sellers was much pleased at re-

North I>e«*r Isle.

In vital ions

"Vi"

|l~_.«*| h: best. No one can make a
jrrS^.V.rr LH Current Literature

a

Mrs. Sellers

Oct. 14, was the fiftieth anniversary of
Capt. Melville Thompson arrived home
the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Holt, ;
| Saturday.
which took place in Providence, R. L,
Mrs. Frank Gray arrived home from
Oct. 14,1851, the ceremony having been
performed by a bishop of the Episcopal Boston this week.

the

CURRENT LITERATURE is the loading litft
readers the
II erarv monthly of America. It gives its
things published. Its reviews of
S cream of the l»est
as to what is newest and
one
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table.

Mount Desert

Mrs. Emma Damon has gone to
Mass., for a short stay.
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finely
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illustrated articles by the best authors,
restive, well written, and
as to need
It is so widely known, through its many years of successful Ilf
Monthly, ft.oo per annum. a***—tmm.vmrnm
no further description.
v
^>.w rei
FRANK LEALIE’A POPULAR MONTH I V*
now in its fifty-second volume, is another of the
great modern monthlies which have given A men- a
its leadership in magazine-making. Its editorial proyear embraces features sea n.j
gram for the
in interest to no other periodical, while its illustrations will continue to be the highest expressions of
magazine art. Monthly, $/.oo per annum
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THE COSMOPOLITAN is a leader among the great i» nthly
magazines, covering every branch of human interest with timeiy. sug*

TMC REVIEW OF REVIEWS is the indispensible” magazine.
It discusses and cle: rlv explains the political, social, and literary news of
theworlJ. Kvery -^ue is liberally illustrated with portraits, maps, cartoons and timely pictures of places in the public eye. Monthly, fj^o

per
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$gm.oo

The Cosmopolitan.
The Household, or Good Housekeeping may be
substituted for The Designer.
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One of the summer reslarge pumpkin hollowed out
and filled with various fruits and flowers,
making a charming decoration for the
idents sent
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and the
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success,
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GREAT FAMILY OFFER.

OUR

other reminders.

ited

WEDDING.

being

among them
cake. Flowers

not

were

out of town

thoughtful deeds of
love and attention which, during the
In her
were conferred on one candidate.
time of uer anxiety and trying experithe grand matron highly comaddress,
also
She
ences, were a comfort to her.
A
mended the work done by the order.
wished to testify to the courtesy and
quartette furnished music during the
her
her
at
kindness shown
stay
during
initiation. At the close all were invited to
She greatly
the hospital in Portland.
the lower hall to light refreshments.
|
she
was
appreciated the manner in which
A social time was enjopcd
by all. Tbe
received aud treated there, and wished to
grand matron was entertained while here
effect.
give public testimony to that
by W. M. Mrs. Mary A Ober.
Oct. 21
H.
GOLDEN

J

in abundance.

| turned to ber borne here.
Miss M. E. Lawson, who has been in
Bostou and vicinity for the past two
weeks, returned Saturday.
Mrs. J. S. Heath and grandson Burton,
who have been visiting relatives in Cam*
bridgeport, returned Saturday.

past,and

I

S.

presents,

ters and

Mrs. Sarah Robinson, of Steuben, is visiting ber daughter, Mrs. B. R. Smith.
Quite fa number from here attended the
local union which met with the Salisbury
Cove society Saturday.
Mrs. J. N. Branscon, who has been at
Northeast Harbor this summer, has re-

the

for

especially

Subscriptions

/IfI

MAGAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF DESIRED

jrur

Rp&KT 1j

SALOME’S BIRTHDAY.
Salome” Sellers passed her 101st
anniversary on Tuesday, Oct 15. Many of
her friends visited her during the day,
each carrying some token of regard.
Several of her relatives in Boston sent let-

21._L.

con-

stant attendant at all the church services,
Fuand bad all its interests at heart.

PC

gsi

AOTT

SonaaUll*.

resigning that position last May on account of Ul health.
In 1861 she united with the Congre-

I

A

r

“Aunt

ing grange.
Oct.

welfare of others, and was willing to lend
a helping band. The ladies’ social Horary
organization held a warm place in her
Interest slid affections, mid for a number
of years she was its faithful llbarian,

neral

was

gramme

always interested in those things

was

i Ff

_

very pleasing
procarried out by the entertain-

profitable.

and

j$v, F

1

Sunset.

fifty present.

of life

O-y

"

under the

Oct. 19.

ber
departure she calmly made
friends at Camden and Belfast.
every arrangement for the settlement of
her affair*, not knowing what would be
Hancock Pomona grange met with Casthe r salt of the operation, but she was ! tine grange Saturday. There were about
some
and
to
The session was pleasant
epared to return to ber home

fore

special contract with the magazine SUCCESS, wc are
to extend to our readers (exclusively in this section)
the fu’I advantages of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBiNiOFFERS, py which annual subscriptions to several magazines
more than
may be oltained for the price of one. Last season
200,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.

V% ;

of the U. 8. Civil Service commission, will be held at the custom house,
Castine, Nov. 2, at 9 o’clock a. m. Applicants for first, second and third grades in
the classified customs service will be examined. Applications for this examination must be made on blanks which can
be obtained at the custom house. Applications will be accepted until 4 p. m.

Frank

in

competitive examination

A

Spend It

c

rules

have returned home.

the

■kOPp'ia

Jennie Dunbar and son Karl, who
visiting friends at Boothbav,

to

Y> Y

■

Castine house.

have been

many virtues,
Worth «»>d appreciated
fjtuti was tie daughter of the late Joseph
and fc viiia Stevens Hinckley, and after

an^ HoW *Best

imm)

\V. H. Davies, of Minneapolis, arrived
•aturday for a short visit.
The Hebekahs are doing practice work,
rhey have several candidates on hand.

1b
George W. Vogell, of Salem, Mass
visiting his brother, J. M. Vogell, at the

James Perkins and wife have returned
Searsport, where they have been to
visit tbeir son Fred.

Hinckley entered
8, at the age ot sixty years,
Having alhe, nine days.

izsbeth

Your magazine-Money"

returned from

J. Walter Weeks has the contract to
build a new house for J. C. M. Gardner.

ins.

Mih-

pn^e*.

Perkins & Bowden have contracts to
[>uild a cottage for Wallace White, of Boson, and a two-story dwelling-house for
Augustus Coombs.

Mrs. Sarah Emerson, of Bluehill,
iting her mother, Mrs. Margaret Hutch-

page*

oihet

Curtis Stevens and wife spent Sunday
ith friends at Bangor.
Mrs. Anna Burnham haa
business trip to Boston.

is vis-

—

■>«*

"

Brockfrom

additional County Sew*

abortww

UWS.

'

i

c utlaa.

trip to the Grand Banks.
Herbert Perry is erecting a new boose
on the site of the one recently burned.

Blur

the

Wardwell has returned

Fred

COUNT
^ r*

at miu*

/

There is a good crop of marsh cran herries in this vicinity this year. The price
is low.
Jefferson Torrey is superintending the
the Methodist church at West

building of
Tremont.

t'apt. B. J. Staples and wife have gone
Southwest Harbor, where they will run
the Kandeli house the
°oming year.
to

j

(Jet. 19.

_

S.

Hard

Colds—People whose blood Is pare are
not ne&rly so
likely to take hard colds as others.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the blood
pure; and
this great medicine recovers the
system after a
cold

as no

—AdvU

other medicine does.

Take Hood’s*

JANE'
BT BA Id:

V

j
}

Covered wire

-it-rs’

tirst made for

was

in ill i*

Tne fl»«t electrical insulated
iu 1796.
...

use.

■..

butter cakes and coffee will do
toward making happy homes than

Uood

PAIN.

more

all

"Thanks, nwfully,” said Miranda.
Plt’a sweet of you not to mind me getting one just like yours. Some girls

magazine

the

that have

been

and

articles

turned out

sermons

the

on

subject

puv mjinuU.

3ltQ.il

More Evidence.
It

is

in

Coming

Rapidly

in

Ells-

worth.

Evidence on the following subject will
“It writes all right, but"—
! "Very well,” said Miranda; “then It prove of interest to every Ellsworth readpill do for me.”
er.
So many people go through the same
; She picked up the stylograph and
Was about to give It the preliminary
experience daily. This public statement
Jerk which every stylograph expects I
before It will start work.
Margaret I should be proof positive to every waver"Don’t do that!
cuught her hand.
Jane doesu't like it. She starts at once ing doubter. Head it carefully:
without that.”
Mrs. L. C. Berry, of 6 High St., says:
"What?
You call your stylograph
Jano?”
“For two weeks before I commenced us"All stylographs have a personality.”
rest
"I’ve got a stylograph too. I think ing Doan's Kidney Pills I could get no
111 call mine Neddy, or some other donwithout placing a hot water bottle to my
kay’a name, because he won’t go. He
never has goug.
I've never been able back at night. I read of Doan’s Kidney
to write one word with him. But then
Pills, and decided to try them, as I had
ha was cheap.”
She began to write.
Half way
other remedies for the kidneys, after seethrough the milliner’s address she stopped to give a gasp of pure Joy. "I ing them advertised, so I asked Mr. WigneTer knew anything like this In my
life before?” she exclaimed with en- gin to bring me a box from his store.
thusiasm.
“The Ink a steady, even
After treatment I had no aches of any
bluek; never too much Ink and never
too little; no dipping, no scratching, no kind, and slept well. In fact, my health
stopping. This converts writing Into
a paradise.”
She finished the address. was good in general.
"Quick, my dear! Give me a sheet of
For sale by ail dealers; price 50 cents.

|

|

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

agents for the U. 8.

Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
In her eyes; she was divided bea legitimate satisfaction with
no other.
the eulogia that Jane bad received and
a fsar that she might suffer In alien
hands.
"Don't press too hard,” sha
3L«jal jtfoticf*.
said warnlngly.
NOTICK OP FORECLOSURE.
"Press?” cried Miranda, rapidly an
William 8. Nevllla, of Sedgswerlng a purely Imaginary dinner Inwick. Hancock county, Maine, did on
Titatlon on the sheet of note paper. the seventeenth day of March, a. d. 1898, by
his mortgage deed of that date recorded in
“It doesn't want pressing. It doesn't Hancock
registry of deeds, book 296, page 336,
want anything. You Just put It In your convey in mortgage to Samuel Herrick, late
said Sedgwick, deceased, and Rufus E.
band and the stylograph does the rest. of
Hagerthy, of said Sedgwick, the following
If I only bad this stylograph I should described real estate, vix.:
A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in
be writing all day. It exactly suits my
Sedgwick aforesaid, and bounded and destyle of writing too. I don't think 1 scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning at stake
the northwestern corner of land
shall ever be able to use an ordinary A stones at
formerly owned by Clara A. Herrick on the
pen again. Can this be carried safely eastern -Ide of the highway leadiug to Coleman Carter**; thence by said
highway north
In your pocket?”
66 degrees east 40 rods to stake and stones at
"Quite,” said Miranda. “But don’t laud formerly owned by John B. Dodge;
thence by said Dodge's land south 45 degrees
1 have east
Cinke me brag about Jane.
33 rods to stake A stones; thence by said
known so many people who had stylos Dodge’s land south 5« degrees west 40 rods to
land formerly owned by Clara A. Herrick to
that seemed to be all right until they
stake A stones; thence by said Herrick’s land
began to boast about them. No stylo- north 46 degrees west 33 rods to the first-mentioned hound at the highway. Containing
graph can stand that.”
I eight and one-quarter acres be the same more
“Bhc's u duck and a darling, but 1 | or less. With the Clara A. Herrick bouse
bought of the said Herrick and Hagerthy and
would never praise her If 1 owned her. to
be erected on the above described premises.
It seems rather hard, doesn't It? My
Express reference is here made to said
deed above referred to.
Neddy Is the very image of Jane to mortgage
And whereas the condition of said mortlook at, and cost just the same too. gage is broken and unperformed, now, therefore, we, Fred 8. Herrick, of Sedgwick, the
'auu yei rseuuy a no use at an.
somewas

tween

WHEREAS

executor

of the last will and testament of said

times u stylo will write for one person late Hamuel Herrick, acting in his capacity
and not for another. I suppose you as executor, and Rufus E. Hagerthy, hereby
give notice of their intention to foreclose
.wouldn't care to take Neddy in ex- said mortgage by reason of the breach and
thereof.
change for Jane and see If you could uon-performance of the conditions
Frkd 8. Hrrkick.
do anything with him.
Of course I
Executor of the last will of Samuel Herrick.
Rufus E. Haokrthv.
should give you something else as well,
Dated this 2d day of October, a. d. I90i.
to make It fair.”
NOTICE Ok FORECLOSURE,
“No. I do not think I shall ever part
j \1THERBA8 Burley 8. Young, of Scdgwith Jane.”
V?
wick, in the couuty or Hancock aud
“I shouldn't mind buying her. Just, Slate of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
May 6b, 189*. and recorded Oct. i, 191, in tegtell me how much, and If 1 can pos“Not for worlds.”
"Margaret. 1 dou't think I ever asked
you for anything before. 1 know how
generous you are, and 1 hate to take
advantage of it. But if you were to
give me Jane there is nothing I
After writing
wouldn’t dd for you.
with her one feels that one cauuot live
without her.”
"Yes,” said Margaret, “that’s what 1
feel myself. I'd give you ulmost anything I have, but not Jane. Y’ou can't
think what a difference she has made'
In my life. At one time I was always
In trouble about letter writing. Now
It’s a positive Joy to write letters. No;
1 love you dearly, but I can't give you
Jane."
) Miranda sighed and changed the
subject While they chatted her hand
stole to her pocket.
Yes, she bad
brought Neddy with her. She always
carried him, trying him at Intervals to
How
see If he had changed his mind.
simple It would be to change Neddy for
Jane If only Margaret were not looking. Presently the chance came. A
motor of curious construction passed
the window, and Margaret looked out
When she looked
at It for a minute.
back Into the room, Miranda was blushing slightly. Jane was In her pocket
and Neddy was on the table.
•

••••••

Extract from a subsequent letter
from Margaret to an Intimate friend.
“I have seen very little of Miranda
lately, and I must own that I am a
She
deal disappointed In her.
Sas copied a dress of mine absolutely.
She was clever enough to ask for permission. But that I could have forgiven. I cauuot forgive her for having
itolen Jane and left her own worthless
atylogrupb In her place. I fear she Is
Without any principles or sense of
Ponor.”—Black and White.

jgood

To Loosen the Potty.

Not all may know that a hot lronpoker, if nothing better—run around
Window glass will loosen the putty.
When it may be easily scraped and the
laroken pane removed. The new pane
may be Inserted, putty neatly and carefully laid on, and the work Is done.
This may be convenient to know when
becomes the family “handy man,”
or one’s own, as Is sometimes the case.

one

deeds for said Hancock county, in
366. page 462. convened to Mark L. tlwell, oi said Sedgwick, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Sedgwick, county and
State as above, and bouudeu and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at a s'ake and
stones on the easterly side of the town road
ai the westerly corner of a lot of laud owned
by the late Moses I*. Allen and at the southerly corner of said lot No. Nine; thence north
thirty six degrees west nearly fifty rods on
the said road to the late Heury Carter’s land;
thence north fifty-four degrees east by said
Carter’s land one hundred rods to a stake and
stones; thence south thirty-six degrees east
nearly fifty rods to said Allen’s land to stake
and stones; thence south fifty-four degrees
west one hundred rods to first-mentioned
bound, containing twenty-five acres more or
less, with all buildings thereon, meaning to
convey the premises deeded to Moses B. Carter by William Waagatt dated the fourteenth
day of April, 1863, and recorded May 21, I8ti3,
in Hancock registry of deeds, auu the said
Moses B. Carter did for a valuable consideration convey to me, Mark L. Elwell, with the
transfer all bis right, title and interest in the
above-described premises and dated the third
day of Dec., 1890, and whereas the conditions
of said mortgage have been and now are

istry
book

sibly”—

wbst, Sellers
a
Robbing—
burry.
Yes, be must bave made pretty good time,
fui be baa been blowing ever since be got

of

anil linntirinrnuiil

hrAIran

nnui

thu...r....,

of the breach and nou-performance of
the conditions of said mortgage, I claim a
foreclosure thereof, and give this notice for
the purpose as provided bv statute.
Mark L. Elwrll
Sedgwick, Me., Oct. 1,1901.
reason

COLLECTOR'S NOTICE OF SALE.
taxes on lands situated in the town of
Hancock, in the county of Hancock, for the
year 1900.
FT1HE following list of taxes on real estate of
JL non-resident owners in the town of
Hancock, for the year 1900, committed to me
for collection for said town, on the twentyeighth day of April, a. d. 1900, remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said
taxes, interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will be sold at
public auction at the town house in said town
(the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was
held), on the first Monday of December, 1901,
at 9 o’clock a. m.
Names of owners, deNo of
Taxon
scription of property, acres. Value. Heal Est.
Gerrish, William C.,
3
homestead,
$114
$60
Avon P, land
Fosa,
bounded on north by
bay, east by land of O
W Foss, south and
3 65
west by bay.
32
192
Salisbury, Isaac N, lot
6 18
324
108
on Hyde’s Point,
Salisbury, Isaac N and
lot
others,
gore
bought of Stephen
6 50
68 1-2
342
Stratton,
Salisbury, Isaac N and
others, lot bought of
4 28
225
25
Ambrose Hodgkins.
Rcpus H Young, Collector of taxes
for the town of Hancock for the year 1901.
Hancock, Me., Oct 14,1901.

Unpaid

Pauper Notice.
undersigned

hereby

gives notlcs that he

has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
THE
of the poor, during the ensuing
for the

support

year, and

has

yon

there.

prtte?”

|

Hnwklus—I tell
reached tbe top In

JMMRd.

ere so mean about that.
I'll address
the envelope here. If I may.” She picked up the stylograph that was lying on
the table.
"Don’t take that,” said Margaret, the
towner of the stylograph. “There are
|>en and Ink.”
: "What’s the matter with the stylo?
Is there no Ink In It?”
"Yes; It’s not that.”
Won’t It
I "Has It gone wrong?

paper.”
Margaret gave her the note paper
without enthusiasm, even with something very like an air of reluctance.
Vet the smile of an undecided pride

“Ttiat wbtte cow,” »«ld the waggish
farmer, “Is the one that gives milk.”
“Au,” exclaimed the city girl, “and those
brown ones, I supposs, give beel tea.”

made

ample provision

for their

from
support. He therefore forbids all personshi#
acfurnishing supplies to any pauper on
he
will
his
written
order,
without
pay
count, as
for no goods so furnished. Habby S. Jobes.

JNotirrg.

To all persous interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day of October, a. d. 1901.
rilHE following matters having been pre1
sented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsfifth day
worth, in said county, on the
of November, a. d. 1901, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.

Charles I). Wilbur, late of Eastbrook, in
A certain instrument
said county, deceased.
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased together with petition for
thereof, presented by Leona E.
probate the
executor therein named.
Wilbur,
Benjamin G. Barbour, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased together with petition for
thereof, presented by Susanna T.
arbour, the executrix therein named.
Susan Gray, late of Castine, in said county,
deceased. Petition that George M. W'arren
may be appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased, presented by George A.
W'heeler, a creditor of said deceased.
Arthur L. Hale, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Frank W.
Rollins may be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, presented bv
w.

Komns.

an

neir oi

saia

U£Pai*

rpHEI following list

of taxes on real estate
owners in the town of
»?...n.ou'r?,“dent
Bluehiil
for the year 1900, committed to me
for collection for said town on
the twentieth
dav of April, 1900. remains
unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if said
taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of
the real estate taxed as is sufficient
and necessary to pa.v the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will
be sold at
public auction at town hall, in said town, on
the first Monday in
December, 1901, at 9
o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
No. of
Nameofowner.deincld in
of
scription
property, acres. Value. & chgs
..

Allen, Horace, or unknown, land near Sedgwick town line,
Allen.
Horace, or unknown, wild land at
East Bluehiil,
Bowden, E R Est, or un-

known, wild land on
road to Penobscot near
line,
Closson, Fred H, or unknown. house and lot
in Peters pasture,
Ellsworth and East Bluehill Granite Co, or owners unknown, land and
quarry at East Bluehiil,
bounded east by Bluehill bay, south by land
of Collins Granite Co,
north by land of C H
Curtis,
Gray, Leonard I, or owners unknown,wood land,
Gray, Luther W, or owners unknown, wood land,
Gray, James B, or owners unknown, wood land,
Gray, Job E, or owners
unknown, wood land,

deceased.

Cornelius Hayes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Margaret H.
Hayes may be appointed administratrix of
the estate of said deceased, presented by
Margaret H. Hayes, an heir of said deceased.
Martha E. Seavey, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased. Petition that William
H. Seavey may be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, presented by William H. Seavey, an heir of said deceased.
Danforth P. Mason, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First account of Augustin
Mason, administrator, filed for settlement.
Rebecca M. Young, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. First account of A. A.
Littlefield, administrator, filed for settlement.
Anson P. Cunningham, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Eben
M. Humor, administrator, filed for settlement.
Edward Noyes, late of Sullivan, in said
account of Fred L.
county, deceased. Second
Orcutt, administrator, filed for settlement.
Abigail A. Hawes, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Third account of George
A. Wheeler, trustee, filed for settlement.
Alfred C. Butler, an insane person, of
Fourth account
Waltham, in said county.
and private account of A. F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settlement.
Edward B. Rodick, late of Eden, in said
Petition for allowance out j
county, deceased.
of personal estate of said deceased, presented
ty Elizabeth M. Rodick, widow of said deceased.
Margaret Turner, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition filed for order of
county, deceased.
distribution by Elizabeth True, administratrix cf the estate of said deceased.
Nellie L. Marshall, minor, of Bucksport, in
said county. Petition that the name of Nellie
L. Marshal] may be changed to Nellie L.
Bullock, presented by May C. Bullock, the
mother of said Nellie L. Marshall.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—Char. P. Dorr. Register. ;

unknown, wood land,
Grindle, Daniel M, or
owners unknown, land
on Long Island Joining
schoolhouse lot,
Hodgkins, Asa, or owners
unknown.
Augustus
Parker pasture undi-

vided,
Herrick, Byron,
ers

ed

66

$ 400

$ 7.80

65

30

1.57

25

25

1.43

lot

150

2.05

28

250

5.25

18

75

2.27

18

75

2.27

37

150

3.55

25

75

2.27

75

275

5.68

64

50

1.85

2

100

2.70

15

30

1.51

or own-

unknown, undividlot with Allison

Herrick,
Herrick, Bryon and Mil-

unton, or owners
known, mill lot on
10
100
2.70
stream.
Camp
Hinckley, Marshall, or
owners unknown, land
joining W 8 Hinckley's
V 84
400
7.80
farm,
Osgooa, Mrs H H, or owners
unknown, house
and lot on Tenney hill,
Fred Darling house,
20
24.80
1.400
Perkins, Chelsey Est, or
owuers unknown, house
and lot near J H Dodge
lot
200
4.40
farm,
Silverman, Solomon
heirs, or owners unknown, *4 house and
10
350
4.95
land,
Stover, William C, or
owners unknown,house
and lot on road to
100
2.70
mines near F A Fisher’s, lot
R
Ward well, William
Est, or owuers unknown, land joining
6.95
350
Penobscot town line,
73
Webber, George A, or
unknown, house near
75
2.27
Dawes Curtis place,
Webster, George Est, or
owners unknown, wood
NON-RESIDENT TAXES.
lot near Surry town
line, bounded on N E
Unpaid taxes on real estate situated in the
by Surry line.on southcity of Ellsworth, in the county of Haneast
for
a.
d.
and
State
of
the
!
by land of G A
Maine,
cock,
year
Pert, on 8 W by land of
1900.
Allen Fisk, on N W by
fTlHE following list of taxes on real estate I
JL of non-resident owners in the city of j Allen Fisk and Hoten
undivided
Ellsworth for the vear a. d. 15*00. committed to
Saunders,
with G A Pert, rauge 3,
me for collection for said city on the 25th day
25
25
1.43
lot 55,
of May, a. d. 1‘JUO, remains unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes and charges
F. A. Davis, Collector
are not previously paid, so much of the real
of taxes of the town of Bluehill, Me.
estate as is sufficient to pay the amount due
Bluehill. Oct. 7,1901.
therefor, including all charges, will be sold at
public auction at the mayor and aldermen’s
said
of
on
in
room, city hall,
Ellsworth,
city
ADMINISTRATOR’S SALE.
the first Monday of December, a. d. 1901, at 9
to a license from Hon. O. P.
o’clock a. m.
Cunningham, Judge of the Probate
Amt of
Names of owners, estate taxed.
court for the county of Hancock, issued at a
unpd tax regular term of *aid court, held at Bluehill,
in said county, on the third day of September,
Abram, William J, house lot, bounda. d. 1901. I shall sell at public auction, to the
ed west by L D Foster homestead,
highest bidder, at me omce oi ueo. -u. «»rnorth by the Douglass Anderson
ren, in Castine, in said county, on Saturday,
place, east by the ice house lot,
$ 4 90 the 16th day of November, a. d. 1901, at ten
south by private way,
o’clock in the rorenoon, the following deBonsey, Melville J, house and lot of
scribed real estate of Hannah M. Mayo, late
6 12
Abram .Sargent,
of Brooksville, in said county, deceased, to
1 22
Bunker, John, heirs of, meadow lot,
Coombs, Fred A. homestead on the
First Lot.
Beginning at the shore at a
south side of Main St, formerly
49 00 small white birch tree; thence south fortyowned by John B Redman,
seven degrees east two hundred rods; thence
Cunningham, Oscar P, Hooper homesouth twenty degrees west two hunuredand
19 60
stead and J B Hooper place,
lifty-four reds to the marsh, so called, conDufft-e, Hugh J, 5 acres land Shore
2 45
tinuing to the waters of the mill pond; thence
road,
northerly, westerly and easterly by the waters
Flovd, Fred F, John A Lord lot, Watts
4 90
in the ljue of low water mark to the point inroad,
place, Uucksport
tersected by the first described line of this
7 35
Gray, Henry W, Joseph Gray place,
lot produced north forty-seven degrees west
Hamilton, James, homestead, High
thence south forty-seveu degrees
66
12
thereto;
lot
on
and
St,
St.
Maple
east to said birch tree, the place of beginHurdeu, John, heirs of, house and lot
3185 ning, containing two hundred acres, more or
on Pine St,
4 90
less.
Harriman, MrsChas D, homestead,
Second Lot.
Beginning at a birch tree;
Hall. Henry M jr. Seth Hall homethence south forty-seven degrees east two
stead on south side Birch aveuue
hundred rods; thence south twenty degrees
between homestead of S T Royal
142 10 west two hundred and fifty-four rods to the
and School St.
marsh and to the waters of the mill-pond, soIngalls, Mrs Eliza E, land on Uappy4 90
called; thence by the waters in the line of
town road,
low water mark, to a point opposite a fir tree
Merrill, John M. homestead of Sam367 at the heAd of the water; thence east to said
uel Harding, Washington St.
fir ree; thence continuing east one hundred
corand
lot,
house
Cnarles.
Merrill,
18 38
and twenty-seven rods; thence north twenty
ner High and Washington Sts,
degrees east three hundred and forty rods;
Howard, A McC, lanu at Branch
2 45
thence north forty-five degrees west to the
Pond,
north corner of the Howard lot; thence south
McCartny. Geo H, homestead at
1 22 forty-five degrees west six rods to a poplar
Boggy Brook,
trde; thence north forty-five degrees west to
March, John B, part of John L Murch
4 90
the shore and continuing the same course to
place, Bayside,
low water mark; thence generally southwestMurch, Mrs Samuel J, house on
245 erly but by the line of low water mark, to a
Water St.
point intersected by the first described line
Perkins, Mrs Richard, H B Jordan
49
of this lot produced north forty-seveu dehomestead, School St,
grees east to a birch tree, the place of beginPartridge. Mrs Abby, homestead on
40
29
ning, containing five hundred and twentyPine St, A M Hopkins place,
three acres, including the one hundred acres
Sargent, Newell, land of Rebecca
4 99
awarded
to Francis Bakeman by the HonorAvery,
able Commissioners appointed by resolves of
Smith. Leslie E, part of Albert Smith
122 the General Court, passed June 30, 1803, and
place,
February 23, 1804, as by reference thereto will
Spurting, Mrs Harriet, heirs of, part
more fully appear.
of foundry lot,
2 4o
Said Hannan M. Mayo’s ownership and inSaunders. Ernest E, Gerry lot,
terest in said premises being one undivided
Southwell, Mrs Mary W, Stevens lot
35
filth
part of the same.
on Main St,
Charles R. Crockett,
Young, Geo A, heirs of, farm and
35
Administrator.
woodland,
Oct. 8, a. d. 1901.
Stratton, Purbat H, homestead on
4900
Lincoln 8t,
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
Keisor, Mrs John S, old homestead,
Boggy Brook,
TITHEREAS Eunice J. Pinkham and George
Robcok Holmes. Collector of taxes
W H. Pinkham, of Dedham, Hancock
for the city of Ellsworth for the year 1900. county, State of Maine, by their mortgage
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 14, 1901.__ deed dated November 13,1887, and recorded In
of deeds, vol. 220, page
subscriber hereby gives notice that the Hanoock registry
the undersigned, a cerhe has been duly appointed adminis- 473, conveyed to me,
estate situated in said
of
real
tain
Edwin
J.
of
Grindle,
parcel
trator of the estate
the same described in the
late of Penobscot, in the county of Hancock, Dedham, and being
above-mentioned mortgage, and whereas the
as the law directs.
bonds
and
given
deceased,
of
said mortgage have been
All persons having demands against the es- conditions
therefore, by reason of the
tate of said deceased are desired to present broken, now,
of the condition thereof, I claim a
the same for settlement, and all indebted breach
imforeclosure of said mortgage.
thereto are requested to make payment
Daniel C. Emerson.
Frank A. Miller.
mediately.
Brewer, Me., Sept. 5,1901.
October 1,1901.

PURSUANT

x

THE

tOLLKtTUK'H

Unpaid taxes

on

AU11VK

lands situated in the town of

ISA*.*..

Surry, in the county of Hancock, for the year

rrSc

in the town of Surry,
following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners
on the sixth
day of June,
for the year 1900, committed to me for collection for said town,
remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are
as is sufficient to pay the amount due
taxed
real
estate
of
the
so
much
oreviously paid,
at town hall, in said
therefor including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction
annual town meeting of said town
town (the same being the place where the last preceding
a. m.
at
9
o’clock
of
first
1901,
December,
Monday
was held), on the
Tax on
No. of No. of
lot.
Value. Real Est,
acres.
Name of owner, description of real estate
land
of
on
the
north
bounded
and
lot
house
by
Card, Waldow,
Edward Dodge, east by land of Charles Hammond, south by
$ 300
f 6 Ot
*4
land of Charles Hammond, west by county road,
Cushman, Linwood or unknown, wild land bounded on the
north and west by road leading to Ellsworth, north and east
of
by Ellsworth and Surry line, south by laud of inhabitants
850
700
14 0(
town of Surry, west by land of W R Milliken,
30
6C
*2
Mason, Fred L, cottage lot bought ol Rancil Sinclair,
of H
Phillips, Hosea, Young lot bounded on the south byof land
E Hale,
H Blaisdell, east by Walter Young lot and land
60
30
1»
southeast by Dunham lot, south and west by highway,
Meadow near laud of J A Oliver,
f
8 £
oi
160
400
Varnum
Qrindle
lot,
Robert
C,
Hagerthy,
100
20 0C
1,000
Saunders, Arthur 1,8 J Byard farm with buildings,
112
3 54
175
Clark, Charles R. Rich Phillips lot,
Young, Cyrenus, a lot of land bounded on the north by land
ot J C Young, east by highway, south by homestead of J

1

1900
not

Cunningham,
Floyd, James, or unknown, wild land,
Wild land

Oct.

15,1901.

fi1
61
66

loo
100

Efgal ITotittss.

SLrgal Notices.

MA1NK.
Collector’. Atlverllnement of Hale of Land
of Non-Resident Owners.
l**e* on !»**■ situated in the town of
° th* county of
Hftncock, for the
year 1800
nr

town

Erobate

Frank

ILcgal Kotfcns.
HTATK

75
75

F. H. Clakk, Collector of Taxes
for the town of Surry for the year 1900.

*
®
1»

J

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector'* Advertisement ot Sale of I,andi
of Non-Rewldent Owners.
Unoaid taxes on lands situated in the town ol
Castine. in the county of Hancock, for tht
year 1900.
following list of taxes on real estate
of non resident owners in the town ol
JL
Castine for the year 1900, committed to me foi
collection for said town on the thirtieth day
of Anril, 1900, remains unpaid; and notice it
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much
of the real estate taxed as is su.Hcient and
necessary to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will be sold at
public auction at the town hall in said town,
on the first Monday of December,
1901, at nine
o’clock a. m.

rpHE

Amt of
tax due
incld int
& chgc

Name of owner, description
of property.
Buker, Cains, heirs of, one-half of
Heath house and lot, North Castine, Bagaduce road,
.52
John N Oakdneb, Collector
of taxes of the town of Castine.
October 15, 1901.

j

STATE OF MAIM
Collector's Notice hiuI Adv.-»
of
Lands
of Non-Resld* i*«
Sale
Unpaid taxes on lands of nop-ror
situated in the town of Verona,
ty of Hancock, for the year 1900
following list of taxes or
rpHE
1
of resident and non-resi
situated In the town cf Verona aiu
the year 1900, committed to roe i
for said town on the second day
remains upaid; and notice is u<
that if said taxes with interest a
are not previously paid, so muct
estate taxed as is sufficient and
pay the amount due therefor, in
terest and charges, will be
further notice, at public auct*<.
house No. 1, in said towrn, on the tn
of December, 1901, at 9 o’clock a. n

No. of
'Nameofowner.description of property, acres. Val
Annie Cummings es10
tl2>u
tate, 1 lot of land,
Charles F. Heath,

Verona,

ot

»ent
ners.

>

owner®
p coun-

'nt®

e

owners,

aid, for
ction
uly,
v

given
>.-ge®

real
saary lo
-g inwithout
school’he

Monday
A mt of
tax dn®
iucld in
& chg®.

$7 9
**ctor
of taxes of the town of Verona.
Me., Oct. 14.1900.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Own r*
taxes
on
lands
in
situated
the
town of Mount Desert, in the county of li.
Unpaid
vk, for
the year 1900.
rilflE following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the fc*<>f Mount
A. Desert, for the year 1900, committed to me for collection for said town on the fifth day
of May, 1900. remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that it said taxes, in rent ana
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient a I necessary to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold tl pubpB
auction at Masonic hall, in said town, on the first Monday of December, 1901, at 9 o’ took a. m.
Total
Acres.
Value.
Value.
Tax*
Heirs of Julia A Alley, lot No. 1, land bounded north,
cswa
east, south and west by land of heirs of C. Louise
50
$ 150
Bridges, and heirs of James Alley,
Lot No 2, one share in the Janies Alley estate, it being
their part formerly owned by Matilda Grant,
15
51
$
$ 4 42
Geo W Bragdon, lot No 1.1-60 of a lot of land undivided
on west side of Otter Creek,
88
M
38
2hi
John E Bunker, Jr, lot of land bounded north, south and
west by land of A C Fernald, east by county road.
50
^
1 dwelling house,
600
2 buildings, stable and shop,
60
710
15 62
Mrs Nicholas Curran, a lot of land bounded north and
west by road, east by R L Smith, south by 8 D 8mith,
30
66
30
hi
Chas E Doyle, lot No 1, land bounded north by land of W
T Walls, east by W T Walls and A T Davis, south by
William Warren, west by Wellington,
100
5
Lot No 2, land bounded north by Hhaw, Harmon & Carney. east by W T Walls, south by Tripp & Brewer,
west bvAT Davis,
160
260
6 72
8
Greely, Hale, Emery and Wiswell, lot No 1, land bounded
north by A J Carter, east by Echo lake, south by Tre80
mont town line, west by road,
10
H lot land bounded north by county road, east by W H
Davis, south by Alex Robertoff, west by unknown, the
8 36
Blake lot so called,
30
380
30
Heirs of David Bartlett, a lot of land on Bartlett’s Island
bounded north and east by shore, south by J H Somes,
west hv Am^riah Bartlett and Frame Salishnrv.
80
278
612
Joseph E Davis, a lot of land bounded north by S K
Whiting, Watson, Kittredge, Orindle, Allen, Somes,
268
5 90
2k»
King & Somes,
Louisa Howard, lot land bounded north by John R Bartlett, east by F E Dyer and shore, south by H C Ray261
mond west by F E Dyer and Ruth Barlett and others,
87
Lot No 2, bounded north and east by F E Dyer, south
6 78
806
16
45
by John Dix and Francis G Bartlett, and west by shore,
4 81
Less by amt due 1900,
$2 47

Bal due.

Greely, Emery, Friend and Wiswell, lot No 1, land
bounded north and east by A H Jordan and heirs of H
D Roberts, south by Gardner & Wiswell, west by Hamlin lot,
Lot No 2, land bounded north by pond, east by A H
Jordan, south by heirs of Lewis Friend, west by Joy,
Grindle and others,
Lot No 3, land bounded north by road, east by Pineo &
Berry, south by WT Walls, west by David Bracy, jr.
Lot No 4, land bounded north by A H Jordan, east by
town road, south and west by land of Greely,
Lot No 5, land bounded north by Greely and others,
east and south by Gardner & Wiswell and Chas K
Adams, west by Chas Candage,
Lot No 6, land bounded north by W 8 8mnllidge, east
and south by Greely and Emery, west by A & J Clement,
W B Higgins, lot No 1, land bounded north and west by
Chas Manchester, east by A Gilpatrick, south and west
by 8 8 Whitmore estate,
H N Joy, lot No 1, land bounded north by A M Manchester, east by Center St. south by 8 D Sargent, west by A
M Manchester and F M Rogers, containing 7,738 feet,
Lot No 2. land bounded north by Sea St, east by Higgins estate, south by land of 8 D Sargent, west by Mrs
A F Joy, 11,050 feet,
Miss Grace Knowles, 1-54 of lot land bounded on west
side and near Otter Creek, for a more definite description see Hancock reg deeds, vol 2-103, page 219,
Hiram Knowles, 1-64 lot laud on west side and near Otter
Creek, for a more definite description see Hancock reg
deeds, vol 2-103, page 219,
Mount Desert and Eastern Shore Land Company, for description of land reference is made to Hancock county
rev of deeds, vol 229, page 129 and 132,
Matilda Lunt. 1 share in the James Alley estate, bounded
north by Alonzo Wentworth, east by heirs of Julia A
Alley, south by A G Baiu, west by shore,
Eugene Moon and Joseph Grant, land bounded north,
east, west and south by land of WH Freeman,
James H Patten, ^ lot land bounded north by Maine
Company, east, by WH Freeman and to south by Frank
Hodgdon, west by Allen Freeman,
Alanson M Phillips, *4 lot land bounded north and west
and east by Maine Company, south by shore,
Dr Geo A Phillips, »4 lot land at Otter Creek, bounded
north and east by Eden town line, south by land of E
T Bunker, west by Wellington,
Rodiok Bros, lot No 1, land bounded north by A T Davis,
east bv Alex Robertoff, south by Wellington, and west
by W T Walls,
Lot No 2, land bounded north by P S Higgins, east by
W M Haynes and Benj Richardson, west by shore,
Lot No 3, li> lot bounded north by Somes, Grindle and
others, east by shore, south by Tremont town line, west
by heirs of Eben Fernald,
3 buildings and improvement on quarry,
Algenon Robinson, land bounded north by the Standard
Granite Co, east by Sound, south by Allen &Co, Hamlin,
Richardson and others, west by Greely and others,
1 building,
Nancy Smith, 3 shares in James Alley estate on Bartlett’s
island,
north by Mrs
Madge Stevens, lot No 1, land bounded
Dalrymple, east by Sound, south by E J Wasgatt, west
road,
by
Lot No 2, land bounded north by E J Wasgatt, west by
road, south by Geo Weeks, west by T M Mason.
Neal D Smith, 1 16 lot land bounded north by estate of S
K Whiting. Watson Kittredge, Grindle. Allen, Somes
and King.
^

48

720

13

156

20

240

2

500

11

880

19

760

3,256

1

225

225

71.63
4

95

150
150

300

6 66

38

38

84

38

38

84

1.960

4,940

4,940

1 08

68

17

68

68

1

SO

3

60

60

1:32

5

40

40

88

1

20

20

44

7

70

70

2^

1

54

150

60C

75

300

"5

16C
350

1,3.»0

13

80
20

100

2 20

17

68

68

1 50

11

-9

174

2t>8

268

5 W

18
1*3
2

29

70

88

..

Clement and Geo B Cooksey, south by Clement and
shore, west by Griswold, Whiting, Somes, Hamor and

%

1319

S

4.650
Cornelius Wellington, lot No 1, land bounded north by
Eden line, east by D Bracy estate, S J Walls and others,
450
1,5<5
south by road, west by Eastern Shore Land Co,
Lot No 2, land bounded north and west by S J Walls,
50
1
east by road, south by Tripp & Brewer,
Lot No 3, land bounded north by F Stanley, east by road,
30
south and west by 8 J Walls,
Lot No 4. land bounded north by Blessington, east by
97
582
Shore, south by Land Company, west by Rodick Bros.
Lot No 5, land bounded north and west by road, east by
100
Chas Partridge, south by Otter Creek,
2^
2G
Lot No 6. Blacksmith shop lot,
%
2,357
Wyman & Phillips, Lot No 1. land bounded north by T L
15
240
Roberts, east by road, south by J W Wood, west by shore,
F
lot No 2, land bounded north by heirs of Geo
Greely and R Heath and Round pond, south by pond
360
and heirs of Robert Lewis,
15
120
John W. Somes, Collector
of the town of Mount Desert.
Oct. 11,1901.

,02 30

51 85

7 92

STATE OF MAIMS.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of Non-resident Owners
Unpaid taxes on lands situated it the town of Tremont, in the county of Hancock, for the
year 1900.
following 11st of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Tremont,
rpHE
1
for the year 1900, committed to me for collection for said town, on the sew*
lay or
May, 1900, remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges
are not previously paid so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient and nee
y to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at
Tremont hall, in said town, on the first Monday of December, 1901, at 9 o'clock a. ns.
Name of owner, description of property.
Tax.
Chgs. TotaL
I W Ames, 9 acres lard at Ship Island.
60
$ 4 11
$ 4 71
Burrill National Bank, 33* acres land district No 7 (Norwood lot),
3 06
60
9 66
D B Brewer, 10 acres land district No 1 (Beech Cliff),
2 35
i®
60
James T Clark, 28 acres land district 8 (Old homestead lot),
4 47
5 jjf
N F Curran. ^ acre land district No 10, (Gilbert. Hodgdon lot),
47
60
1
Almira T Dix. land and buildings in district No 5,
46 53
60
47 18
Neal Dow, 2 acres land in district No 11, (Sam’l Hodgdon lot),
71
60
1 81
Lucilllus Emery, land in district No 5 (Ship Harbor lots),
15 04
6.)
15 61
Arthur M Foss, 8 acres land in district No 8 (part Reuben Dix lot),
3 53
60
4 U
Heirs Lewis Friend, 37 acres land in district No 10 and 12, and 114
acres called (Joy lot)
21 86
60
22 #8
David Friend, m» acres land in district No 3,
3 53
fO
418
William Farhuley, 13 acres land in district No 5, Dawes estate,
2 35
60
2fl5
Mrs K B Gartner, land and buildings in district No 2,
30 43
60
81 08
Everard H Greely, Ship Harbor lot, *4 Beech Cliff, ^2 Dix Point,
27 78
60
28 38
Andrew Haynes, lLj acres land in district No 5, (Ship Harbor lot),
I 18
60
1
r'1
141
Benj Hodgdon, 3 acres land in district No 12 (D Clark estate),
2ttl
James J Lawton, land and buildings, district No 2, Gilley lot 2\ a.
23 27
Young lot 14 acres,
60
23 87
William I Mayo, land and buildings, district No 2, and Hodgdon lot 10 a
17 74
60
18 3*
John May, 12 acres land in district No 1. O’Conners estate,
4 11
60
4 71
Charles B Mitchell, land and buildings (called Tinker estate),
16 36
f.o
16 9ft
Dr Geo A Phillips, 5 acres land in district No 11,
2 35
*0
2 95
W R Pattangall.
acre land in district No 2, (Ward lot),
65
60
2 25
Edwin R Reed, land and buildings in district No 12 1 wharf lot and
Lunt lot),
16 57
60
1917
Kate Richardson, 4 acres land in district No 2 (Long estate),
4 94
60
5 5g
F and 8 H Rodick, part of Dog mountain lot,
3 53
60
4 jg
Bion B Reynolds, land and buildings in district No 1,
20 il
60
10 71
Edward Swazey, 1 acre land in district No 3,
2 94
f.o
3 5ft
15
Heirs of Abisha Smith,
acres land in district No 12, Wood lot,
71
fio
1 31
Arthur I Saunders, 60 acres land in district No 8, Latty estate, 30
acres in district No 9,
26 45
60
17 05
Heirs Sarah H Stockbridge, Clark property in district No 7,
2139
fO
21 98
Mrs Amanda B Tinker, land and buildings on Tinker’s Island,
1126
to
11 7*
Heirs Rufus R Thomas, 2 acres land in district No 2, near Hotel Dirigo,
7 05
755
Heirs A J Whiting, 28 acres land in district No 1,
2 35
2 SS
Heirs Orville P Young, land and buildings in district No 2,
2 94
60
3 54
Arthur L. Somes, Collector,
October 14,1901.
of taxes for the town of Tremont.

%
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Spurting goes to Portland

E.

morrow on

business.

lloU..

.....iibou’s

completed

bouse

to-

u«ailj>

to

re-

8.C. Glu.vi is putting an addition to
Capt. Willis E. Bunker.

the house of

five

in Portland for the last

has returned

to

the

spend

at

winter

\ rouble.

Ellsworth American.
May Lawton,
Kathik B. Freeman,
Henry Tract,
Committee on Resolutions.

months,

home.
Mrs. Fannie A. Sprague, who ha* been
with he- ,orther, William P. Preble, for
the last four months, will leave tomorrow

The VonUaftner fhthlly are still ocBoothby.
cupying their summer home, enjoying
v
Rev. C. N. Davie, Mrs. Nettie A. Stanley autumn glories.
Miss Grace Carroll, the faithful post■rid Mrs Prances A. Spurltng attended
office assistant, went to Brooklin on
the International contention of Congregational churches in Portland last week. Thursday, for a week’s visit. Evr Mayo
for her home and

family

Leslie, the fourth

Wedge, aged

Edward

at

Mr. and

of

son

nine

acts

died

Miss Alice Moore, of Camden, State W.
C. T. U. organizer, ia engaged for several
lectures in Hancock county in Novemexcellent
an
She is considered
ber.

years,

as

speaker.

The ladies’ aid society has given |75 out
proceeds of the{r first fair aud sale,
held on Aug. 21, to liquidate tbe debt on
Such generthe Union meeting house.
osity on their part is very commendable.
R.
Oct. 21.

llenry Clark, who is taking bis annual
vacation, was joined in Boston by George
Parker, of Davenport, for a trip to the

of the

Pan-American at Buffalo. J. T. R. Freewill leave this week for a like excur-

man

sion, intending to return by the northern
Manner.

route

John L. Hancock is having a stable
built on hia lot near tbe meat market.

Newman, one of our oldest
residents, died Wednesday, Oct. 16, from
He had
the effects of a paralytic shock.
William

suffer

from

partial

a

shock

ffortheant Humor.

for

Severel carpenters from Ellsworth are
working here. Mr. Leighton baa moved

although the second
one came suddenly, it was not wholly unexpected. Mr. Newman leaves one son
end one daughter—Arthur Newman, of
Bar Harbor, and Miss Lena Newman, of
this place. Funeral services were held at
the church Sunday afternoon, llev. Clarence Emery officiating, assisted by Rev.
Mr. Johnson.
E.
Oct. 21.
several years, and

here for the winter.

Tbe Catholic church is to be enlarged
Work on the foundation
has begun by Graves Bros.

this winter.

Miller, at the nursery, is having a
greenhouse built, 100 feet long by 13 feet
wide. He will speud the winter here.
Mr.

Heath, of Tremont, is here
E. Kimball, who has
tract of land adjoining
Maud and Millie Ray are
Schoolhouse hill. He also has bought the
visiting their sister, Mrs. Florence Rich. Roberts bouse and
property at Asticou.
Miss Mabel Rich is at home from Bar
There is to be considerable building
1
Harbor, where she is employed in tbe
W. W. A.

surveying for L.
purchased quite a

West Eden.
The Misses

postoffice.
Margridge is visiting
here, accompanied
by her little niece Thelma Swazey.
Howard

Mayo,

a

short vacation.

They

will return to

nish the cottages
Oct. 21.

week for the

a

winter.
Oct. 21.

M.

AU1UU.1

a

few

days

UlitIKCt

of

UICU

cholera.

high

elevations.

J. A. P.

Ferry.
Martin is

rel-

Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Trussed, of South
Boston, spent last Thursday afternoon at
he huine of Miss Alice Roberts on Oak
^olnt.
Schooner “Bessie and Leila”, Capt
Walter Varndtn* of Brooksvlde, loaded
vith bricks for Leach Bros, to go to Dark
riarbor, Isleaboro.
ClimaxOct. 21.
__

Rj»»t UrMnd.

with Miss

Bucksport,

of

Heath,

Beatrice

Miss

•pent Sunday

Bernice Mason

of
Bangor, has
singing school here with
organized
ibout thirty-five members.
C. S. Jones and Myron Turner, who
have been visiting vt P. E. Blalsdell’e, returned to their home In Washington
rhursday.

W.

Littlefield,
a

Dr. Warren Blaiaded, of Illinois, is visiting relatives here.
Several of the young iadiea here gave a
lance Saturday night that was well attended and very
son was

eujoyable.

born to

Mr. and Mrs. James

R. Pickering last Wednesday.
Capt. Eugene Churchill and
home from

are

a

trip

son

How-

to the Grand

Banks.
M.

Oct. 21.
_

South

Oouldaboro.

lu session, taught by Bertha
L'rann, of Sullivan.
Miss Emma Hsvey, of Hancock, is working for Mrs. J. H. Hammond.
School Is

Mrs. Elisabeth Hamilton, of Prospect

Harbor,

visiting

Is

her

son

here.

W. M. Pettee, with son Hugh, of
East Sullivan, is visiting her parents here.
Mrs.

H. W. Hooper has
Messrs. Hanna and

house started.

a new

Martin

are

doing the

work.

C. W. Sargent, of Portsmouth, N.

recently spent

week

a

here

with

H
his

parents.
C. T. Hooper and wife have moved from
Winter Harbor, and are occupying their
house here.
S. M.

Oct. 21.

8.

Penobscot.

Capt.
chased

William Sellers has

recently

pur-

company has been
in town this week, playing at Grange hall
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
The Gracia Dickens

SUBA.

Oct. 21.
Buukavort.

putting

up

a

new

was

ill

only

her

Franklin,

Bar

Moon farm.

Bangor to visit relatives.
Joseph Jell Ison, keeper at White Head
light, is in town for a few days.

:

to celebrate the first anniversary i
of tbe grange.
Cake and coffee will be

26,

served after tbe entertainment.

Franklin Road.

J oy is still quite ill.
MlssTillie Martin went to Bar Harbor
Miss Hattie

business.

gentleman from Boston was looking
Mrs. George P. Clark’s place last
week, with a view of purchasing.
Mrs. Mabel Tenney was called to BaysidjB recently on account of tbe serious
illness of her sister, Mrs. Cora Closson.
G.
Oct. 21.
A

over

aimcrtisonrats.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers, they filter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do
their work.
Pains, aches and rheu1
matism come from excess of uric acid in the
blood, due to neglected
kidney trouble.
trouble
causes
Kidney
quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart Is

over-workir.g in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that oniy urinary

troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have their beginning In kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
It stands the highest for its
soon realized.
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
and is sold on its merits
by all druggists in fiftycent and one-dollar sizYou may have a
es.
sample bottle by mail Rom. .(s-usp-Koot
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

|

There

baptism Sunday at Colby’s

was a

shore, by the Rev. George H. Sally.

Pomroy
days, called there by
father, Mr. Bunker.
has been

Mrs. Mabel
brook for

a

to

few

death of her

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Saunders

Eastthe

have gone

Bangor. From there they will go to
Worcester, Mass, for a few weeks.
Edward True, who was hurt so seriously at East Corinth, is improving
slowly. It will be some time yet before
be can be brought borne from tbe hospito

tal.

Oct. 21.
East

Yankapoo.

Sullivan.

Johnson

Miss Emetine
from

bas

returned

Bar Harbor, where she bas spent tbe

summer.

Mrs. Mary Taft Sleuman is visiting her
sister, Mrs. P. A. Noyes, before taking a

trip

to California.

first term

Johnson will commence her
of scbool at Sullivan High-

lands next

Monday.

Miss Luella

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Doyle have returned borne, and are receiving congratulations at tbe Doyle homestead.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunbar bas been ill for
days. It is hoped she will soon be

several
able to

years,

by trade, and worked at it several
rurcigui jestB

her active duties.

resume

Theodore Johnson is making extensive
repairs on bis bouse. He bas nearly
finished bis busy season at Bar Harbor.

uhb

uceu

em-

ployed iu tbecuatom house at Newport.
He leaves a wife and three children.

maids” are very much in evidence
just now. They will probably bold their
convention at tbe ball Oct 30. It is hoped
they will be greeted with a large autbey will certainly be worth
dience;

little daughter of
Carrie Woodbury,
Mrs. Ernest Meyers, is ill of scarlet fever.
/
W.
Oct. 22.

High.
enough to excite interest in their location and the peculiarities of the nest building of these
birds. They live and rear their young
year after year at the same place, unless
some catastrophe in bird life or the intrusion of unwelcome residents cause
them to more.
There are three known heron colonies
in New England. On»* of them is on the
plantation just to the north of Sebec !a!:e.
On a point of land reaching out into the
pond is a growth of tall silver birches,
and there are at least one hundred nests
in the tops of those trees. The trees are
tall, without limbs for forty feet or more
from the ground. It is a well known fact
that herous never build a nest in a tree
with limbs much less than forty feet from
the earth.
The nests are constructed
from small sticks.
The nest is at least
two feet across.—Chicago Chronicle.
The Heron Meats

Heron colonies

seeing.

H.

Oct. 22.
_

North Deer I*le.

May Torrey died at 7 o’clock
Sunday evening, after an illness extending over several weeks. She was tbe only
Miss Ella

child of Jonathan and Regina Torrey.
Her age was twenty-five years and one
day. Tbe funeral services will be held
Wednesday afternoon.

22._E.

Dale Point.

arrived home last
absence of a year.

are

rare

Hie Candid Opinion.
A young man contemplating matrimonial felicity took his fair intended to the
home of his parents that she might be
introduced to the old folks.
“This is my future wife," said the
young man, proudly turning to paterfamilias, who was a canny Scot. “Now,
father, tell me cgndidiy what you think
t>f her."
The old man eyed the blushing bride
ilect critically for fully two minutes, then
answered with deliberation, "Well* John.
I can only say you have shown mnch better taste than she has."—London TitBits.

“Old

Oct.

uc

North Btnehlil.

Mrs. J. H. Hopkins have gone

to

parents, Charles Wilbur and

__B.

moved his family to

John Palmer has purchased the R. H.

is

Greenwood grange will bold an entertainment at the ball Saturday evening,

on

home from

Bangor.

a

Ball, jr., a native of Bucksport,
Newport, R. I., last Wednesday,
aged forty-six years. He was a stone
Martin

cutter

Mr. and
of

is

Unchained.
An English alderman of one of the new
boroughs in the provinces, meeting a
friend who occupied a similar position of
dignity and usefulness in a neighboring

district, said:
“We have provided our mayor with a
iplendid chain. What are you doing for

yours?"
“Oh," replied
ng to

let

our

his friend, "we are gobounder run loose.”

Money Talks.

Justice—Will you swear that you saw
he accused smoking a cigarette?
Witness—I don’t swear, your honor,
>ut I’ll bet you $10 to $5 that he was.—
Chicago News.

Aubrey L. Alley
week, after

an

Mrs. Jennie V. McFarland Is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Frank Meader.
Plitabch.
Oct. 22.

Her

As the queen bee does little or no outloor work and Is seldom killed by violence, as are the drones, she usually lives
o a good old age.

t

Hancock.
There

will be

a

dance at the town

Mnaic
Friday evening, Oct. 25.
Uonaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth.

hall

by

A REFORMATION!
“Look here, uncle.

Has any one died j

“No, Mars Emslie,” said John Henry,
with a start. "None hut ole Ephrnn,
who w«s buried ovah a month ago."
“The very thing." said Emslie. “Can
! trust yon with a secret. John Henry?"
“’Deed an’ yo’ kin, sah."
“Well, It Isn’t known here, but I'm a
medical student In Baltimore. What I
tame down here for Is a cadaver. You
what that Is, don't you?”
“It’s a bird, ain't It?” said John Hen'Taln't a buzz ard, I
•y thoughtfully.
mow

■eckon."
“No, no,” said Emslie, sinking his
rolcc almost to a whisper. “It's a dead
Sody. What I want is old Ephraim,
and I’ll give you $20 1/ you'll help me
fet him."
“An' if we git caught?” said John
Henry dubiously.
“Oh, we'll lie hanged, of conrse," said
Emslie cheerfully. “Are you willing to
take the chances for $20?"
John Henry said he thought he was.
“Very well, then." said Emslie. "Meet
me at 12 tonight at the colored graveyard and bring a spade with you."
Joliu Henry promises to uo so, aim
Emslle returned to Bloodgood and the
rest to report.
"The black rascal!” said Bloodgood
In disgust. "Didn’t I tell you he'd rob
the dead?”
The night was without a moon, and
everything favored the Iniquitous proceeding. At 12 Emslle met John Henry
at the designated place, which was not
a cheerful one, to say the least, for an

apiiointment.
"Well, you're here, I see,” he said.
"Have you brought a spade with you?
Now show me old Ephraim's grave."
John Henry led the way through a
tangle of blackberry vines and creeptrs. His knees were beginning to knock
under him.
"Now dig,” commanded
Emslle when the other paused before a
"Let’s get
freshly made mound.
through with this business as soon as
cau.”
John Henry took off his coat preparatory to beginning his ghastly work. Before he put his spade into the ground
he looked around for another reassuring glance (rt his companion. But Emslle had mysteriously disappeared.
Almost at the same time a number of
dnrk forms rose up as mysteriously on
all sides around him. John Henry was
so frightened that he fell down on his
knees.
He thought they were the
denizens of the place seeking vengeance until he heard a stern voice,
which he resognlzed as Colonel Washwe

ington’s,

horse.

a new

John Gray, of Orrington, is visiting Mrs. Helen Sellers.
Mrs. Dora Leach spent Sunday with
her aunt, Mrs. Calvin Davis.

died at

William Kairn bus

wife.

last week

the

Miss Cora Crabtree

DUU

Of

Uuli

He

Emily Coombs,

Oct. 21.

on

Harbor.

few hours.

Oct.

Auburn, visited

Rev. E. K. Drew exchanged pulpits
vith his son, Rev. E. 8. Drew, in Sedg
vick last Sunday.

»rd,

(

Recently In these parts?"

Mrs.

Desert

George P.

Mrs. Susan Jordan, of East Snllivan, is
visiting relatives in town.

visiting

into

house.

J. E. DeMeyer is at home for
from college.

Mrs.

went

heart

_

Mount

Bactbroofc.

denly,

law

nine-hour

The water company has bought of L.
C. Kimball the artesian well on SchoolHouse hill. Tbe company will put a pipe
into the pond, build a stand pipe on a
high elevation, and pump water to fur-

load

C. M. Rich and wife, who have been at
Northeast Harbor all summer, are at home
Northeast Harbor in about

The

larged.

effect here Oct. 1.

of schooner “Na-

poleon”, has gone to Steuben for
of wood for Northeast Harbor.

a

begun

eight new cottages, and some more areunder consideration. Several will be en-

Mrs. Fannie

for

has

on

friends and relatives

Capt.

Work

done here this winter.

pa&

Tbe Cove Comedy Co. is rehearsing the
)lsy “Uncle Reuh”, to be presented Roon.
Harry Wescott, Arthur Guilford and
lV*nk W. Staples • »■'» home from the
tanks.

A

E. Farnsworth is closing up his
summer’s work at tbe Seacoast packing
factory here, having had a very successful
season.
Tbe little steamer “Christopher”
has been hauled up for the winter. Capt.
Sowle and wife, and Engineer Edgcomb
and wife, have returned to their homes.
Spray.
Oct. 21.

Mr. Johnson, a former pastor of
the Methodist church here, preached at
Mr.
the Union church Sunday morning.
Johnson is now located at Tollman, Conn.

a

Canada.

A.

Rev.

been

through

dturr

Smith is very ill with

Samuel Conner, of
tiVPR b*>rp lfl«t rrrru

N.

her anbsttsule.

Mrs.

Oct. 10 of typhoid fever. He was burled
)rom the Union meeting house Oct. 12,
Rev. C. N. Davie officiating.

Mary

Mrs.

Whereas, Jephthatc chapter, O. E. 8., has
again been called to mourn the loss of an esteemed charter member, Bro. Cyrua H. Lurvey,
wito pmm:u uMdj
peacefully at Ufa home in

ing
thirty days
Resolved, That these resolutions be entered
in full on the records of the chapter, and that a
copy of the same be sent to the family of tbe
deceased, and a like copy be published in Thb

-*m

abbrTtisrmrnt*.

Pfnobiirot.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

for

Chant* A. Gilley, who has been 111 for
the past month, seems to gain very
■lowly.
Mrs. Myra G. Steele, who has been Jiv-

ing

kiuth

South went Harbor.
Resolved, That this chapter hereby extend*
Its svmpathy to the bereaved family and irtends
of our deceased brother.
Resolved, That the charter of tide chapter be
draped In the appropriate emblems of mourn-

tbe outside.

on

V- --*• •*
John H. Hamor bsv®
turned frr; tlieir visit at Steuben.

County New*

xddiiumal

pay*.

mw

Hnrbnr.

South went

Men.

rr*

Fred Erickson is

Count* New

*t» Additional

other payei.

»ee

SEWS. I

1XJU.NT1

Some naturalists say that no insects
except the silkworm feed upon the leaves
1 >f the mulberry.

say:

“So we’ve caught you red handed,
you scoundrel! Light a lantern, some
of you. and we’ll see who it is.”
In the glare of the match John Henry
noueed that every one wore a black
half mask and carried a shotgun. He
endeavored to collect his frightened
wits.
"
’Deed I ain’t did nuffln wrong.” he
expostulated. "Fo’ Gawd I ain’t, gemmen !”
"Then what are you doing here at
this hour?”
”1 Jus’ come in ter weed ovah ole

Ephum’s grave!”
“Y'es, and brought a spade with you,"
said Colonel Washington. “Why, as I
live. It’s the very spade you borrowed
from me over a month ago.”
“Yaas, sir.” said John Henry lamely.
"I

wuz

ou

my

way

ter return

hit to

yer.”
“What shall we do with him?” asked
Colonel Washington, turning to bis
companions.
"Hang him to the
uearest tree?”
"Oh, hanging’s too good for him,”
iald another. “Let’s cut him to pieces,
a little bit at a time.”
"No,” Interposed a third; "he ought
lo have a fair trial.
Let's take him to
Tnatlca

Tdintnp'u

n

nH

rrira

him

•>

fnU

trial.”
“That’s so," came the gruff chorus.
‘He ought to have a fair trial. We'll
take him to Justice Taintor's."
Justice Taintor was already prepared
tor their coming. Nevertheless he pretended to be awakened from a sound
deep, and after awhile came down and
lit the lamp in the little bare room in
which be held court
When the facts were made known to
him, he consented to an immediate
trial, which proved to be exceedingly
humorous to all except the prisoner.
Colonel Washington made out a strong
'ase for the prosecution, and then Mr.
Blackburn, who bad been appointed to
represent John Henry’s Interests, arose.
“I admit everything Colonel Washington has said, and more,” he began.
‘Hades is too good for John Henry,
rhe devil couldn't keep a chicken If he
was around.
I hope you won’t send
him there, judge, for by so doing you’ll
pr.ly Increase the Immorality of the

place.”
The jury found the quaking prisoner
guilty without leaving their seats, and
then Justice Taintor turned to him and
said;
“John Henry, If the law took Its
proper course, you would be plunged
Ike a human doughnut in a vat of boilBut we haven't any vat of
ing oil.
Polling oil, so I’m going to give you a
chance. Gentlemen, go outside and have
four guns ready. As the prisoner runs
hlaze away at him as many times as
foil 14 e, and if he gets off with his life
sell and good.”
John Henry started, and for awh le
t sounded like helium times. Once lie
tell, and a gun was placed very close
:o the seat of bis breeches; but, oddly
snough, he was upon his feet agalc
ifter the discharge.
He never knew
that the guns were all loaded with
Plank cartridges, and as he got out of
gunshot it seemed to him that he was
wounded In a hundred places.
From that time John Henry was an
ixempUry negro.

Ellsworth’s Leading Dry (ioods Store
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Skirts, New Storm Skirts,

new and
A magnificent display, every one beautiful, attractive,
made-to-order
of
garments.
that
to
equal
workmanship
fashionable,
Our prices are the lowest possible, consistent with the quality, style
Press
and workmanship. We have Suits from #M to #25. Our
tho latest
and Walking Skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays are
have them at the
productions of Xew York manufacturers. We

11
(>
I*

l[I

JjI

low prices from
cost of the cloth.

extremely
mere

j|

#2.60

#G,

to

practically

or

jI

<(
(I
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at the

(>

jj

The colors^in 27 and 42 inch lengths and some full lengths.
Prices from #5 to #20.
blue, black, mode, tan and brown.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

[

(J*
°

j

High-class Furs.

!jJ

We can furnish any kind of high-class furs at short notice, and at a
saving of at least one-third.
We offer for a short time to early buyers

|

II
(I

j{

^

j

at #25, #50 and
asks for them.

j

#;t5,

or

jj

one-third less than any other house

<»
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Novelties in Waists

v

in either ready-made or materials. The ready-made range from $1
to $5. The materials from 30c* to $1.25 per yard.

j;
J

Bargains in Petticoats.

!j

!»
J.

We have closed out manufacturers' samples of Petticoats at less

I

than half

11
(1

price.

)

11
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10ft black and colored Petticoats at 98c.

<[

"

"

UO

These are just one-half of the usual
from $5 to $10.

11
I>

General and

i

•f

*1.50
Silk Petticoats

J^

selling price.

^

J[

Dress Goods News.

Special

{•

department is complete in every line. Plain
weaves are very popular.
Coverts, Broadcloths, I Venetians, Serges.
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
elegance hard to resist. Come and see them.
Our Dress floods

J.
,
,)

|;

(J1
[

j;

Silks and Velvets.

•:

We have added
The largest and best assortment in the city.
10 our line a full line of Panne Velvets in all colors.
Do you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city ? A full line of yarns, iiosiery, upderwear and gloves.
If you want reliable goods, you cannot make a
mistake by trading with
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SREAR,

WHOLESALE AND
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RETAIL,

II

Coni, Wood, Hay,

Sand, Hnfr, Itoscndnle
Straw, Lime, Brick,
Cement, Amerlcau and
Imported Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain Pipe,

II
11
II
11
11

Fire Brick,

Fire

FireClay,

II
11
II

11
II
11
11

Clay Chimney Pipe,

Kerosene Oil,

*

Charcoal and Baled Shavings,
“OTTO” Coke for Domestic Use.
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Nearseal Jackets

I*

< ►

5 Park

Street,

Rockland, flame.
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Ladies’ Coats
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Waists.

New

!I

I
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Dress

New

Suits,

lor=made

New Tai=

ftaglans,

New Cloaks, New

p

I

1

He have facilities for

■

11

the tide.

II
11

New

coaling

steam vessels

at any

stage
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II

of

11
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England Telephone 104-11.

Extern
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Telephone RO-S.
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KALLH.
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LAKKWOOD.

Miu

Cochrane, of tbla place, of the
Mitt* Lula M. Rollins went to Bar Har»
Scat. Congregational missionary society, bor
last week, where she ban employment.
with Miaa Flagg, of West Acton, Maaa.,
la now doing missionary work at
Rufus H. Young, of Hancock, and John
Sebago,
in western Maine.
8. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, was here during
the past week on their annual trapping
and bunting tour.
Whew the World Will Be Fell.
If we apply to the future growth of
Educate Your Bowals With I'aacarata.
the world’s population the rate of InCandy Cathartic, cure constipation foresee
crease that obtained
during the nine- tOr 25c If C. C. C fail, druggtata refund tnonejt
teenth century—one person per hundred per year—we obtain the
aoorrtistmints.
following
forecast:
~

Billions of
So. of persons to
one square mile.
persona.
1,000 or.
81
*•“». 4,828 or.
83
11.708 or. 223
BOO,..,,,.,.,..,,,, 81,862 or..... 800
BfiO. 32,073 or.1,001
As there are 02,000,000 square miles
_

...

of land on the earth, and as we are to
consider 1,000 persons to each square
miie as me equivalent of the world s
being full. It follows that we want a
world population of 52.000,000,000 of
persons to fulfill this condition.
A glance at the above statement of
growth In the world’s population shows
that the necessary growth from 1.G00,000,000 In the year 1900 to the 52,000,000,000 of persons wanted for our purpose will eventuate In the year 2250, almost 350 years ahead of the present
time, when, as the Illustration suggests,
It may be necessary to hang out a notice to the effect that the world Is full
to the utmost limit.—Cosmopolitan.
'•be

ably

man

the

who wants the earth
one to growl about

first

Is Invarihis taxes.

■

I

Don’t Think'

j*

You

wUnow
"
More
Than Your
....Mother
is

good advice for
and boys,

men

and the man who
thinks he knowB wore than Mother Nature about
running his body
finds out his mistake when he
gets
*
indigestion. “L. F." Atwood*«
Bitten restore digestion.
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